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Executive Summary 

This report examines some opportunities and options for building 
sustainable and innovative subdivisions in the Northwest - subdivisions 
which foster community and environmental values and which minimize 
impacts upon them. These values may be expressed in the Official 
Community Plans of local governments and in provincial Land and 
Resource Management Plans. They include the importance of quality of 
life in the Northwest that is provided by a healthy natural environment 
and a myriad of outdoor recreational opportunities.  

Natural green infrastructure such as creeks, wetlands, forests, and 
grasslands provide habitat for fish and wildlife and also provide 
services to humans, for example by filtering air and water, or 
detaining and absorbing water, thereby reducing flooding. Local 
government and others can use a range of tools to reduce the negative 
impacts of development on these assets. The research reported here 
focuses on ways to protect portions of land to be developed within 
subdivisions that include ecological or recreational assets. 
Nonetheless, many of the tools and ideas discussed in the report are 
applicable to any kind of development. These assets can add potential 
appeal and value to property owners and benefits to the broader 
community. How these approaches may benefit developers, 
purchasers of new lots, local government, and the public is also 
considered.  

The research involved three phases; the first is an investigation and 
summary of a wide range of literature on sustainable development and 
subdivisions, particularly focused on local government. In order to 
assist interested individuals and organizations, one of the research 
products is a table summarizing many key tools from the "Green 
Bylaws Toolkit for Conserving Sensitive Ecosystems and Green 
Infrastructure"  (ELC and Curran 2007). These include a range of 
bylaws, conservation covenants, and riparian property tax exemptions. 
This table is intended to help interested individuals and organizations 
who lack the time to read this extensive and informative document. 
This first phase resulted in the narrowing of topics and the selection of 
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case studies of interest and relevance to the Bulkley Valley as well as 
key informants for interviews.  

The use of clustered designs to protect environmentally sensitive areas 
and trails during subdivision development was examined in the second 
phase through interviews and four case studies.  These designs feature 
areas of common open space, or common property with higher density 
on the remaining land. In British Columbia, this arrangement is called 
a bare land strata which may have common ownership of water and 
sewer systems and individual ownership of strata parcels. 

Three sites in the Bulkley Valley were examined in varying detail.  Two 
are in the vicinity of Tyhee Lake. Peter and Kim De Jong, owners of a 
construction company, have a 153 acre property above Tyhee Lake. A 
clustered subdivision design created by De Jong is shown as an 
example. Daryl and Dina Hanson own a 72-acre property adjoining 
Tyhee Lake Provincial Park. A Neighbourhood Asset Mapping workshop 
identified ecological and recreational assets valued by neighbours and 
others who enjoy walking on trails on the Hanson property. Results 
from this workshop as well as a site level assessment and identification 
of landscape units by Anne Hetherington (Ecosystems Section, Forest 
Lands and Natural Resources Operations) provided data which was 
used as a basis to suggest two potential areas for future subdivision 
development that would minimize impacts. 

Renewal Land Company's Siskin Lane project was examined as an 
example of a project with multiple benefits that uses the tools of local 
government, including zoning, covenants and Rights Of Way within the 
context of subdivision development. Finally, a fourth case was added 
based on interviews with Regional District of Bulkley Nechako planners 
Jason Llewellyn and Maria Sandberg. It is the first bare land strata 
development in the Regional District and is located at the edge of the 
Town of Smithers adjacent to the Bluffs mountain biking trails on 
Hudson Bay Mountain. A covenant was placed on the entire property 
which specifies protection of the common open space and the trail that 
crosses the back of the property was returned to the Crown through 
the BC Recreation, Sites and Trails program. Currently, this covenant 
is held by the Regional District.  
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Conservation covenants are legal agreements that run with the title of 
the land and are intended to protect it in perpetuity. Covenants can be 
donated to organizations that work to conserve land – called Land 
Trusts or Land Conservancies. Property owners can put a covenant on 
their title and keep the land or donate the land and receive potential 
tax credits or deductions under Canadian tax law. Donations of land 
can be gifted directly to an eligible charity or through the federal 
Ecological Gifts Program.   

A table was constructed that summarizes and describes the costs and 
benefits of status quo and clustered subdivision designs. It is a 
preliminary and qualitative analysis of costs and benefits to a range of 
potential stakeholders in three categories:  financial, social or 
recreational, and environmental. For example, although lot sizes are 
smaller, the number of units in a clustered design can be higher and 
the literature suggests that buyers will pay more for properties 
adjacent to green space and recreational trails. Furthermore, clustered 
subdivisions can result in a reduction in costs of building and 
maintaining infrastructure with benefits to the developer and local 
government. 

The report concludes by suggesting the need for further work with 
local governments and developers to better understand available tools 
and bylaws such as property tax exemptions that can result in benefits 
for both parties as well as the public. It also suggests that a Regional 
Conservation Fund be explored that could kick off funding a Regional 
Land Trust to hold and monitor conservation covenants.  
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Glossary of Abbreviations 

)

ALR Agricultural Land Reserve 

BMP Best Management Practices 

DFO Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Government of Canada 

DP Development Permit 

EGP Ecological Gifts Program of Environment Canada 

EDPA Environmental Development Permit Area 

ESA Environmentally Sensitive Area 

FLNRO Forest Lands and Natural Resources Operations 

ICSP Integrated Community Sustainability Plan of the Village of Telkwa 

LGA Local Government Act of British Columbia 

MOE Ministry of Environment, Province of British Columbia 

MOTI Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure of British Columbia 

NGO Non-governmental organization (e.g. a conservation group) 
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OCP Official Community Plan 

RAR Riparian Areas Regulation 

RCS Regional Conservation Strategy 

RDBN Regional District of Bulkley Nechako 

RGS Regional Growth Strategy 

SARA Species at Risk Act 

SEI Sensitive Ecosystems Inventory 

ST-OCP Regional District of Bulkley Nechako's Smithers Telkwa 

(Electoral Area A) Rural OCP  

SPEA Streamside Protection and Enhancement Area 

SHIM Sensitive Habitat Inventory and Mapping 

UCB Urban Containment Boundaries 

VOT Village of Telkwa 
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1. Introduction  

Every example of people living lighter on their land whether it's a city lot, or 20 
acres or 5000 acres is a good example. 

Laurel Brewster, Project Manager, Siskin Lane Project 

Subdivision development often results in the removal of most, if not all vegetation 
and topsoil from a site.  It can also modify the lay of the land and impact the way 
water flows, potentially increasing sedimentation in local watercourses. Habitats 
for a range of species including species at risk may be destroyed. Trails that have 
been enjoyed by the local community and that link different parts of a community 
may be lost. 

This report examines some opportunities and options for building sustainable and 
innovative subdivisions in the Northwest - subdivisions which minimize impacts 
and add community and environmental value. Innovative subdivisions can 
incorporate social values expressed in provincial Land and Resource Management 
Plans and the Official Community Plans of local governments. These values 
include the importance of quality of life in the Northwest that is provided by a 
healthy natural environment and a myriad of outdoor recreational opportunities.  

Innovative approaches can address protections for riparian areas and water, 
sediment and sewage flows, sensitive habitats, and transportation and other 
considerations aimed at lowering carbon footprint. Project design can place 
houses in such a way to retain rural character and minimize impact on view-
scapes. A reduction in costs of building and maintaining infrastructure may also 
be achieved through innovative subdivision design. 

Local government and others can use a range of tools to reduce the negative 
impacts of development on valued assets. A list of common human activities and 
their potential effect on wildlife habitat is found in Table 1. The research reported 
here focuses mainly on creative opportunities to incorporate areas into 
subdivision planning that are ideal for recreation including biking, hiking and 
skiing trails. It also examines approaches to subdivision development that 
minimize or mitigate impacts on species and habitats within the project footprint 
by protecting portions of the land to be developed. Ecological and recreational 
assets can add potential appeal and value to property owners and benefits to the 
broader community. How these approaches may benefit developers, purchasers 
of new lots, local government, and the public is also considered.  
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Table 1. Some development activities and their effect on wildlife habitat.1  

Development Activity Effect on Wildlife Habitat 

Construction of roadways, power lines, 
railways, and other linear development 

Habitat fragmentation: animal 
movements restricted; reduced mixing 
between populations  

Paving surfaces; culverting streams  Surface runoff increased, carrying toxic 
substances and sediment to water 
bodies, reducing water quality. Barriers 
to fish movement and alienating 
spawning habitat. 

Vegetation clearing for subdivision or 
other uses 

Natural vegetation replaced with 
human-made materials and mono-
culture ground covers, reducing species 
diversity 

Wetlands filled or reclaimed or water 
regimes altered 

Loss of wetland plant and animal 
species; reduced impact of landscape 
to absorb and filter precipitation and 
produce clean water 

Watercourse diversion Aquatic habitats disturbed or 
destroyed; changes in species 
abundance and diversity 

Sewage Enrichment of water bodies with 
fertilizers, toxic contamination, 
reducing aquatic habitat quality 

Grazing of animals along watercourses Reduced vegetation, more erosion 
potential, manure runoff, reducing 
water quality 

Chemical fertilizers and pesticides Toxic effects on non-target species, 
watercourse contamination including 
groundwater  

Introduction of exotic species Some species spread beyond local 
areas and replace native species e.g. 
hawkweed 

)

)

1Adapted)from)Eaton)and)Boates)(2005).)

)
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1.1 The Importance of Green Infrastructure 

Infrastructure is defined as the basic equipment and structures (such as roads 
and bridges) that are needed for a country, region, or organization to function 
properly.2 The term "green infrastructure" refers to the structures of ecosystems 
and includes the idea that ecosystems provide goods and services to both 
humans and other species.  

Natural green infrastructure such as creeks, wetlands, forests, and grasslands 
provide habitat for fish and wildlife and also provide services to humans, for 
example by filtering air and water, or detaining and absorbing water, thereby 
reducing flooding.  Humans also engineer green infrastructure that mimics how 
nature functions in order to serve a range of purposes, for example permeable 
pavement and green roofs.  
 
Two complementary strategies can “green” a community and its infrastructure: 
preserving as much natural green infrastructure as possible and promoting 
designs that soften the footprint of development. Rutherford (2007) notes that 
these two strategies are, among others, key elements of a “smart growth” 
approach that aims to create a more livable, sustainable community. Local 
governments can increase their long term sustainability by reducing and 
"softening" the environmental footprint and avoiding waste and finding 
efficiencies. Rutherford (2007) adds: 
 

Taking a greener approach to infrastructure development not only 
mitigates the potential environmental impacts of development (e.g. 
improving stream health and reducing energy use) but makes 
economic sense as well, when all of the impacts of conventional 
development on “natural capital” and the services rendered by natural 
capital are taken into account.3 

)
An example of economic benefits of green infrastructure is examined in a number 
of local governments' management of runoff through green infrastructure and low 
impact development. Results indicated that low impact development/green 
infrastructure can cost less than grey infrastructure alone and that these 
approaches result in multiple benefits including financial, social, and 
environmental (EPA 2013). The Land Trust Alliance has summarized a range of 
literature addressing the economic benefits of land conservation.4 
)

2)http://www.merriamSwebster.com/dictionary/infrastructure)[Accessed)September)2014])
3)See)for)example)Olewiler,)N.)(2004).)The)Value)of)Natural)Capital)in)Settled)Areas)of)Canada.)Published)by)Ducks)Unlimited)Canada)and)

the)Nature)Conservancy)of)Canada.)36)pp.)Available)by)contacting:))http://www.ducks.ca/whoSweSare/contactSus/)[Accessed)
January)2015])

4)Land)Trust)Alliance,)Annotated)Bibliography)for)the)Economic)Benefits)of)Land)Conservation)
http://www.landtrustalliance.org/conservation/landowners/annotatedSbibliographySbenefitsSlandSconservation)[Accessed)
October)2014])
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1.2 Tools to Retain Green Infrastructure 

In the course of the research for this project, a wide range of tools to protect 
green infrastructure were examined. One resource in particular, The Green 
Bylaws Toolkit for Conserving Sensitive Ecosystems and 
Green Infrastructure  (ELC and Curran 2007) is 257 pages long, providing a 
wealth of information. In order to help interested people who lack the time to 
read this book, many tools were summarized here in a large table (Appendix A) 
with additional information provided as hyperlinked websites. Tools from 
Appendix A that are most relevant for this research project are discussed below.   

1.2.1 Bylaws 

Bylaws are created and passed by local governments to guide and regulate a 
range of activities. Bylaws which can protect green infrastructure which will not 
be addressed here are the following regulatory bylaws: Screening and 
Landscaping, Tree Protection, and Soil Deposit and Removal, which are available 
to both Municipalities and Regional Districts through the Local Government Act or 
the Community Charter; and Watercourse Protection, Pesticide Control, and Alien 
Invasive Species which are available to Municipalities only. Watercourse 
Protection is touched on in Appendix A and Section 5 on Riparian Protection.  A 
table summarizing which pieces of local government legislation contain particular 
bylaws is found in Appendix B.  

1.2.2 Official Community Plans  

An Official Community Plan (OCP) sets a general direction for development and 
conservation. It may contain policies on environment and other values. The Green 
Bylaws Toolkit states: 

Strong OCP policies also provide direction to approving officers when 
they are reviewing applications for subdivision. Under section 85(3) of 
the Land Title Act, an approving officer may refuse to approve a 
subdivision plan if the officer considers that the plan is against the 
public interest. OCP policies may also influence the kinds of conditions 
an approving officer decides to place on subdivision approvals. 

OCPs can also direct developers making applications to terms of reference for 
evaluating the impacts of development and can require proposals to conform to 
best management practices (BMPs). OCPs contain maps which serve an 
educational role as well as representing a community’s current assets and desired 
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future changes.5 OCPs can also support approaches such as density bonuses and 
cluster development (ELC and Curran 2007, Appendix A, and see below).  

The Green Bylaws Toolkit also notes that OCPs usually include designations of 
environmental development permit areas (EDPAs), their justifications, and 
detailed guidelines (ELC and Curran 2007). A development permit area (DPA) 
means that in order to proceed with a development project in a location 
designated as a DPA (these are mapped), a permit is required. EDPAs enable staff 
and council to make site-specific decisions about protecting sensitive ecosystems. 
They can specify conditions and standards that a developer must meet in order to 
obtain the permit and before subdivision, for example, they can: specify areas of 
land or natural features to be protected, preserved, restored or enhanced; require 
dedication of watercourses; and provide guidelines which can shape development, 
including sequence and timing of construction. EDPAs have strengths and 
weaknesses (ELC and Curran 2007; Appendix A) which influence whether a local 
government adopts them.  

1.3 The Study 

This project focuses on how valued environmental features and trails can be 
retained through subdivision design. It looks at some of the legal and planning 
tools that can be used to accomplish this – in jurisdictions beyond the Bulkley 
Valley. It then focuses on what the options are here in the RDBN and in one 
municipality, the Village of Telkwa (VOT). Interviews with a range of individuals 
including planners, project managers, staff from three levels of government, and 
developers shed light on the constraints and the benefits to innovative 
approaches to subdivision design and the tools available to accomplish it. The 
report shifts back and forth between tools and examples of their use in BC and 
beyond, and information from interviews on the potential relevance of these tools 
in the Northwest, particularly in the Bulkley Valley and in the case studies.   

1.3.1 Project Goals 

• to investigate options for subdivision design that generate a range of 
economic, environmental, and community benefits while reducing the 
development’s  environmental footprint 

• to gather and summarize knowledge on legal and planning tools for 
subdivisions that retain valued environmental assets and publically used 
trails in a publicly available report  

)

5)Mapping)as)a)green)infrastructure)tool)is)summarized)in)Appendix)A.)

)
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• to present this report to the Regional District, Town Councils and the public 
and engage them in a future-oriented discussion  

1.3.2 Background 

The project originated with two Bulkley Valley property owners who are interested 
in exploring options for development that will provide community, environmental, 
and economic benefits. They had had discussions with neighbours and with Anne 
Hetherington (Ecosystems Section, Forest Lands and Natural Resources 
Operations (FLNRO)) to discuss the possibility of subdivision developments that 
would strategically cluster lots and retain sensitive habitats and publically used 
trails as green space, open to community access.  Hetherington is the northern 
contact for the Species and Ecosystems at Risk and Local Government Working 
Group. She and the author collaborated with these landowners to write the 
project proposal. 

1.3.3 Methods 

A large amount of literature was initially examined on a number of themes 
including the following: 

• green infrastructure, subdivisions, and tools for local government 
• tax incentives for developers  
• innovative subdivision design  
• options for designation and management of land that is set aside for 

environmental protection or public use of trails  

This initial research phase provided information on a wide range of tools for 
conducting sustainable development and subdivisions. It also assisted in focusing 
in on the most relevant tools and options for the local case studies. On the basis 
of relevant and potentially applicable examples found in the literature, a number 
of key informants were selected for interviews and contacted.  This research 
phase also clarified who should be interviewed locally. (See Acknowledgements 
for the individuals interviewed and their affiliations).  

Three sites in the Bulkley Valley were examined in varying detail here.  Two are 
in the vicinity of Tyhee Lake in the Regional District. Peter and Kim DeJong, 
owners of a construction company, have a 153 acre property above Tyhee Lake. 
Daryl and Dina Hanson own a 72-acre property on the road across from the 
Telkwa Cemetery and adjoining Tyhee Lake Provincial Park in the Village of 
Telkwa. 

              VOT (2011) describes Tyhee Lake Provincial Park: 
This park is situated in the Bulkley River Valley and is well used by 
the Village and surrounding communities, consisting of a total of 33 
hectares. Visitors and residents of nearby communities can enjoy 
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hiking, swimming, picnicking, and nature viewing in the summer. 
Winter conditions allow the park to be used for ice fishing and cross-
country skiing.  

On the basis of literature research, innovative subdivision projects conducted by 
Renewal Land Company were identified on Cortes Island. One of these, the Siskin 
Lane project is used here as an example of a project with multiple benefits that 
uses the tools of local government, including zoning, covenants and Rights Of 
Way within the context of subdivision development. 

A third site was added based on interviews with Regional District of Bulkley 
Nechako planners Jason Llewellyn and Maria Sandberg. It is located in the 
Regional District at the edge of the Town of Smithers. All four cases are described 
in further detail below. 

Clustered subdivisions designs were created for the Hanson and De Jong cases, 
and for the former, an earlier, a status quo lot layout was contrasted with a more 
innovative design based on lessons learned from the research. 

A table was constructed that summarizes these options in a preliminary analysis 
of qualitative benefits to a range of potential stakeholders in three categories:  
financial, social or recreational, and environmental.  

Presentations were held with the Regional District representatives and/or 
planning staff, Town Councils and/or staff, and the public. Findings of the 
research will be discussed and input and feedback sought for moving forward with 
subdivision planning and development on the two properties. Discussions will be 
summarized as a project deliverable.  
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2 Bulkley Valley Local Government Policies – Environment and 
Recreation 

This section provides the policy rationale for the retention of trails and 
environmentally sensitive areas in three local governments within the Bulkley 
Valley. The OCPs of the Town of Smithers, the Village of Telkwa, and the Regional 
District of Bulkley Nechako have content that emphasizes the importance of the 
protection of the natural environment and the importance of recreation – in the 
first two jurisdictions, trails are specifically mentioned. 

2.1 Environment and Official Community Plans in the Bulkley Valley  

Community Survey Results in the Town of Smithers OCP identify the second of 
four priorities as:  2. Protect sensitive areas on private land. Goals and objectives 
for the environment are: 

Goal:  
Maintain the health and integrity of our environment. 
 

Objectives:  
• To identify, protect and, where possible, enhance ecologically 

significant areas for the long term benefit and enjoyment of 
residents and visitors to Smithers. 

• To minimize the negative impacts on the environment. 
• To support development that avoids unnecessary impacts to the 

environment. 
 

The Smithers OCP defines "Ecologically significant areas" as "streams, lakes, 
wetlands, mature trees, and known habitat areas."  Four of nine environmental 
policies address protection and conservation of habitats and aquatic ecosystems 
and include the application of DPAs (Figure 1, Schedule B6) to do so (Appendix 
C). Covenants on private lands are also a policy tool. 
 
The Village of Telkwa has DPAs focused on the characteristics of two centres of 
activity within the village, not primarily focused on environmentally sensitive 
areas, referred to here as ESAs; and the Regional District of Bulkley Nechako 
(RDBN) does not have DPAs. (See 5.4.2 below for more detail as well as ELC and 
Curran 2007). 

)

6)This)map)is)available)on)line)at)http://www.smithers.ca/uploads/town/pdfsSgeneral/permitsSlicenses/developmentS
permits/2010_maps/Schedule_B_S_Environmental.pdf))[Accessed)November)2014].)
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The Regional District of Bulkley Nechako's Smithers Telkwa Rural OCP (ST-OCP) 
has a General Plan Vision and Visions for separate categories. An excerpt from 
the Vision for the Environment (2.1.3) is: 

The value of the area’s lakes, rivers, natural areas, and wildlife 
habitat are recognized as critical components of resident’s quality of 
life and the local economy... The responsible development of property 
and recreational use of the land is encouraged. The development 
approval process is expected to adequately consider and protect 
these values (RDBN 2014) 

The goals of the general plan that are relevant to this project include the 
following (excerpted): 

(3) limit rural development to the minimum level necessary to support the 
region’s economic and social needs, and make the best use of areas of existing 
development.  
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Figure 1. Environmental Development Permit Areas of the Town of Smithers.
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(4) recognize the unique natural characteristics of the Plan area and the 
protection of that character from incompatible forms of development.  
(5) achieve protection and stewardship of environmentally sensitive attributes 
(including fish, riparian and wildlife habitat; and quality and quantity of ground 
and surface water).  
(6) protect and preserve farm land and soil having agricultural capability, and 
encourage and support the appropriate utilization of that land for agricultural 
purposes.  
(7) to protect and preserve the character, and quality of life, of existing rural 
residential development.  
(8) maintain a balance between the regulation of land use to protect community 
values and the desire of local residents for a lifestyle with a high degree of self-
expression respecting use of their property.  
 

One may wish to assume that community values in (8) include environmental 
values and ESAs. Environmental objectives and policies are found in Appendix C.  

In the preamble to the Natural Environment (4.2) objectives the Plan notes:  

The natural environment is the foundation of the economic, 
ecological, and social viability of the Plan area. As such, careful 
management at local, regional and provincial levels is necessary. The 
Regional District recognizes the Provincial government as having the 
primary responsibility in managing this resource and supports its 
efforts to manage the natural environment appropriately.  

As mentioned in 2.2., since OCPs provide direction that represents the public 
interest, firm language that sets expectations is preferable. Given that the 
provincial government has reduced funding over the years to its environmental 
branches, local and regional governments can play an important role. Many 
environmental policies in RDBN (2014, 4.2.2) use language like "support and 
encourage", for example the following [italics are the author's]:  

(2) The “Ecological and Wildlife Values” map (Schedule “C”), shows a number of 
important wildlife and ecological areas. The Regional District supports and 
encourages development proponents to incorporate protection and enhancement 
of these areas and associated values in the design of development within the Plan 
area. 

This language can be contrasted with the following: 

 (10) Rezoning applications to allow subdivision or development on land adjacent 
to or containing environmentally unique, rare, or sensitive areas may only be 
supported if it can be reasonably demonstrated that the proposed development 
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will not negatively or adversely impact surface or groundwater resources, or an 
environmentally unique or sensitive area.  

2.2 Trails and Bulkley Valley Official Community Plans 

A large number of policies addressing parks, trails, and open space are found in 
the OCPs of Telkwa and Smithers (see Appendix D). In both cases mention is 
made of trails connected to and through new developments. 

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

Focus on Telkwa  

In 2011, The Village of Telkwa passed a bylaw that was both an official community plan 
and an Integrated Community Sustainability Plan (ICSP) (VOT 2011). In 2012, the 
ICSP won silver out of 21 finalists in the international Liveable Community (LivCom) 
Awards, socioeconomic category. The ICSP provides the long term planning framework 
to guide future planning and strategic land use decisions following "guidelines and 
principles related to economic, environmental, social and cultural sustainability."  The 
OCP and Zoning Bylaw follow these principles. These plans were developed with much 
input from the community. Engagement exercises included: a Community Visioning 
Night, sustainability-based questions in the OCP Resident Community Survey, 
interviews with stakeholders and the Telkwa Environmental Sustainability Committee 
(VOT 2011).  

The Strategic Action Plan has six theme areas, one of which is transportation. The plan 
says, "Transportation is a sustainability issue which needs a series of solutions to help 
shift today’s society from an automobile centric lifestyle." One of the actions to pursue 
is to "promote cycling, walking, cross-country skiing and other modes of active 
transportation" because: 

 
Active transportation brings many benefits to a community: increased 
physical health, decrease in GHG emissions and pollutants, encourages 
more pedestrian based uses (commercial, recreational, etc.).1 

One of the products of the ICSP is the Sustainability Checklist. It is intended to provide 
the Village staff with an opportunity to assess a project’s contribution to the 
sustainability of Telkwa based on social, cultural, environmental and economic 
indicators. The checklist measures all applications by the same criteria, ensuring 
consistency between projects during the review process. The checklist promotes the 
Village of Telkwa’s sustainability objectives and will guide development towards 
Telkwa’s vision of a sustainable community (Appendix B of ICSP). 

In addition to transportation related goals and indicators, one of the social indicators in 
VOT's Sustainability Checklist is: 

"Does the proposed development/project contribute to the health and well-being of the 
community in terms of the following:  

Promotes and supports a safe pedestrian friendly community 

Supports and promotes access to parks, recreation and trails" (Section 3f and g). 
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A ST-OCP General plan goal (RDBN 2014) is: 

(12) The plan strives to increase opportunities for outdoor recreation for all 
residents, including access to lakes, rivers, trails and parks.  

In addition, a policy in 3.4.2 - Rezoning of Rural Residential is: 

(11) The provision and maintenance of public access to Crown lands, and trail 
development, should be considered as part of any rezoning application to allow 
subdivision.  

This policy has already been implemented in the case of a new bare land strata 
subdivision (see 7.1. and 7.4.). 

2.3 Zoning and the Protection of Valued Assets 

A zoning bylaw can stand alone but generally the Official Community Plan is 
passed as a bylaw and defines zones and related policies (ELC and Curran 2007). 
The establishment of zones under either a zoning bylaw or an OCP is a means of 
organizing where and how development occurs. The zoning bylaw can also specify 
activities, standards, or guidelines appropriate for the various zones.  

The Regional District of Bulkley Nechako (RDBN) in the Bulkley Valley has both. 
Its zoning bylaw establishes zones and regulates the following within them: 

(i) the use of land, buildings and structures, (ii) the density of use of 
land, buildings and structures, and (iii) the siting, size and dimensions 
of buildings, structures and uses permitted on the land. In addition, 
the bylaw regulates the shape, dimensions and area of parcels of land 
that might be created by subdivision.7 

The OCP is "intended to be the community's vision for the future development 
and growth of an area." In order to provide guidance, it defines and describes 
larger zones8 or areas called Land Use Designations.9 

Most of the land under the establishment of the RDBN is designated for 
agriculture (AG); the next most common Land Use Designation is Resource (RE). 
)

7)http://www.rdbn.bc.ca/images/pdf/planning/Bylaws/ZoningBylaw700.pdf)))[Accessed)January)2015].)
8)Land)Use)Designations)are)a)form)of)zoning.)http://www.calgary.ca/PDA/pd/Pages/Zoning.aspx)
9http://www.rdbn.bc.ca/planningSdepartment/landSuseSplanning/officialScommunitySplans)[Accessed)January)2015].)Note)that)5.2)in)

RDBN)(2014))defines)and)describes)the)land)use)designations)and)which)zones)are)compatible)within)them.)

)
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These two designations exist largely at the interface with Crown Lands. The 
Resource designation is intended to support land and resource management 
activities. The ST-OCP elaborates: 

The Resource Designation is characterized by a lack of settlement and 
by extensive resource management potential. It is the intent of this 
designation to protect the resource values of the designated area and 
to minimize resource conflicts among recreation, grazing, mining and 
wildlife with other uses by discouraging settlement on Resource 
designated lands. These lands are also valued for their environmental 
attributes and as wildlife habitats (RDBN 2014).  

Some residential development is allowed in this area provided it has a minimum 
parcel size of 8 ha (20 acres) and conforms to a number of policies (see 3.9.2).   

A designation that occupies much less land in the RDBN is Rural Residential:   

Rural Residential (RR) designation is intended to provide opportunities 
for people to live in a rural setting while protecting and preserving the 
rural character of the area. Properties requiring a higher level of 
community services, such as water and sewer, will be directed into 
the Town of Smithers and the Village of Telkwa (RDBN 2014). 

An exception is a development type that is newer, the Bare Land Strata (also 
referred to in the plan as strata subdivisions). These are described in more detail 
in 7.0. 
 
In an interview with RDBN planners, Jason Llewellyn, Director of Planning 
explained that the Regional District's primary tool to protect ESAs is through the 
OCP and zoning. This is done by: 

• identifying areas that are appropriate for development, whether 
it's residential or industrial, 

• identifying sensitive areas in the OCP with the help of the 
Ministry of the Environment, and the help of the Ecosystems 
Section of the FLRNO, and 

• identifying policies...The goal is to reduce development in ESAs, 
ideally through keeping development options away from them. 
The large size of the lots in areas where they may be located 
may also contribute to protection.  

Large lot zoning for rural areas is a common tool that is used to protect habitats 
and ecosystem function (ELC and Curran 2007). However, even though lots are 
large, landowners may still destroy the habitats on the property, for example, 
filling in riparian areas, back channels of rivers, draining wetlands, piping 
streams, cutting down trees, fencing, paving or compacting areas for parking or 
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activities, converting to pasture or introducing domestic animals to areas with 
high wildlife use, connectivity or predators.  
 
The ST-OCP contains three relevant maps: Land Use Designations (zones with 
general categories of land use), ESAs – the Ecological and Wildlife Values Map, 
and the Recreation Values Map (RDBN 2014).10 "Whenever we deal with an 
application or development proposal we have that map of sensitive areas so that 
we can consider them in our approvals process, plus the Land Use Designation 
map is also based on a consideration of those ESA maps."  
 
Llewellyn said that to protect ESAs, "Generally they're designated Rural Resource 
in the OCP which has very large parcel size and limited development potential and 
if they're very critical we would designate those as Park" (Parks and Recreation 
(P)). However, RDBN does not have a parks function (see Section 4.2) so these 
would not be active parks operated by the RDBN. An example are the areas 
around Seymour Lake. Llewellyn noted, "The definition of park in the OCP covers 
"active" and "passive" parks. Part of the purpose of the designation is for 
protecting ESAs where we don't want to see development. Basically a Park is an 
area that is identified for no development - commercial, industrial or residential." 
(see Section 4 below). 

2.4 Density in Rural Areas 

Generally, the planning literature favours higher density development in urban 
areas and low density development in rural areas.  It is thought that low density 
exerts less pressure on environmentally sensitive areas (ESAs), thus reducing 
habitat fragmentation, which helps to maintain ecosystem function. In addition to 
environmental impacts, urban sprawl may have potential effects on human 
health, transportation, greenhouse gas production, road infrastructure and 
related costs. In rural BC, sprawl can also impact economic sustainability since 
more services are required. RDBN planners Jason Llewellyn and Maria Sandberg 
said these include animal control, rural fire protection, and building inspection. 
The ST-OCP notes that limiting unnecessary rural residential sprawl contributes to 
GHG emission reduction.11 

Density is an important factor in considering water and sewage systems. 
Llewellyn said that rural residential developments typically have septic systems 

)

10)These)maps)are)available)here:)http://www.rdbn.bc.ca/planningSdepartment/landSuseSplanning/officialScommunitySplans/smithersS
telkwaSruralSocpSreview)[Accessed)October)2014])

11RDBN)(2014))4.9.2)Objective)(1))states:)"The)Regional)District)of)BulkleySNechako)will)work)towards)reducing)Electoral)Area)A)
community)greenhouse)gas)emissions)by)encouraging,)facilitating,)and)supporting)development)and)land)use)patterns)that)are)
more)energy)efficient,)result)in)more)selfSsustaining)communities,)and)limit)future)unnecessary)rural)residential)and)industrial)
sprawl.")
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can cause problems within 20 years or sooner if not built correctly. This can 
impact water quality, particularly near aquatic habitats, especially lakes. Failing 
septic systems can also affect wells on the same and neighbouring properties, 
thus the importance of maintaining a significant parcel size. Llewellyn said that 
noise and other quality of life issues are another factor that is important in rural 
density considerations. A substantial segment of residential property owners in 
the Bulkley Valley appreciate quiet as a key quality of rural life.  Llewellyn said 
that generally, four to five acre minimums are necessary for spacing of wells and 
septic tanks and for noise considerations.  Shared sewer systems can be used to 
mitigate this issue and these are used in Bare Land Strata developments (see 
Section 7.1). Sandberg added that sewer systems are usually necessary rather 
than septic systems when lots are one or two acres in un-serviced areas but this 
depends on soil type and the number of parcels.  

The ST-OCP contains a Vision for Quality of Life (2.1.2) that will guide subdivision 
development in rural areas (RDBN 2014): 

For sustainability, environmental, and social reasons the creation of 
new areas for rural residential development areas will be minimized, 
and preference will be given to opportunities for infill development 
which do not have an unacceptable negative impact on the character 
of an area. It is recognized that maintaining the positive character of 
existing rural residential neighbourhoods is very important. To 
accomplish this, the location, amount, and size of new rural 
residential parcels must be controlled. 

The ST-OCP stipulates a 4 acre minimum, and this applies to limited areas 
designated RR in the OCP.12 Bare land strata could be smaller provided the parcel 
averaging guidelines are maintained so density is not notably increased. 

)

12)These)areas)appear)as)the)purple/blue)zones)on)the)Land)Use)Designations)map)of)the)OCP)(RDBN)2014):)
http://www.rdbn.bc.ca/images/pdf/planning/SmithersTelkwaRuralOCP/Land%20Use%20Designations%20Map.PDF)[Accessed)
October)2014].)
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3 Subdivision, Environmentally Sensitive Areas, and Trails 

3.1 Subdivision Approvals 

In municipalities, Municipal Approving Officers are appointed to rule on 
subdivision proposals. In regional districts such as RDBN, the Ministry of 
Transportation and Infrastructure (MOTI) is responsible for assessing rural 
subdivision applications. This is done by quasi-independent officials, Provincial 
Approving Officers, who are appointed to the Ministry of Transportation and 
Infrastructure by Order-In-Council. 

The Guide to Rural Subdivision Approvals13 explains the application and 
evaluation process in detail (see Appendix E for relevant excerpts). As part of this 
process MOTI sends referrals to a number of agencies as well as the Regional 
District. The guide notes, "The Local Government Act gives Regional Districts the 
authority to enact subdivision servicing and zoning bylaws. The Land Title Act 
authorizes the Approving Officer to refuse a subdivision if it does not conform to 
these bylaws (Section 87) and/or if it is against the public interest (Section 
85(3)).14 

"Information on Land Development in the RDBN" handout, the "Subdivision 
Approval" section confirms this, saying that "The Subdivision Application will also 
be referred to the Regional District Planning Department [RPDP] for comment 
regarding whether the proposal meets Regional District requirements relating to 
official community plans, the zoning bylaw, the ALR, floodplain restrictions, and 
minimum road frontage." Furthermore, "Before spending time and money on an 
application for subdivision, check with the RDPD to determine if the land is in the 
ALR, and ensure the subdivision is supported by Regional District Bylaws." 

Application approvals and rezoning for subdivisions, the RDBN receives the 
application and checks the plans against the three maps mentioned previously – 
including the sensitive areas and recreation maps (2.3). In addition, the Approval 
)

13)See)Guide)to)Rural)Subdivision)Approvals)for)the)full)document.)http://www.th.gov.bc.ca/da/Subdivision_Home.asp)[Accessed)
October)2014])

14Excerpt)from)the)Local)Government)Act:)Local)government)matters)to)be)considered)by)approving)officer)87:))Without)limiting)section)
85)(3),)the)approving)officer)may)refuse)to)approve)a)subdivision)plan)if)the)approving)officer)considers)that)the)subdivision)does)
not)conform)to)the)following:))…)(b))all)applicable)municipal,)regional)district)and)improvement)district)bylaws)regulating)the)
subdivision)of)land)and)zoning.)
85(3))In)considering)an)application)for)subdivision)approval)in)respect)of)land,)the)approving)officer)may)refuse)to)approve)the)
subdivision)plan)if)the)approving)officer)considers)that)the)deposit)of)the)plan)is)against)the)public)interest.)

) Furthermore,)the)Provincial)Subdivision)Approval)website)says,)"The)Approving)Officer)has)the)authority)to)consider)provincial)
laws,)official)community)plans,)zoning)and)subdivision)servicing)bylaws)and)other)relevant)information)to)decide)whether)to)
approve)a)subdivision)application.)ww.cscd.gov.bc.ca/lgd/planning/subdivision_approval.htm))[Accessed)September)2014])))
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Officer must consider provincial and federal laws and the input of relevant 
agencies, particularly Ministry of the Environment and Ecosystems Section 
(FLRNO).  Provincially, Ecosystems policy has been to phase out referrals except 
for those deemed high-risk.  In Skeena Region the intent is to link the 
Environmental Values map to best-management practices, information and 
direction to Approving Officers. Fisheries and Oceans Canada no longer responds 
to referrals and instead has information for developers and Approving Officers on 
a website.15 

Subdivision developers in the RDBN generally apply to develop in the zone that 
would permit their required density. Rezoning is required if the development 
proposal does not comply with the zoning designation of the property and a 
rezoning application is made. During this process, the RDBN reviews the detailed 
layout and design of the subdivision and makes referrals to other agencies if 
required. To protect ESAs, the RDBN may require adjustments to the design and 
suggest that the property owner place a conservation covenant on the title of the 
property, to be held by the RDBN. Placing a covenant on title comes with 
conditions of how the property must be subdivided which restricts what the MOTI 
can approve (see 6.1 for more detail on covenants). The RDBN also looks to the 
policies in the OCP to help evaluate the application to change the use of the land. 
If the proposal does not comply with the OCP it will not be supported.  The 
applicant has the option to apply to amend the OCP. 

Additional research is required to examine how and whether local governments in 
the Bulkley Valley retain popular trails during subdivision approval design and 
processes. One example is found in a new subdivision in the RDBN (7.4). A short 
summary of local governments and development proposals is found in Develop 
with Care Factsheet 1.  

)

15)15)http://www.dfoSmpo.gc.ca/pnwSppe/indexSeng.html)
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4  Parks and Subdivisions 

4.1 Parkland Acquisition, Development Cost Charges, and Land 
Acquisition Funds 

During subdivision, local governments can purchase or dedicate land as parkland 
during subdivision. Some OCPs establish land acquisition policies in relation to 
parks master plans. The option of a bylaw exists (LGA Section 933) that would 
require an owner to dedicate five percent of the land subject to subdivision as a 
park or pay cash in lieu of land.16 These development cost charges (DCCs) can 
bolster the parkland acquisition budget.17 If subdivision does not result in enough 
land or money to meet the local government's parkland acquisition goals, other 
tools are available including amenity density bonuses (amenity reserve fund, see 
Capital Regional District below) and cluster development (ELC Curran 2007, 
Appendix A, 7.1). 

Acquiring parkland is an important strategy for protecting ESAs and for 
connecting these areas. However, the current bylaw grants local governments 
limited flexibility - land or funds must be used specifically for parkland 
acquisition18 not for upgrading current parks or other purposes (see Appendix A 
for more detail).  

)

16)Llewellyn)notes)that)this)option)often)does)not)apply)in)rural)areas)since)subdivision)involves)smaller)parcels)of)land.))Specifically,)
according)to)the)LGA,)it)does)not)apply)where: 
(a))a)subdivision)by)which)fewer)than)3)additional)lots)would)be)created,)except)as)provided)in)subsection)(5.1), 
(b))a)subdivision)by)which)the)smallest)lot)being)created)is)larger)than)2)hectares,)or 
(c))a)consolidation)of)existing)parcels. 
)

17This)is)the)developer’s)choice)unless)the)OCP)contains)"policies)and)designations)respecting)the)location)and)type)of)future)parks",)in)
which)case)the)LG)has)the)choice)to)require)parkland)or)accept)cashSinSlieu)(s.941(2)))(City)of)Victoria)2009)p.11).)Subsection)
941(3))has)been)amended)to)clarify)that)subdivision)applicants)do)not)have)the)usual)option)of)providing)cashSinSlieu)if)the)
location)is)in)an)area)of)a)regional)district)that)"does)not)provide)a)community)parks)service.")However,)the)subdivision)applicant)
is)still)required)by)section)941)to)provide)parkland.)Since)the)new)subsection)(14))does)not)apply)in)such)a)situation,)under)
section)107)of)the)Land%Title%Act)the)title)to)the)parkland)would)be)vested)in)the)Crown)(Ownership)of)Parkland)Provided)at)
Subdivision).)))

18In)July)2013,)the)Union)of)BC)Municipalities)Select)Committee)on)LG)Finance)(of)which)Mayor)of)Smithers,)Taylor)Bachrach,)is)a)
member,)put)the)following)under)Resiliency)in)their)Agenda)for)Change:)“Achieve)greater)flexibility)in)design)of)development)
cost)charges)including)greater)scope)for)use)of)funds)for)parkland)development)so)that)DCC's)raised)for)parkland)acquisition)can)
be)used)for)a)broader)array)of)related)purposes.”)p.)29)(Strong)Fiscal)Futures:)A)Blueprint)for)Strengthening)BC’s)Local)
Government)Finance)System).)

)
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4.2  Parks and Local Governments in the Bulkley Valley 

Telkwa has a draft bylaw to collect DCCs for water, sewage, roads, and park land. 
Smithers does not have DCCs nor does the RDBN.19  Both municipalities have 
parks. Details on how they are funded and plans for future parks are beyond the 
scope of this study (with the exception of the case study in Telkwa, see 9.0).  
Llewellyn noted that the requirement for the 5% dedication under the LGA is 
based on the threshold of a certain number of lots and parcel size which exceeds 
the density generally allowed within the OCPs. 

The Regional District does not currently have a Regional parks and trails system. 
A parks program would require funds for maintenance and liability as well as 
acquisition.  According to Llewellyn, this is "largely a political decision [related to] 
due diligence with regard to taxation, and that, balanced against the benefits that 
come from having that function and the public demand for it." He noted that for 
recreational amenities such as trails, campgrounds or boat launches, generally, 
the regional district will consider contributing financially to local community 
groups who could own the land and manage the land. Llewellyn added that 
regional districts have limited flexibility compared to municipalities in terms of 
their ability to respond and support a particular Parks proposal without having a 
formalized Parks Program (but see the text box below).20 

)

19)In)2009,)Smithers)Council)voted)down)a)draft)policy)in)the)OCP)that)would)“Investigate)the)feasibility)of)amending)the)Subdivision)
Servicing)Bylaw)to)allow)for)Development)Cost)Charges)that)will)contribute)to)growthSrelated)infrastructure)
expansion.”https://smithers.civicweb.net/Documents/DocumentDisplay.aspx?ID=12600)[Accessed)September)2014])

20)Llewellyn)explained:)
)

An Urban Example 

As part of conservation plans, a land acquisition fund is a tool that works through a property 
tax levy to acquire lands with particular conservation and/or recreational value.1 Capital 
Regional District Green/Blue Spaces Strategy was established in 2000 and charged $10 per 
average residential household assessment, extended in 2010 for another 10 years increasing 
by $2 per year to a maximum of $20.  As of Jan 2010, the CRD has acquired 2,968 hectares of 
the region’s prime natural areas, valued at about $30 million. The CRD contributed two/thirds 
and partner organizations contributed the rest. The increase in the fund for 2010-2019 will 
result in $2 million to $3.2 million available per year for land acquisitions and $30 million over 
the entire ten year period.1 The Parks Department is working towards building a regional parks 
and trails system as proposed in its Parks Master Plan. 

)
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Clearly there is a huge difference between the circumstances of the Capital 
Regional District and RDBN. Nonetheless, in the future, options exist for RDBN to 
have a regional park system with a range of revenue sources including DCCs 
and/or property taxes, partnered with other external sources of revenue 
(foundations, Northern Development Initiative or other donors). This could allow 
for additional strategic planning to further RDBN's (2014) goals for recreation and 
protection of biodiversity and ecosystem goods and services. 

Currently, the land use designation of Parks and Recreation (P) exists within the 
ST-OCP (RDBN 2014) as noted in 2.3. Llewellyn said ESA’s are identified in the 
OCP’s Ecological and Wildlife Values Map (Schedule C).  These lands are typically 
designated as Rural Resource to discourage settlement to protect those values 
given the very large parcel size and limited development potential of this land use 
designation.  Crown Lands with critical ESA’s have been designated Parks and 
Recreation in an effort to further protect those areas from inappropriate 
development. 

Protection of ESAs is only one potential use of the Parks and Recreation 
designation. Others are contained in the various Parks zones in the zoning bylaw. 
During rezoning for development, parks and recreation uses and their 
appropriateness can be considered. 

 Llewellyn said, "The definition of park in the OCP covers "active" and "passive" 
parks." He explained that an active park or recreation site involves a more 
intensive use which typically requires recreation facilities.  Since the RDBN lacks a 
parks function, it cannot directly operate the park or recreation function as a 
service.  A passive park or recreation area is generally an undeveloped space or 
ESA that requires minimal development, which is typically limited to trails, 
viewing areas, etc. An example of a passive park are the areas around Seymour 
Lake.   

Llewellyn clarified that Section 5 of the proposed OCP (RDBN 2014) allows a "park 
for passive recreation, a playground, the protection of wildlife habitat or 
environmentally sensitive areas, or the protection of cultural or archaeological 
values" on any land, even if it isn’t designated (zoned) Parks and 
Recreation.   For example, land that is designated Rural Residential can be 

)

Regional)districts)aren't)like)municipalities.)They're)allowed)to)figure)out,)"this)is)how)much)we)need",)collect)that)money)and)
spend)it)at)their)discretion.)RDs)have)to)identify)specifically)what)the)money)is)going)to)be)spent)on,)on)a)function)basis.)
There's)a)certain)amount)identified)for)planning)purposes,)general)administration,)fire)protection;)these)are)all)"service)areas")
and)we)can)only)spend)the)money)for)that)specific)purpose)that)the)taxation)was)raised)for.)You)can't)shift)money)from)
general)administration)to)maintaining)parks)or)trails.)

)
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considered for any of the above uses without having to change the designation to 
Parks and Recreation. 

Most subdivision development in the RDBN requires rezoning to allow for 
increased density. The proposed OCP)(RDBN 2014) creates the option to protect 
ESAs and valued recreation sites and trails through passive parks, for example, 
through developers' donation or dedication of additional land containing these 
values to RDBN. The question of liability remains and requires further research.  
One way of addressing this issue has recently been put forward by RDBN (see 
also 7.4). 

There is strong debate in the literature and in society regarding taxation and uses 
of tax revenues which range from the "user pays" principle to broader publically 
funded approaches. The solution proposed above is situated somewhere in 
between those two poles. It allows for the existence and ongoing function of the 
park given constraints of insurance and maintenance costs. It also allows for 
many others such as tourists to benefit from this park that do not pay for it. 
Depending on one's opinion, that is a positive or a negative. 

)

An Alternative Parks Process within RDBN: Taxation of Residents of a Subarea to Support a Park 

A creative and recent process has been put forward by RDBN to respond to a park that has been 
created in the East Francois Lake area - a subarea or portion of Electoral Area D (Fraser Lake 
Rural). Glenannan Community Park is intended to benefit residents of this area. It is located on 
the shore of Francois Lake and is approximately 32 acres in size. The land belongs to the Crown 
and the RDBN occupies it under a Licence of Occupation for its beneficiaries. The Glenannan 
Community Association has constructed a picnic shelter, outhouses, a parking lot and other 
improvements and its volunteers are currently maintaining the site. 

There are costs that are not currently covered or that may arise: liability insurance is important 
to protect all parties if someone is injured at the park and a contractor may need to be hired to 
do maintenance or other duties – the estimated total of which is $800-1300 annually. The RDBN 
has therefore proposed a process of taxation for residents of this subarea at a rate of a 
maximum of $.03 per $1000 on the net taxable value of land and improvements in the service 
area.   

This Alternative Approval Process would become Glenannan Community Park Service 
Establishment Bylaw No. 1705, 2014. The public in the area have been notified and the bylaw 
will be adopted unless at least 10% of the qualified electors oppose it by signing an Elector 
Response Form. 

)
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)

5  Protecting Valued Features – Riparian Areas 

"Riparian area" refers to the land and vegetation next to watercourses which 
function in many ways to maintain a healthy aquatic environment. A watercourse 
can be defined as “any natural drainage course or source of water either year-
round or seasonal. Some examples are lakes, rivers, creeks, springs, marshes, 
bogs and swamps, even those that are dry for part of the year, which support a 
wide variety of plants, fish, insects, birds, animals and micro-organisms.” 21 To 
protect riparian areas, local governments may rely on a zoning bylaw, 
development permit area designations (see below), or both (Appendix A). An area 
that is set aside to protect riparian areas can be called a setback, buffer, or leave 
strip.  

5.1 Why Protect Watercourses and Their Leave Strips?22 

Excerpted directly from the City of Nanaimo's website23 

Aquatic habitats - areas where land and water meet - support a great abundance 
and diversity of life. Many species are unique to these areas and are not found 
elsewhere. The complex nature of aquatic habitats is the reason for this 
remarkable diversity, and is also the reason we need to keep them natural. 

Some Benefits of Protecting Watercourses and Leave Strips 

Healthy, Sustainable Ecosystems 

• Diversity of habitats provides homes for a variety of species  
• Migration corridors and natural habitat for plants, animals and fish  
• Water storage and purification 

 
Community Well-Being 

• More pleasing surroundings 
• Climate moderation  
• Places for rest and enjoying nature  
• Recreation 
• Education 
• Community pride 

  

)

21)http://enviro.nanaimo.ca/index.cfm?tab_ID=3&content_ID=23)[Accessed)November)2014])
22ibid.)
23ibid.)
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Economic Benefits 

• Valuable commercial, sport and aboriginal fisheries 
• Tourism 
• An attractive city invites investment and jobs 
• Increased property values  

 

Leave Strips Provide these Ecosystem Services 

• Food: Organic matter, leaves and insects from shoreline vegetation are food 
for fish and other aquatic organisms.  

• Habitat: Cover and shelter for fish, birds and animals; natural corridors for 
wildlife movement. 

• Bank Stability: Roots, vegetation and fallen trees limit bank erosion and 
stream degradation. 

• Temperature Regulation: Trees and vegetation provide shade and help 
regulate water temperature, reducing stress on fish and aquatic organisms. 

• Runoff Moderation: Stream side vegetation slows down flow of upland 
surface runoff and filters out some sediments and pollutants before they 
reach the watercourse.  

5.2 The Approach in Populated Areas of BC: The Riparian Areas 
Regulation 

The Riparian Areas Regulation (RAR) came into effect in March 200524 to protect 
riparian areas during all types of development by ensuring that proposed 
activities are subject to a science based assessment conducted by a Qualified 
Environmental Professional (QEP). Under the Fish Protection Act (Subsection 
4(b)), local governments must provide a level of protection that is comparable to 
or exceeds that of the RAR. 

The Riparian Areas Regulation applies to local government regulation or approval 
of residential, commercial and industrial activities25 (LGA Pt 26):  

(a) removal, alteration, disruption or destruction of vegetation;  
(b) disturbance of soils;  
(c) construction or erection of buildings and structures;  
(d) creation of non-structural impervious or semi-impervious surfaces;  
(e) flood protection works;  
(f) construction of roads, trails, docks, wharves and bridges;  
(g) provision and maintenance of sewer and water services;  
)

24http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/habitat/fish_protection_act/riparian/documents/assessment_methods.pdf)[Accessed)November)2014])
25)www.env.gov.bc.ca/habitat/fish_protection_act/riparian/documents/frequently_asked_questions.pdf)[Accessed)November)2014])
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(h) development of drainage systems;  
(i) development of utility corridors;  
(j) subdivision as defined in section 872 of the Local Government Act 
)
RAR is not mandated by law in the Northwest; it currently applies to local 
governments in areas of the province that are growing the most rapidly (east 
Vancouver Island, the Lower Mainland and the Southern Interior). However, since 
the municipalities of Telkwa and Smithers have adopted OCPs that incorporate 
aspects of the RAR (5.4), it is important to look at more closely, including some 
of its advantages and disadvantages when considering best practices in the 
Bulkley Valley. 

In the RAR, land developers apply due diligence to avoid fish habitat impacts26 by 
hiring a QEP to: assess habitat and the potential impacts to the habitat; develop 
mitigation measures; and avoid impacts from development to fish and fish 
habitat, particularly riparian habitat. The assessment methods are attached to the 
Regulation as a schedule.27 The Province of BC's Ministry of the Environment 
(MOE) notes that "the assessment is based on the best available science with 
respect to riparian habitats."28 The methods define and identify the dimensions of 
"assessment areas", conditions that trigger the RAR (Figure 2), and the QEP 
defines Streamside Protection and Enhancement Areas (SPEA).  The RAR 
Implementation Guidebook specifies: 
 

The vegetation in the SPEA provides the natural features, functions 
and conditions that support fish life processes. In this regard, the 
vegetation in the SPEA must be left in a natural, undisturbed state 
and activities that have the potential to damage it are not permitted 
in the SPEA. 29 

The Implementation Guidebook strongly recommends that "QEP assessment to 
determine the SPEA and mitigation measures be undertaken before detailed 
design of the development – ideally in the planning stage." Adjustments are 
possible in special circumstances.  
 
Based on the literature and interviews, the advantages and disadvantages of the 
RAR include: 

)

26If)"serious)harm)to)fish")under)the)Fisheries)Act)cannot)be)avoided,)an)application)for)authorization)must)be)submitted)to)Fisheries)
and)Oceans)Canada.))http://www.dfoSmpo.gc.ca/pnwSppe/reviewsSrevues/indexSeng.html))[Accessed)November)2014])

)
27)http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/habitat/fish_protection_act/riparian/documents/assessment_methods.pdf)[Accessed)November)2014])
28)From)the)bullets)at)this)site,)select)")The)RAR)Model")))

http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/habitat/fish_protection_act/riparian/riparian_areas.html))[Accessed)November)2014])
29)ibid.)
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Advantages: 
• riparian protection is mandated in law and can therefore be legally enforced 
• clear and measurable methods (according to MOE30) 
• does not rely exclusively on default setbacks  –  setbacks are based on site 

conditions31  
 
Disadvantages: 

• cost to developer to hire QEP and to implement mitigation measures 
• cost to local government to monitor and enforce  
• only applies to fish habitat, not other important values in the riparian area 

(5.3.2) 
• methods can be less clear and involve a learning curve; some QEPs maybe 

be doing a substandard job32 
• costs to the Province to administer and oversee RAR, including necessary 

auditing to ensure that QEPs and developers are in compliance33,34  
 
Local governments can decide to exceed RAR by protecting all watercourses, not 
just those that are fish-bearing, for example, Telkwa (5.4) and Nanaimo (5.3.2). 

)

30)ibid.)
31 ibid.)Note:)The)methods)used)reflect)characteristics)of)the)actual)watersheds)and)watercourses)which)sometimes)may)benefit)the)

developer)if)setbacks)were)quite)wide)to)be)precautionary.)
32)http://www.wcel.org/resources/environmentalSlawSalert/privatizingSsalmonSprotectionSfailureSriparianSareasSregulation)
33)ibid.)
34)Office)of)the)Ombudsperson)(2014))
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Figure 2. Process for project approval under the Riparian Areas Regulation. 35 

)

35This)figure)is)Figure)3.1)from)the)RAR)Implementation)Guidebook)Assessment)Note,)Ministry)is)now)Ministry)of)the)Environment)not)
WLAP.)http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/habitat/fish_protection_act/riparian/documents/ImplementationGuidebook.pdf))[Accessed)
November)2014])
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)

5.3 The Riparian Areas Regulation - Focus on Nanaimo 

5.3.1 Background 

Kevin Brydges, currently Environmental Bylaw Enforcement Officer for the City of 
Nanaimo said that in the early 90's, the Province wanted municipalities to 
manage riparian areas. Funding was needed to get an environmental professional 
on staff and the Advisory Committee on Environmental Sustainability (ACES) 36, 
played an integral role in accomplishing this. In 1996, the City hired the first 
environmental coordinator through five years of funding from the Urban Salmonid 
Habitat Program. Gradually over the next years, The City took over funding this 
position.  

In 1996, the OCP was adopted with a zoning bylaw that protected riparian areas 
through defining 15 m "leave strips" on most watercourses. These leave strips are 
DPAs and construction cannot take place within them without a development 
permit.37 

Brydges said, "That was working quite well. Through subdivision we got to the 
place where if it was a bare land subdivision, you had to stay out of there…There 
were very few reasons why we would allow for a variance…" The passing of RAR 
caused some confusion and challenges. The regulations only protected fish 
habitat whereas Nanaimo already protected non-fish bearing streams through 
their zoning bylaws and OCP. In addition, staff would sometimes ask for 
environmental inventories that covered wildlife or other ESAs and decide on DP 
conditions from there. 

Between 2009 and 2013, Nanaimo did not have a professional staff to address 
riparian protection specifically. Detailed RAR assessments sometimes led to 
significantly narrower leave strips than Nanaimo's zoning bylaw. Furthermore, 
staff would receive the QEP's report without additional direction. Brydges said, 
"Councillors, when reviewing DP reports, started asking 'how do we know this 
)

36The)City)of)Nanaimo)has)had)an)Advisory)Committee)on)Environmental)Sustainability)(ACES))since)1995.)It)acts)as)advisory)body)to)the)
City)Council.)Currently,)the)City's)environmental)planner)Rob)Lawrence)hosts)the)committee.)ACES)continues)to)work)on)cutting)
edge)issues)such)as)biking)to)work,)cat)predation)on)bird)populations,)and)greenhouse)gas)emissions)(Brydges,)pers.)comm.). 
The)City's)website)explains)this)role)as:)

advising)on)the)initiation)or)development)of)programs)that)create)or)enhance)sustainable)practices)within)our)community.)
This)includes)examining)the)impacts)of)existing)policies)and)practices)regarding)land)use)and)development)on)our)natural)
environment.)The)Committee)is)made)up)of)eleven)members:))one)member)of)Council,)two)reps)from)the)environment)
community,)one)rep)from)the)business)sector,)one)rep)from)local)schools,)one)rep)from)Vancouver)Island)University)(VIU),)one)
rep)from)Snuneymuxw)First)Nation)(SFN))and)four)reps)from)the)communitySatSlarge.))

http://www.nanaimo.ca/EN/main/departments/CommunitySPlanning/EnvironmentalPlanning.html))Accessed)January)2015 
37)The)relevant)current)regulations)are)Plan)Nanaimo)(Bylaw)6000),)which)is)the)City's)Official)Community)Plan)of)2008,)and)the)Zoning)

Bylaw)(Bylaw)4500).)
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[recommendation] is OK?'" Over time an environmental professional position was 
reintroduced to the City process. 

5.3.2 Implementing and Exceeding the Riparian Areas Regulation 

The RAR allows local governments to meet or exceed its standards and any 
reduction needs to be authorized by DFO.38 Brydges explained that there are two 
options for Municipal governments under RAR:  

1. To "meet or beat" the RAR using the municipality's own legislation and in doing 
so, use the simple assessment procedure to predefine the width of the protected 
riparian zone or SPEA.  

2. Use the RAR and adopt a 30 m Riparian Assessment Area as the DPA. 

For either approach, if a developer wants to encroach on a DPA, the developer 
has to hire the QEP to do the detailed assessment procedure under the 
regulation.39 

Nanaimo chose the former approach. 40  Once the City and other authorities 
receive the detailed RAR assessment, staff make recommendations to council 
regarding the DP and related conditions the developer must meet. 
Recommendations may be from both the consultant and City staff and may 
include how to mitigate negative habitat impacts, re-vegetation plans, and 
construction of a fence. Generally there is a three year maintenance plan and the 
developer pays a related security deposit or bond (5.5). 

Brydges said most watercourses have been mapped using Sensitive Habitat 
Inventory Mapping at a scale of 1:20,000.  Mapping triggers staff and developers 
about features to be dealt with. In addition, the developer must have a survey 
done of the land for the lot including boundaries, pins, and significant features 

)

38)http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/habitat/fish_protection_act/riparian/documents/ImplementationGuidebook.pdf))

)
39)Property)owners)may)have)concerns)about)property)values)within)Watercourse)Development)Permit)Area)related)to)loss)of)

development)potential)but)studies)have)shown)that)green)space)protection)actually)increases)values)of)bordering)properties.)
Concerned)landowners)can)apply)to)the)B.C.)Assessment)Authority)for)a)reassessment,)taking)into)account)the)presence)of)a)
leave)strip.)(see)also)9.1.2.))http://enviro.nanaimo.ca/index.cfm?tab_ID=3&content_ID=23)[Accessed)November)2014])

40Brydges)used)airSphotos)to)measure)the)width)of)the)SPEA)for)the)the)City's)streams.)Then)he)compared)these,)stream)by)stream,)to)
the)leave)strip)widths)defined)as)DPAs)within)the)zoning)bylaw.)As)an)example,)Cat)Stream)had)a)15)m)leave)strip)defined)in)the)
zoning)bylaw)compared)to)12)m)determined)through)the)simple)assessment,)so)it)remained)15)m.))In)other)cases,)this)method)
led)to)the)bylaw)being)amended)for)particular)creeks)to)30)m.)This)process)gave)rise)to)what)is)referred)to)as)"predefined)SPEAs")
under)the)RAR)and)these)are)currently)use)as)the)DPAs)under)Nanaimo's)zoning)bylaw;)they)are)either)15)or)30m.)This)approach)
likely)leads)to)fewer)requests)for)variances)from)developers)compared)to)the)30)m)default,)and)therefore)less)staff)time.)

)
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such as wetlands or creeks. The SPEA or watercourse setback is marked by flags 
and the developer cannot encroach in this area. 

The survey takes precedence over our information because it is 
certified; in lots of cases, surveyors will require the developer to bring 
in a biologist to define where the top of the bank is, the setback, 
etc…. If it's a big piece of land, before the survey, an environmental 
or ecological inventory is usually done by a QEP, including heron and 
raptor studies and tree management plans.  

Brydges said, "Recently staff have proposed and council approved new guidelines 
that included revised DPAs, 1 and 2, for aquatic and terrestrial ESAs41, 
respectively, in order to look at more than fish habitat… We're going to respect 
the RAR and whatever the QEP says… but consider other flora and fauna that are 
there in corridors." He added that development variances will not be considered 
"without strong consideration of other wildlife and environmental needs." 

For subdivisions, the planning department can plan around ESAs to avoid the 
need for DPs. Staff generally try to draw property lines that do not overlap the 
riparian leave strips. For example, 10 m on either side of the creek may become 
its own lot which can then be dedicated as parkland (4.1) or donated as an 
ecological gift (8.1.5.2). 

Prior to development the property lines are fenced to protect the riparian area – 
the lots cannot be registered until the fence is up. Brydges said. "I've seen house 
developers bury everything with fill…In two cases, they buried the fence and we 
made them remove the fill and restore what was damaged."42  

5.3.3 Monitoring and Enforcement of Riparian Protection 

Local governments may require applicants to provide a monetary security as part 
of a development permit or other permit (temporary use, tree cutting, or 
development variance permits as per LGA s. 925.43) This acts as a financial 

)

41https://www.nanaimo.ca/UploadedFilesPath/Site_Structure/Corporate_Services/Corporate_Administration/2014_Public_Hearing_Ag
endas/PH140605A.pdf)))[Accessed)January)2015].)See)Schedule)A)p.)10)and)Schedule)B)p.)17)for)DPA)1)and)2,)respectively.)

42)He)clarified)that)wildlife)and)human)passage)is)not)affected)since)the)fences)are)"very)straightforward)post)and)rail)that)keeps)the)
cows)out…[and)are])nice)looking)and)blend)into)the)aquatic)setback.")

43)Requirement)for)security)S)925))(1))As)a)condition)of)the)issue)of)a)permit)under)this)Division)but)for)the)purposes)only)of)subsections)
(2))and)(2.1),)a)local)government)may)require)that)the)applicant)for)the)permit)provide)security)in)an)amount)stated)
in)the)permit)by)whichever)of)the)following)the)applicant)chooses:!

(a))an)irrevocable)letter)of)credit;)
(b))the)deposit)of)securities)in)a)form)satisfactory)to)the)local)government.)

(2))Subsection)(2.1))applies)if)a)local)government)considers)that)
(a))a)condition)in)a)permit)respecting)landscaping)has)not)been)satisfied,)

)
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incentive to do the work carefully and comply with permits. If this does not occur, 
it provides the local)government with funds to pay for meeting the landscaping 
and other environmental conditions of the permit (ELC and Curran 2007).44 
 
Security requirements are found in bylaws for environmental protection (tree 
protection, soil removal and deposit, watercourse protection), guidelines for 
development permit areas, or in design and policy manuals that are incorporated 
into bylaws for servicing subdivisions and development projects (ELC and Curran 
2007).  
 
The City of Nanaimo has used security to ensure that developers follow through 
on the conditions of the DP, for example, restoring an area with native plants. 
Brydges said that if they do not comply, then the City completes the work.  
Currently, subdivisions are generally designed to avoid DPs, thus security for DP 
conditions is not necessary.45 

Brydges said that one monitoring option is to have the QEP present during the 
development, which staff have required in a few cases, or return to the site post-
development. This depends on the size of the project and the significance of the 
disturbance. A challenge for both the City of Nanaimo and jurisdictions that use 
the RAR instead is that:  

There aren't many clients [developers] out there that are willing to 
pay biologists to audit the conditions… With the RAR, the QEP is 
supposed to go back and do a self-audit… In reality, this doesn't 
work… [Either] the QEP may not be permitted back on the land or 
they won't get paid to do that because the development is done, 
unless the QEP costs this into their budgeting up front.  

)

(b))an)unsafe)condition)has)resulted)as)a)consequence)of)contravention)of)a)condition)in)a)permit,)
or)
(c))damage)to)the)natural)environment)has)resulted)as)a)consequence)of)a)contravention)of)a)
condition)in)a)permit. 

44)In)the)Regional)District)of)the)Central)Okanagan,))
)For)building)permits)on)large)holdings,)for)example,)in)the)Ellison)Area)North)landowners)are)opting)for)exemptions)from)the)
DP)process)by)protecting)ESAs)up)front.)For)example,)landowners)are)preserving)and)registering)covenants)on)grassland)areas)
on)steep)slopes)or)poplar)copses)and)designing)buildings)and)roads)away)from)these)areas.)When)the)landowner)protects)
sensitive)land,)staff)exempt)the)applicant)from)the)development)permit)and)environmental)assessment)process.)Staff)prefer)
this)preventive)approach)because)there)is)no)need)for)a)DP,)only)for)a)bond)security)and)activities)to)monitor)development.)
Staff)have)used)this)approach)for)two)years)and)are)now)starting)to)see)contiguous)grasslands)on)steep)slopes)as)development)
moves)up)hillsides.)They)also)note)that)many)of)the)engineering)consultants)in)the)region)now)approach)staff)with)proposals)
that)have)already)directed)development)away)from)environmentally)sensitive)areas)(ELC)and)Curran)2007).)
)

45)For)larger)projects)in)which)reSvegetation)is)a)condition)of)the)DP,)the)City)of)Nanaimo)requires)a)maintenance)plan)that)establishes)
up)to)a)threeSyear)commitment)to)maintaining)the)health)of)the)new)plants)and)security)for)100)percent)of)the)cost)of)reS
vegetation.)If)the)project)does)not)need)a)DP,)the)subdivision)bylaw)requires)a)oneSyear)maintenance)commitment.”)(ELC)and)
Curran)2007).)
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Brydges said the City is going to do more auditing in the future. Currently, they 
do a one year inspection that includes examining whether the conditions of the 
DP are being met, then return on an annual basis for a three year monitoring 
period. He said, "There is no enforcement provision in the RAR, and that is 
problematic. In Nanaimo, we do it through our own legislation" – through the OCP 
and development permits and the zoning bylaw. 

In a report from March 2014, Striking a Balance, the Office of the Ombudsperson 
(2014) agreed, finding that environmental protection programs such as the RAR 
must strike an appropriate balance between professional reliance and effective 
governmental oversight to work effectively. The Executive Summary notes 21 
findings and 25 recommendations to improve the ministry's administration of the 
RAR (the ministry has accepted 24). 

Brydges said they have taken developers to court when they have encroached 
into aquatic setbacks since this violates the zoning bylaw46 Enforcement of bylaws 
can work in tandem, for example, the zoning bylaw which defines DPAs and tree 
cutting bylaws.47 He said,  

The bylaws can be enforced through a court ordered injunction. The 
judge may say, 'yes, we agree with the City and you need to do this 
to fix it'; they may levy a fine and order restoration – and sometimes 
both. So far we have won…In court, the focus is not on biology but 
whether the bylaw was contravened and habitat was destroyed. 

Brydges added, "We also have fining provisions in our Zoning and 
Management and Protection of Trees bylaws." 

The City is currently developing an erosion and sedimentation control bylaw. 
Brydges said, "If you write your bylaws correctly, they have teeth. All of our 
bylaws get reviewed by legal counsel so they do stand up."  

 

5.4 The Bulkley Valley and Riparian Area protection 

5.4.1 Environmental Development Permit Areas in Smithers 

EDPAs were defined in Section 2.2 and in Appendix A. The justification for 
Smithers' EDPA follows (17.1.6 of the OCP): 

)

46)Zoning)Bylaw)4500)general)regulations)section)6.3)to)6.3.5)(Brydges)pers.)comm.).)
47)For)example,)http://www.nanaimobulletin.com/news/271706101.html)Accessed)January)2015.)
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The Environmental Development Permit Areas cover a whole range of 
environmental conditions such as floodplains, steep slopes, sensitive 
ecosystems, and land assessed as having a high risk for interface 
wildfires. As development in these areas require special attention, a 
development permit is required.48 

Environmental DPAs (EDPAs) are shown in a map, Schedule B (Figure 1). In 
addition, the Environment chapter of the OCP identifies Environmentally Sensitive 
Areas as including: 
 

a number of riparian areas, which provide wildlife habitat as well as 
contain watercourses essential for salmon and steelhead spawning. 
The Town’s natural drainage watercourses include Chicken Creek, 
Kathlyn Creek, Dahlie Creek, Bigelow Creek and Seymour Creek, all 
of which eventually feed into the Bulkley River. 

The Smithers OCP singles out the Bulkley River as a "provincially significant river 
for fishery resources. Known for world-class steelhead fishing in Canada…" The 
riparian areas of the Bulkley River are captured under floodplain (brown areas) or 
steep slope areas (hatched) in Schedule B, all of which require a DP; and the 
small area that has no designation is Town-owned park land, according to 
Smithers Town Planner, Alison Watson (pers. comm.). 
 
The watercourses mentioned above are EDPAs as are two rare and endangered 
(Red Listed) ecosystems identified as per the 1998 Rare Plant Communities and 
Plant Species inventory of the Bulkley Valley: 
 

These include Saskatoon-Slender Wheatgrass (found on Southwest–
facing slope complexes) and Black Cottonwood-Red Osier Dogwood 
(found on floodplain and swamp forests). Areas where these 
ecosystems may exist are shown on Schedule B. 

An EDP is required for subdivision on lands shown on the map in Schedule B. A 
list of general guidelines applies to all Environmental DPA’s, many of which are 
targeted at protection of riparian areas and water quality. The relevant guidelines 
are reprinted in the text box below. The Subdivision Approval Officer must 
evaluate where these guidelines have been followed. Exemptions for which a DP 
is not required include land with a conservation covenant (6.1)49 This is an option 
)

48Additional)excerpted)information)from)Smithers')OCP)on)EDPAs)is)found)at:)
http://www.smithers.ca/uploads/BL_1614_Official_Community_Plan_S_Dec._10,_2014.pdf)[Accessed)January)2015].))

)
49)One)exception)is:)"Land)where)a)conservation)covenant)under)section)219)of)the)Land)Title)Act)is)registered)against)title)is)granted)to)

the)Town)or)a)recognized)conservancy)and)includes)provisions)that)protect)ecosystems)in)a)manner)consistent)with)the)
applicable)DPA)guidelines")(Smithers)2011).)

)
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worth considering for developers since it can result in a number of benefits in 
addition to avoiding the paperwork and cost of a DP; however, the specific trade-
offs would need to be examined (9.0). 
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Relevant Guidelines for EDPAs in Smithers 
(excerpted from 17.2 of Smithers (2014)) 
 
The following guidelines apply to all Environmental DPA’s: 
a. All development proposals shall incorporate Provincial best practice 
guidelines pertaining to aquatic habitats, groundwater management and 
drinking water protection. 
b. Buildings, structures and paved surfaces shall be located: 

• Away from areas subject to erosion, sloughing, flooding, 
landslide, or damage; 
• At such a distance from a watercourse as to prevent erosion, 
sloughing, flooding landslip, excessive run-off or siltation, and 
protect lands and the fishery resource; 
• To preserve the natural vegetation on steeper slopes and 
sensitive ecosystems; 

c. Measures shall be put in place to: 
• Direct surface run-off away from areas subject to erosion and 
sloughing and to handle storm water run-off appropriately; 
• Contain any excessive run-off, erosion, or siltation at the clearing 
and construction stage, and for the completed development. 

e. An Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) for proposals within 
riparian areas may be required by the Town in order to evaluate the 
impacts of a proposed development on the natural environment. The EIA 
shall include the following information: 

• Information regarding potential impacts of proposed 
development, mitigation options and design alternatives; 
• Evidence that the development will not result in Harmful 
Alteration, Disruption, or Destruction HADD) of riparian areas; 
• The width of the leave strip area which must be protected; 
• Measures required to maintain the integrity of the riparian area; 
• An indication of when the monitoring of important environmental 
conditions should occur. 

f. A Qualified Environmental Professional may be required by the Town to 
ensure: 

• The Development will result in no harmful alteration, disruption or 
destruction of natural features, functions and conditions that 
support fish life in the riparian area, or 
• Protection and enhancement measures will protect the integrity of 
those areas from the effects of the development. 

g. Retain existing trees and vegetation to the fullest extent. 
h. Identify and protect important denning or nesting habitat areas. 
j. Developments in riparian areas are encouraged to follow the Provincial 
Riparian Area Regulations. 
)
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The Telkwa OCP says that "The Riparian Area Regulation (RAR) assessment 
methods are to be followed with additional consideration of cumulative impacts of 
development along the entire length of the stream or wetland."50 The OCP 
exceeds the RAR with the following (Monitoring section, VOT 2011): 

f) There will be a minimum setback of 5 meters on all streams in the development 
proposal area regardless of whether they are fish bearing or not, as they are 
corridors for animals.  

5.4.2 RDBN and Riparian Protection 

Llewellyn noted that the RAR does not apply in the north: "We rely on an 
approach of public education and dealing with riparian issues through the 
development approval and rezoning process and the registration of conservation 
covenants. That's more practical [than EDPA's] …There are also building setbacks 
in the zoning bylaw for riparian areas." 

These "Setbacks from a Natural Boundary"51 range in size depending on the 
particular water course. For larger rivers, these are named. Buildings or 
structures cannot be placed within the specified distance. Llewellyn said "any 
development proposal is going to involve a very detailed look at the land" and 
includes maps within the RDBN green infrastructure system. Llewellyn notes that 
the RDBN monitors construction in these areas. Additional research could 
elaborate on details of how these setbacks are dealt with in the subdivision 
application proposal, in the rezoning for subdivision processes, and the 
construction phase. 

When asked about how riparian protection here could be improved, Llewellyn first 
said he would prefer not to see the RAR put into place in the north:  

I was Manager of Community Planning at the Regional District of 
Nanaimo when it came in place and it actually reduced environmental 
protection. Prior to RAR, local governments utilized DPAs with 
established riparian protection areas based on protection of fish 
habitat and other considerations.  The RAR modified the process to 
focus on fish habitat and created a process for qualified professionals 
to recommend protection areas which may be narrower than the 
previously established protection areas.  This process opened the 
door to a potential reduction in the size of the protected area that 

)

50Interestingly,)the)OCP)also)says)that)trails)can)be)within)the)"protective)buffer)zone",)which)does)not)agree)with)the)RAR,)stating:)
"With)effective)planning)and)design,)the)Village)of)Telkwa)can)utilize)some)sensitive)habitats)as)features)in)greenways,)linear)
walkways)and)park)trail)networks)and)as)green)space)amenities.")The)City)of)Nanaimo)also,)which)is)under)RAR,)also)allows)some)
trail)development)within)their)leave)strips)(Brydges).))

51)RDBN)Zoning)Bylaw)No.)700,)1993)(updated)June)2014,)consolidated)2011),)see)General)Provisions)4.06))
http://www.rdbn.bc.ca/images/pdf/planning/Bylaws/ZoningBylaw700.pdf)[Accessed)September)2014].)

)
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previously existed. Study would be required to determine if this has in 
fact occurred.  There are also practical considerations relating to the 
availability of qualified professionals in the north who are able to do 
this work.  Probably the biggest thing that would be of benefit to 
riparian protection would be if legislation around development permits 
was changed so that implementation of DPs was easier and 
enforcement options were more practical. 

He added that EDPAs are not used because they are very time-consuming to 
implement and administer over time. Enforcement is inadequate: 

[T]heir benefit in my experience is fairly limited because there's really 
no ability to enforce them in any practical way. The DP regulations 
generally give a setback limiting soil disturbance and tree cutting in 
the setback area…[However,] there really is no enforcement tool to 
practically stop that…Someone cuts the trees contrary to a DP and 
then what? …In the past it used to be that when someone cut trees, 
DFO or MOE would become involved and use their authority to 
encourage people to resolve the issue. They used to go out and 
threaten to use their legislation if people didn't come in and resolve 
the issue with local government but they no longer play that role with 
their cutbacks. 

Llewellyn added that going to court to enforce a DP is extremely expensive and 
therefore prohibitive for Regional Districts and this is a problem throughout BC. 
Nonetheless, mandating the replacement of damaged vegetation with native 
vegetation can be costly (regardless of whether the land owner does or the 
Regional District does the work) and could cause the land owner to lose a 
considerable portion of the security and delay the development, which could 
serve as a penalty (although it requires RD staff resources to monitor the 
outcome).  

Even though going to court is costly, the advantage of DPs is that they are 
regulatory and can be enforced through the courts, compared to policies and best 
management practices.52 

)

52Consideration)could)be)given)a)potential)collaboration)between)a)local)government)and)external)funders)in)the)form)of)a)nonS
governmental)organization,)community)organization,)land)trust)or)regional)conservation)trust)(including)an)Environmental)Law)
NGO))to)enforce)a)DP)to)establish)a)precedent)in)a)region)and)send)a)message)to)the)segment)of)land)owners)that)may)not)heed)
bylaws.))
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5.4.3 A Provincial Habitat Protection Perspective  

Anne Hetherington (Ecosystems Section, FLNRO, 1.3.2) said that outside of the 
areas in southern BC where RAR applies, there are provincial best management 
practices for riparian areas but they are optional.    

There is [provincial] legal protection of riparian areas on Crown Land 
on larger streams under Forests and Range Practices Act but for 
subdivisions there is no riparian protection, only building set-back 
distances. Two potential legal tools are tree-and-vegetation-retention 
covenants and Development Permit Areas.  Under the Local 
Government Act, covenants require an official group to monitor 
compliance and there are no consequences for ignoring them.53 

There are several sustainable community conservation plans in 
southern and central BC but in the northern regions there is little 
proactive environmental planning; the only planning tools are zoning 
and lot size, based on the assumption that large lots will maintain 
habitat. 

With increasing pressure on our valley bottoms and particularly along 
highly-priced and desirable waterfront, streams, or south-facing 
slopes, there is a need to have values spatially identified and a plan 
for where and how they are going to be maintained. This will only get 
more important and harder to do as development pressures 
increase.  Green belts along riparian areas are one possibility and 
there may be other options particularly if we learn from other areas.  

Hetherington said there are only two opportunities to add protective 
measures to private land. The first is during the assessment of the initial 
proposal to sell or tenure Crown Land, and the second is during the 
assessment of a proposal to rezone a property for another use, usually 
more intensive development.  Local Governments request information from 
Provincial Agencies by way of a referral, and they sometimes consult the 
general public through a public notice on their website or in the local 
newspaper.  Only adjacent neighbours get individual notices. There are 
criteria for what gets referred and who reviews it, so the referral process, 
the type of information available and legal tools for protection are key to 
ensuring that sustainable community planning visions are implemented on 
the ground.  

)

53)Covenants)are)legal)documents.)In)theory,)there)could)enforcement)consequences)but)there)needs)to)be)political)will)and)the)
finances)to)back)it)up,)both)of)which)are)challenging.)
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FLRNO is working on improving the process for making spatial information 
for ecological values and risks easier to find and linking it to 
recommendations.  The Federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans no 
longer have Habitat Biologists available for site visits.   For example, under 
the changes in the Fisheries Act, DFO review is no longer required for many 
activities that were mandated previously. Instead, it is up to the developer 
to carry out activities in order to avoid causing "serious harm to fish."  
Information and direction is available on at the DFO website.54 

Hetherington said that improving maps and processes, and periodic 
monitoring and assessment of results become more important when there 
are changes in staff and organizations.  One result from the Collaborative 
Problem Solving Workshop for Lakelse Lake Watershed in 200855 was the 
realization that, although there were many agencies and public groups with 
individual areas of interest, there was no unity or strategic co-ordination 
and little understanding of how other agencies’ legal tools worked. 
Furthermore, there was a general assumption that someone else was taking 
charge. Hetherington said "On the positive side, at the end of it there was a 
much better understanding of roles and problems and how we could work 
together to potentially turn some of those problems around."     

According to Hetherington, to be effective, riparian areas need to be vegetated, 
preferably treed, and the width of the riparian zone needs to be based on criteria 
such as topography and soils. For example, currently referrals are based on two-
dimensional maps which do not differentiate between steep, wide or terraced 
ravines and flat land. However, development on flat terrain could benefit from a 
simple 20 m buffer, while the same development on a ravine needs a different 
approach.  

Hetherington said that there are several problems with RAR, particularly around 
cost and the piecemeal process. Although local governments have policies to 
protect riparian areas, their effectiveness and how these policies are being 
implemented is unclear.  A northern approach to riparian protection could be 
developed through pilot projects that bring together habitat professionals with 
developers, local government staff and others. 

 
 

 

 
)

54)http://www.dfoSmpo.gc.ca/pnwSppe/indexSeng.html)[Accessed)November)2014])
55)The)Lakelse)Sustainable)Watershed)Development)Group)was)involved)in)the)process)and)the)workshop)“Provincial)Lakeshore)

Development)Monitoring)Project:)A)Framework)for)Collaborative)Planning)–)Lakelse)Lake)Plan)Development)Workshop”.)
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5.5 Riparian Property Tax Exemptions 

 
Local governments can provide property tax exemptions as incentive for property 
owners to protect riparian areas on their property. The owner must do so by 
placing a conservation covenant on the area (6.1.).56 If lack of compliance with 
conditions of the covenant occur the agreement between local governments and 
owners may require the owner to pay back a specified amount of the tax 
exemption plus interest (ELC and Curran 2007; Appendix A). 
 
According to ELC and Curran (2007), challenges of this tool include the following: 

• Most local governments are unwilling to “give up” tax revenue (do 
not understand the benefits of dedicating riparian green 
infrastructure)57  

• Considerable staff time needed to develop the program, process 
applications on a parcel-by-parcel basis and to monitor the covenant; 
time savings if all the riparian tax exemption bylaws are brought 
forward to Council at the same time each year 

• Weak rates of participation by landowner without significant public 
education 

In the Gulf Islands, The Natural Areas Protection Tax Exemption Program is a 
unique program in the province because it protects other kinds of ESAs as well as 
riparian areas (Figure 3, further elaborated in Appendix F). Ontario and Nova 
Scotia are the only provinces that have provincial tax exemption programs to 
protect ESAs including riparian areas.58 Between 2005 and 2013, 22 NAPTEP 
covenants have been registered, protecting over 75 hectares of natural area. 
Landowners are generally satisfied with the tax-exemption they receive. There 
have been no major compliance issues to date. As of 2013, two challenges listed 
were costs associated with registering a covenant and ongoing costs of annual 
compliance monitoring (Appendices and F, Figure 3).59 
 

)

56)Riparian)Tax)Exemption)for)municipalities)is)in)the)Community%Charter)s.225)and)for)Regional)Districts)in)the)Local%Government%Act%
s.811S811.1.)

57)However,)according)to)J.)Eliason,)taxes)are)shifted)to)other)taxpayers)within)the)same)tax)jurisdiction)and)beyond)it)(see)Appendix)F).)
58In)2011,)a)resolution)to)urge)the)Union)of)BC)Municipalities,)municipalities)and)the)Provincial)Government)for)a)similar)program)in)BC)

was)approved)at)BC)Nature’s)Annual)General)Meeting.)http://www.bcnature.ca/wpScontent/uploads/2012/06/ApprovedS
ResolutionsSAGMS20111.pdf)[Accessed)November)2014])

59)More)information)can)be)found)at)http://www.islandstrustfund.bc.ca/initiatives/privateconservation/naptep.aspx)including)FAQs)and)
An)Applicant’s)Guide)to)Calculating)Natural)Area)Protection)Tax))Exemption)Program)(NAPTEP))
http://www.islandstrustfund.bc.ca/media/16999/itfnaptepcostsguide2014.pdf)[Accessed)November)2014])
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None of the local governments (Smithers, Telkwa, or RDBN) appear to be using 
riparian property tax exemptions currently. Llewellyn mentioned that based on 
land values in the area, the exemption would likely not be much an incentive to a 
property owner. Most of the taxation value [here] is the buildings…It's certainly 
much more of an incentive in parts of the province where land values are 
greater."  
 
A closer examination of this and other tax incentives and their applicability to 
conservation of ESAs and trails is required in future (see also 8.1.5 and 8.1.6). 
)

)
)
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Islands!Trust!!

a)federation)of)
local)governments)
for)the)Gulf)and)
Howe)Sound)
Islands)

The!Islands!Trust!Fund!

is)the)conservation)arm)of)the)
Islands)Trust.)This)Fund)acts)as)a)
regional)land)trust)for)the)Islands)
Trust)Area,)protecting)the)unique)
environment)of)the)islands)
through)land)acquisition,)
conservation)covenants)and)
stewardship)education.))

NAPTEP!

Natural!Area!Protection!Tax!Exemption!
Program!!

NAPTEP)provides)an)annual)property)tax)
exemption)of)65%)of)the)assessed)value)
of)land)protected)with)a)conservation)

covenant.!

)The)landowner)registers)a)conservation)
covenant)with)the)Trust)Fund)Board)on)
their)property’s)title,)then)receives)the)
NA)Exemption)Certificate)from)Trust)

Council.)The)exemption)applies)
automatically)each)year.!

Goal!

Protect)ecosystem)
values)without)the)
need)to)spend)tax)
revenue)to)purchase)
the)land)

Adapted)from)Jennifer)Eliason,)Species)and)
Ecosystems)at)Risk)and)Local)Government)
presentation,)Oct.)2013)(Appendix)F))

Successes!
Since)2005:)

)22)NAPTEP)covenants)have)been)
registered,)protecting)over)75)
hectares)of)natural)area))

landowners)generally)satisfied)with)
the)taxSexemption)they)receive))

no)major)compliance)issues)to)date)

interest)in)the)program)has)steadily)
grown)

Challenges!
Biggest)challenges:)

costs)to)landowners)of)registering)a)covenant)S)
legal,)survey)and)baseline)costs)(some)islandSbased)
conservancy)groups)have)set)up)assistance)funds)
with)donations))!

ongoing)costs)of)annual)compliance)monitoring)(a)
regular)budget)item)for)the)Islands)Trust)Fund,)
increasing)with)each)new)covenant))

!

Figure!3.!The!Natural!Areas!Protection!Tax!Exemption!program.!

)
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6  Protecting Valued Features – Covenants and Land Trusts 

 

6.1 Covenants 

A covenant is a voluntary legal agreement between the landowner and a 
covenant holder - a municipality, regional district, or an approved non-
governmental organization such as a land trust. The covenant sets out specific 
restrictions or requirements that the landowner will uphold to ensure conservation 
of all or parts of the land.60 The right to monitor and enforce the covenant 
belongs to the covenant holder (the covenantee). In BC, Section 219 
conservation covenants under the Land Title Act are intended to protect the land 
in perpetuity since they “run with the land” - they appear on title and therefore 
apply to whoever owns the land. Local governments and landowners use 
covenants to protect specific characteristics of the land, such as wetlands, 
grasslands, forested areas and other ESAs (ELC and Curran 2007, Appendix A).61 

There are two parts to each conservation covenant. The first part is the "legal 
instrument", and it specifies the rules and restrictions on use of the land that will 
apply to the property. These rules reflect the conservation objectives of the 
covenant, and are based in part on information from an assessment of the 
condition of the property at the time of sale, the baseline report, the second part 
of the covenant. Landowners who wish to place a conservation covenant on their 
property work with a conservancy organization (also called land trusts, see next 
section), to design rules and restrictions that accurately reflect the wishes of both 
the landowner and the covenant holder. The baseline report is used as a 
reference point to make sure the landowner is complying with the requirements 
of the covenant, and to record changes in the condition of the land over time. The 
baseline report includes a description of ecological features on the property (e.g. 
streams, plan communities, rare or endangered ecosystems) as well as a 
summary of physical characteristics, such as topography and human-engineered 
features (roads, hydro lines etc.). The baseline report also includes maps and 
photos of the property.62 
)

60see)Property)Assessments)on)Conservation)Lands,)LTABC)2010)http://ltabc.ca/resources/ltabcSpublications/56SpropertySassessmentsS
ofSconservationSlands)[Accessed)November)2014])

61)From)Section)219)of)the)Land)Title)Act)of)BC)comes)the)following)legal)language.)The)Covenantor)is)the)holder)of)the)title)to)the)
property)with)a)"covenant)registered)against)it",)including)the)original)property)owner)who)registers)the)covenant)with)the)
Covenantee.%The)Act)names)the)following)as)possible)Covenantees:)"(a))the)Crown)or)a)Crown)corporation)or)agency,)(b))a)
municipality,)a)regional)district,)the)South)Coast)British)Columbia)Transportation)Authority)or)a)local)trust)committee)under)
the)Islands%Trust%Act,)or)(c))any)person)designated)by)the)minister)on)terms)and)conditions)he)or)she)thinks)proper.")This)
includes)certified)Land)Trust)organizations)(some)are)certified)nationSwide,)some)provinceSwide)such)as)The)Land)Conservancy)
of)BC,)and)some)are)regional).)

62Adapted)from)www.renewalpartners.com/renewalland/covenants.html)))[Accessed)November)2014])
)
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Subdivision developers generally want to sell all lots and transfer responsibility 
for any remaining lands in a particular development. Therefore if developers want 
to protect a portion of the land under development in perpetuity, they tend to 
collaborate with others - various levels of government, a land trust, and other 
local environmental organizations to place a covenant on the land and donate it. 
This occurred in the case of Renewal Land Company's Siskin Lane Property (7.3).  
Covenants may be placed on properties during the subdivision planning phase. 
Purchasers of the subdivided property will then have a covenant on their title as 
in Siskin Lane and the Bradley property bare land strata plan in RDBN (7.3 and 
7.4, respectively). Covenants in the RDBN are discussed in 6.3. 

 

6.2 Land Trusts 

The Land Trust Alliance of BC defines land trusts as follows: 

A Land Trust is a non-profit, charitable organization committed to the 
long-term protection of natural and/or cultural heritage. A land trust 
may own land itself, or it may enter into conservation covenants with 
property owners to protect or restore natural or heritage features on 
the owner’s land. Land trusts also engage in stewardship, restoration 
and management of lands. The words “land trust” and “conservancy” 
are often used interchangeably. Land trusts are independent non-
government organizations; however they frequently work in 
partnership with governments, other organizations, foundations, and 
businesses in achieving shared conservation goals.63 

Land trust staff may do outreach with land owners, walking them through the 
process involved with covenant registration or other options for their land, issue a 
charitable tax receipt for lands donated or placed under covenant, help 
landowners to design rules and restrictions for covenants, and conduct annual 
monitoring and enforcement activities.  

)

)
63)http://ltabc.ca/)
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Land trusts differ in size and mission. The Land Trust Alliance of BC lists the land 
trusts working in BC as including: Ducks Unlimited, NCC, The Nature Trust of BC 
(TNTBC), which work nationally or provincially; and thirty local land trusts. These 
thirty are concentrated in the lower mainland, the south coast and islands, and 
the Okanagan. There are none in northern BC and only one that is more 
comparable to the population of the Northwest, the Kootenay Land Trust Society 
(see below). 

The Nature Trust of BC (TNTBC) has a habitat focus. Carleton 
MacNaughton, Interior and Coastal Mainland Conservation Land Manager of 
TNTBC, said it was set up to be able to purchase and receive donations of 
lands from a variety of sources including the Crown. TNTBC receives gifts of 
land from private property owners directly or under the federal Eco-gifts 
program (9.1.5). 

MacNaughton said they are looking to own lands outright and that 95% of their 
acquisitions are of this type. They consider:  

who would be the best management partner for that property – if it's 
something in an area where we don't have an active staff then we 
rely on a management partner… and if there is a lot of active wildlife 
land being managed by the province and they have a big fish and 
wildlife program, that's probably the best partner, so we lease [the 
land] to them. If it's…more in tune with public recreation, it could be 
leased to the town or regional district as a park. 

For example, the Vancouver Island Wetlands Management Program has TNTBC 
staff responsible for the management of over 50 conservation areas – mostly 

Endangered Garry oak ecosystems in southern BC are home to more than 100 
species at risk. Innovative development projects are occurring to save the remaining 
scattered patches. Mandalay Developments worked to create a win-win scenario with 
a number of partners: 

• Friends of Matson Lands 
• Habitat Acquisition Trust,  
• Nature Conservancy of Canada (NCC), and  
• Township of Esquimalt. 

Mandalay donated a one-hectare parcel, the Matson Conservation Area, to the NCC, 
which developed a management plan, conducted a baseline inventory, and placed a 
conservation covenant on the property before turning it over to the Habitat 
Acquisition Trust, the land trust in the capital region of Vancouver Island, as a 
demonstration site for urban ecosystem conservation. The Township of Esquimalt 
increased the density on the upper portion of the site by modifying the zoning. This 
resulted in a 102 unit, multi-storey development with stunning harbour views with 
units that sold rapidly.  

Excerpted from Protecting Garry Oak Areas during Land 
Development 

)

)
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coastal wetlands and estuaries owned by TNTBC and managed by the BC Forests, 
Lands and Natural Resource Operations. Vancouver Island is quite unique in its 
partnership program, for example, Ducks Unlimited, TNTBC and the Province are 
working together" or "co-managing" on lands that are sometimes owned by 
different owners.  For example, TNTBC "might own a piece of land next to Crown 
Land and it's all managed as one conservation area," MacNaughton said. 
  
MacNaughton said getting an endowment fund to cover a range of costs including 
monitoring and enforcement is important for the properties they deal with, 
whether covenants or not (see7.3.5 for an example).  

You want to get [an endowment fund] to cover costs over time. 
Covenants can be more straining – you never own the land so there 
will always be new landowners; often times they don't know the 
details of the covenant, so you end up with a re-education process 
every time the property changes hands…64 

6.2.1 Kootenay Land Trust Society 

Eric Clough is the President and key main volunteer for the Kootenay Land Trust 
Society and also serves on the board of seven people. He describes KLTS: 

We are a small group in a rural area. We hold some covenants and do 
a fair bit of consulting with private land owners who want to place 
covenants on their property. We try to customize for their needs and 
wishes before they go to a lawyer for finalizing and registering the 
covenants on their title. In our experience most do not proceed that 
far…Covenants may diminish the market value of the property and 
that's the reason…65 

We have done a lot of promoting of land trusts and covenants – we 
have done workshops, etc. – I talk to two to six people a year who 
are interested. I often help them write covenants…  

)

64MacNaughton)elaborated:)
Conservation)covenants,)in)my)experience,)have)been)a)major)challenge,)particularly)in)monitoring)and)enforcement.)The)
Nature)Trust)of)BC)has)a)few)covenants,)but)are)not)actively)looking)for)more.)We’ve)had)good)success)with)covenant)
compliance)by)the)first)and)second)owner)of)covenanted)properties.)Unfortunately,)as)the)property)changes)hands,)there)can)
be)an)inclination)by)subsequent)owners)to)challenge)the)covenant,)leading)to)significant)investment)of)staff)time)and)
resources,)and)occasionally)legal)costs.)(See)also)7.3.5).)

))
65)This)is)not)necessarily)the)case.)BC)Assessment)notes:)

For)many)properties,)particularly)in)rural)areas,)a)conservation)covenant)will)have)little)or)no)impact)on)the)property)value)if)
the)real)estate)market)does)not)recognize)the)additional)restriction,)and)the)highest)and)best)use)of)the)property)would)
remain)the)same,)regardless)of)whether)the)restriction)was)in)place.))

http://www.bcassessment.ca/public/Fact%20Sheets/Conservation%20Covenants.aspx))[Accessed)November)2014])
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KLTS is serving a population of 50,000.  The boundaries encompass the whole 
Kootenay area including two Regional Districts, from Grand Forks to Creston to 
Nakusp and South Trail. Clough said that KLTS is the only covenant holder in 
Regional District of the Central Kootenays and the Regional District of the 
Kootenay Boundary) Clough is a landscape architect and building designer, a 
senior citizen who works full time and volunteers for KLTS. He is currently 
training a new person whose role he hopes will expand. KLTS has no funding nor 
have they tried to get a grant. Clough said he "doesn't like managing, he likes 
doing," but acknowledged the challenges of having the organization continue on 
into the future. 

KLTS currently holds three covenants and will likely hold two more this year. The 
work is not onerous; it involves inspections and working with land owners. 
Although Clough donates his time, he warns land owners with agreements with 
KLTS that there may be expenses in the future. Clough was not aware of the 
federal Eco-gifts program which has additional tax benefits for donations of land 
and covenants (9.1.5). 

KLTS has never had to enforce a covenant because they hold so few. He has also 
heard of very few cases where there had to be enforcement. He has served on 
the board of the Land Trust Alliance of BC. Clough lives in a co-operative with 
covenants on the land that specify the arrangements for those who live there and 
use it. "We have had painful experiences with our land here; people abusing it 
and that's the reason we have strengthened the wording of our [co-op's] 
covenants." 

6.3 Covenants and Land Trusts in Regional District of Bulkley Nechako 

)
In the Skeena Region, MacNaughton said TNTBC owns some lands that are not in 
covenants but in arrangements with the Crown as follows: 

Their mandate is to manage Crown Land; so we purchase the 
land…[W]e hold fee title and then lease it back for 99 years so they 
have the day to day responsibility for those lands. It is not Crown 
Land, but is administered by the Crown – and we still have "co-
management" status on those properties.  

TNT has a management agreement with the Province that outlines the duties and 
responsibilities of each party and how they work together in an internal 
document. It outlines and reflects "who can do what on the land: they can't go in 
and install infrastructure without telling us and vice versa …They also hold liability 
for the property for projects they approved" and vice versa. 

In the RDBN, Section 219 covenants are placed on lands as part of rezoning 
processes to allow subdivision. Llewellyn said that some covenants are strictly for 
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conservation purposes while others may have other purposes, for example, 
controlling the form of the subdivision, including potentially the lot layout. 
Currently, there is no database on these covenants, which reflects the lack of 
development pressure; there were approximately 10-15 re-zonings per year for 
the entire Regional District and three or four covenants over the last few years. 
"Our goal is to reduce development in ESAs so we don't have a big need for 
covenants in the first place," said Llewellyn. 
 
Thus far, the RDBN has not worked with land trusts although Llewellyn expressed 
an openness to do so. The RDBN website discusses conservation covenants and 
notes that they can also exist between property owners and private conservation 
organizations including )Ducks Unlimited,  the Nature Conservancy of Canada, 
etc.66 
 
The RDBN holds a number of covenants for reasons including environmental 
sensitivity such as riparian areas, for example on Toboggan Creek and Lake 
Kathlyn, and others which stipulate restricted uses of properties related to form 
and function. They have not been the recipient of gifts of land aimed at protection 
of)community and environmental values but Llewellyn expressed openness to look 
at any proposals and report to the Regional District Board. However, in this 
context, Llewellyn also mentioned the lack of a parks function of the RDBN. Since 
there is a precedent to protect environmentally sensitive lands as inactive parks 
(2.3), this is an area worth exploring further. 

Properties with covenants are not being actively monitored due to a lack of 
resources within the RDBN. Llewellyn added that a positive aspect of low rural 
densities is that "when covenants are broken in any substantial way, we generally 
hear about them whether it's from adjacent property owners that were involved 
in the rezoning process or just through observation…[However,] there's no 
guarantee there without regular monitoring." 
 
Hetherington said that a regional land trust organization could help respond to 
the challenge of capacity and resources as well as to the interest expressed on 
the part of land-owners.  
 
The above discussion (5.0 and 6.0) points to the importance of monitoring and 
enforcement of covenants as well as bylaws and regulations protecting riparian 
areas in order to ensure protection of associated lands. This includes going to 
court if necessary.  

)

66)http://www.rdbn.bc.ca/planningSdepartment/sustainability/conservationScovenants))[Accessed)September)2014])
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)

7 Protecting Valued Features – Clustering Subdivision Design 

)

Clustering housing on one portion of a property can be used to retain common 
open space and to protect trails and ESAs. The term "conservation subdivision" is 
used in the literature and quite frequently in the US; however, it can be a 
misleading term since often the areas that are not developed have little or no 
conservation value. For example, common areas may end up being mowed lawns 
used for playing fields (Göçmen 2013).  

Clustering in BC generally involves rezoning. The Green Bylaws Toolkit notes 
that: "rezoning for conservation is standard practice in BC." Because of the 
clustering, costs to build roads and service the area (water, sewer, electricity, 
etc.) are reduced, even up to one third (8.1.1). Sometimes developers and local 
governments combine clustering with an amenity density bonus (Appendix A) or 
more lots in exchange for a conservation covenant on the remaining property, 
creating parkland, or restoring ecosystems. Increasing density in an area can be 
politically sensitive and this can be reduced through community planning 
processes that specify goals for the property and the area (ELC and Curran 
2007). Some examples of tools used for clustering subdivisions are elaborated 
below. 

7.1 Bare Land Strata and the Regional District of Bulkley Nechako 

Bare land strata developments allow for clustering of houses and require 
community water and sewage systems. A bare land strata is similar to other 
types of strata corporations: there are individual assets, generally the home and 
associated strata parcel, and shared assets - streets, sewer, water, power lines 
and street lamps and importantly in this context, common property.67 In the 
context here, this kind of development can protect an ESA or a trail by designing 
the layout such that the common property contains the valued feature. Common 
property areas are the responsibility of the strata lot owners and generally for 
their exclusive use (but see 7.3.4 for an exception). A strata corporation must 
have a minimum of $2 million in liability insurance under the law in BC. 

The ST-OCP contains four objectives for rural residential zones that are relevant 
here (from 3.4.1, RDBN 2014): 

)

67)The)strata)corporation)has)elected)directors,)applicable)bylaws,)annual)budgets,)and)contingency)reserve)funds.)

)
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(1) To provide opportunities for residential lots that fit the existing rural character 
of the Plan area.  
(2) To support opportunities for affordable housing, rental housing and special 
needs housing.  
(3) To ensure future development does not have a significant negative impact on 
the natural environment.  
(4) To protect and enhance the quality of life associated with existing and new 
rural residential development.  
(5) To avoid rural sprawl and allow appropriate and limited infill development.  
(6) To take advantage of opportunities for new housing forms, such as bare land 
stratas, that fit the character of rural areas to allow rural residents greater 
opportunity to age in place or take advantage of the benefits of communal living, 
and allow for increased protection of the natural environment.  

A related policy (3.4.2) follows: 
 
 (1) Residential (fee simple and bare land strata) subdivisions, agriculture, 
recreational and other unobtrusive uses may be permitted in the Rural Residential 
designation.  
 
RDBN planners Jason Llewellyn and Maria Sandberg have expressed enthusiasm 
about bare land strata developments since they can be designed in an innovative 
way, consider view-scapes, concentrate density and address aging in place. 
Llewellyn said: 

We think it's a much more sustainable form of development especially 
when it is around water front properties or ESAs…The sewer system is 
a big part of it. In the long term environmentally, you're much better 
off with a single sewer system that is regulated by MOE or Northern 
Health… [This is] much better than 10 individually operated septic 
systems that 20 to 30 years down the road start to fail but nobody 
knows till they have failed and you've got an environmental issue. 
Especially when you're talking lakefront property and septic systems 
that are adding nutrients to the lake…This is one of the biggest 
negative impacts of development on lakes… Getting that one larger 
community sewer system that has a higher level of oversight, to me 
that's a net benefit. For bare land strata as well, the footprint is much 
less if you can make smaller strata parcels, strategically locate them 
on a parcel and have the rest of the land as common property that's 
left in a more natural state…[The] lots are typically are going to be 
relatively small and we push to make them as small as possible … If 
there's an environmental value that will be impacted it should not be 
a strata parcel, it should be common property…[W]e look at these 
details through the rezoning process.  
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Despite the benefits of this type of development, these planners recognize that 
there is tension between "protecting and preserving the rural character of the 
area", one of the purposes of the RR zone, and the potentially smaller sizes of the 
strata lots.68 The maximum number of units in a bare land strata was 7. It was 
then increased to nine and recently, the proposal is for a maximum of up to 15 
(RDBN 2014). Llewellyn said this increase is in response to feedback in the 
development community on the economies of scale that are needed: 

The challenge we're having here is just making the bare land strata of 
any size financially viable so you can do it at any kind of profit 
because with bare land strata, the developer has to upfront the 
building of the sewer system, the water system, and the internal road 
and those are fairly high costs… That combined with the hesitation in 
the development community to take that risk because it's really a 
housing and ownership form that is new… 

 He added, "There's no guarantee they can have that many – that gets approved 
in the rezoning process but it opens it up for consideration." 

Llewellyn contrasted this type of subdivision with the traditional subdivision where 
local government can only require 5% be put to parkland. The bylaw stipulates 
that for every one bare land strata parcel, there must be 3 acres of land, so even 
when density increases in one area of the property, the total requirement for 
common property increases accordingly. Llewellyn said, "[Y]ou can legally build in 
the requirement for common property – [it's] very enforceable and guaranteed." 

Currently there is only one bare land strata in the RDBN, the Bradley property 
within Electoral Area A, elaborated in 7.4. 

7.2 Density Bonuses 

Amenity density bonuses are a tool that can be used with clustering. Local 
governments can grant a bonus of higher density if the landowner provides 
amenities which can include land that has ESAs or trails.  This can be done 
without bare land strata, in municipalities or Regional Districts. Road construction 
costs can also be minimized through tailoring lot lines in this kind of subdivision 
that clusters development away from ESAs. Density bonuses are often used in 
areas that are growing. These are allowed within the Local Government Act but 

)

68)The)purpose)of)the)7)strata)lot)maximum)is)to)provide)protection)to)the)character)of)existing)residential)areas)by)limiting)the)scale)
and)size)of)bare)land)strata)developments…[I]t)is)noted)that)the)potential)impact)on)the)character)of)the)area)increases)with)the)
number)of)strata)lots.)RDBN)Planning)Department)Report,)OCP)Amendment)Bylaw)No.)1585,)Rezoning)Bylaw)No.)1586,)File)AS
07S10,)January)7,)2010)(referred)to)here)as)the)Bradley)Property)Report).)Contact)RDBN)planning)staff)to)receive)a)copy.)

)
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have policies which require considerable community input and staff resources 
(see Appendix A for more detail).  

Llewellyn noted, "Density bonusing has limited potential benefit here given the 
limited value of increased density to a developer.  An increase in density 
necessary to entice the provision of amenity could be expected to be contrary to 
the desire to limit the density of rural development." In addition, the bare land 
strata provides two of the main benefits of density bonuses –  a level of discretion 
for planners in terms of density and site specific planning of lots, density, and 
avoidance of valued features. Smithers has a policy on density bonuses but it is 
oriented towards seniors and affordable housing. 

7.3 Renewal Land Corporation's Siskin Lane Project   

The Renewal Land Corporation's development projects were an innovative 
response to a number of challenges including forest and trail protection on Cortes 
Island. Laurel Brewster, the project manager of one of them, the Siskin Lane 
Project, was interviewed for this project.69 

7.3.1 Project Background 

Brewster said that a large amount of private land on Cortes was initially owned by 
MacMillan Bloedel then Weyerhauser. Locals had long wanted this land transferred 
into community forest; however, this did not happen and Weyerhauser put the 
properties up for sale – more than two thousand acres. Joel Solomon, of Renewal 
Partners, a philanthropic venture capital organization formed Renewal Land 
Company (RLC) which purchased several of these properties. Brewster explained: 

[The purchase was] in order to prevent massive clear cutting on the 
main part of the island. It was funded by private capital so there 
needed to be a way to recoup that money…so the decision was made 
that there would be a small amount of development done on a portion 
of the property and the conservation of the vast majority of the 
property. 

The goal was to conserve the most land possible. Because the land was so 
expensive and they developed so little of it, they did not make money. RLC 
"operated as a non-profit – any profits that were made were donated back to 
community organizations on Cortes." Small donations were given back to local 
conservation organizations and schools.  

)

69)Additional)detail)on)this)project)is)found)at)http://www.renewalpartners.com/renewalland/siskin.html)[Accessed)November)2014].)
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RLC also had the challenge of owning only inland second growth, so conservation 
could not be funded by the sale of extremely expensive properties such as water 
front properties, which has occurred in other places.  

We also wanted to be able to sell a higher percentage of properties to 
people with a more "average income". Those people need mortgages 
and banks will generally not do this for shares in a co-op (the other 
model which we also originally wanted to do). Generally 50% of the 
financing needs to be available up front.  

Asked whether there was any trend towards increasing sale price over time, 
Brewster responded:  

Not really in our case because we sold many of the lots very quickly. 
We worked very hard with the locals. We made a commitment at the 
beginning that we would do everything we could to make sure there 
were lots available for local buyers, within the price range accessible 
to locals. We worked closely with community for four years before so 
they were ready, and we offered financing in limited cases for those 
who couldn't get mortgages because we wanted to respect the 
eclectic nature of the community on Cortes…That was unique to this 
project – that would not be easy to replicate elsewhere. Fourteen of 
the 25 lots sold within days of coming on the market and within the 
first couple weeks about 20 were sold…and we did hold back three of 
the lots to not flood the market…At least 10 of the first fourteen sold 
to local families. 

7.3.2 The Covenant 

A prolonged disagreement had taken place between Cortes islanders and 
Weyerhauser regarding the fate of the forested lands in question. 

The compromise that they finally came to was that Weyerhauser 
agreed, which was a big thing at the time and I give them full credit, 
to register conservation covenants on all the properties prior to selling 
them. I believe they were the first major forest company to ever do 
that on private forest land in BC…on major large tracts of land - and 
they got TNTBC to hold them.  

RLC subsequently discharged the Weyerhauser covenant and replaced it with a 
new covenant with more of a focus on conservation development. The new 
covenant protects the entire strata property. Once RLC put forward its proposal 
for limited development of many of these lands, TNTBC agreed to transfer the 
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covenants to The Land Conservancy, since the latter was interested in 
conservation development.70 

Weyerhauser received the tax benefit from registering the original covenant on 
the land. TNTBC, the conservancy organization, did the application, assisted with 
the process, and verified that the property could qualify as an Ecological Gift (see 
8.1.5). 

Having the covenant placed on the lands in their entirety was beneficial for 
reasons of administrative efficiency and ease of monitoring and enforcement as 
well. Brewster said,  

We worked a lot with the community, literally years working with 
them, but we didn't have to legally accommodate 25 land-owners. If 
it had been 25 fee simple lots and we had come into the situation 
without a covenant on the property and we were trying to convince 
them to do that, it would have been a very different ball game. We 
put the covenants in place and said if you want to buy this property, 
here's what you get…We had the liberty of being able to say these are 
the standards we've created. 

Brewster clarified further noting that technically there is a covenant registered on 
the individual lots but it is the same one, replicated 25 times at the Land Title 
Office.  

)

)

70)Most)properties)were)transferred)except)for)several)large)properties)that)would)not)be)developed.))

)

Management Vision of the Siskin Lane Conservation Covenant 

The purpose of this covenant is to protect the Land in perpetuity and restore Mature 
and Old Growth forest in the Forest Conservation Area, while permitting low-impact 
residential use within designated areas. The covenant is intended to guide ecologically-
appropriate, sustainable forest management in designated areas, while encouraging 
residential use that is in harmony with the natural landscape and minimizes any 
negative impacts on the Land. Landowners will encourage and support the 
management vision, and the covenant holder will monitor on an annual basis. 
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7.3.3 Zoning and Project Design 

A new type of zone, a Forest Land Stewardship zone,71 was created as a result of 
the necessary rezoning for the Siskin Lane Development. Brewster said this 
required working with locals and the Comox-Strathcona Regional District72 to 
create it.  It applied to Cortes Island - Electoral Area B and allowed for clustering 
of houses and increased protection of large intact tracts of forest in a bare land 
strata. 

The Siskin Lane strata consists of 25 strata lots on a total of 250 acres with 
common property and public trails. There is also a Public Park adjoining the strata 
property which was donated by RLC as part of the Siskin Lane Project. The 
density was one per ten acre but this was clustered. Brewster said: 

We originally wanted to cluster even more - do one acre lots…[The lot 
size of 2.5 acres] came as a result of community consultation…People 
wanted to retain the rural feel of the area and they felt that 1 acre 
lots would make it look like a subdivision. One acre lots didn't get any 
support; 2.5 acre lots got a lot of support…The rules around septic 
fields also had an impact on the decision. Septic can be a major 
limiting factor if you don't have the ability to do something really 
innovative. 

Three internal "zones" were created as part of the conservation covenant: a 
residential use area (RUA) which was 50% of each residential lot, a residential 
conservation area (RCA) which was the other half of the fee simple and forest 
conservation area (FCA) which was the remaining large chunk of the property 
owned in common.  

The residential conservation area was created partly as a privacy buffer and 
partly because RLC could not get smaller lots. Brewster said, "We decided to force 
higher levels of conservation on the individual strata lots so that overall the 
property would remain more protected…we didn't want anybody to clear 2.4 of 
their 2.5 acres."  

)

71)The)current)zone)remains)still)exists)within)the)OCP)of)Strathcona)Regional)District.))

https://strathconaregionaldistrict.civicweb.net/document/1771/Bylaw%20No.%20139%20S
%20Adopted.pdf?handle=F59FC57CBFF5499A8AD837E58F07DA9C)[Accessed)November)2014])

The)Regional)District)of)ComoxSStrathcona)was)a)regional)district)of)British)Columbia,)Canada)from)1967)to)2008.)On)February)15,)2008,)
the)regional)district)was)abolished)and)replaced)by)two)successor)regional)districts,)Comox)Valley)and)Strathcona.)

72)Brewter)said)the)CLS)zone)that)already)existed)"did)not)meet)our)needs)primarily)because)it)was)based)on)common)ownership)and)we)
needed)fee)simple)lots.")))
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The layout of the property with zones is found in Figure 4 and the zones were 
defined as follows:73 

Forest Conservation Area 
A 52-hectare zone dedicated to conservation and forest management, with 
priority given to restoring old-growth forests. A conservation covenant will ensure 
that riparian areas, wildlife trees and other sensitive areas are protected. This 
area is common property under the joint ownership of the Siskin Lane strata 
residents. The Forest Conservation Area encompasses fifty percent of the total 
property. 

Residential Use Area  
A 0.75 hectare zone on each of the clustered strata lots where owners can build a 
home and establish gardens and outbuildings (e.g. woodsheds). A minimum of 
25% of the trees in this zone must be permanently protected. 

)

73)http://www.renewalpartners.com/renewalland/siskin.html)
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!!

Figure 4.   Siskin Lane project design. 
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Residential Conservation Area 
A 2-acre (0.75 hectare) zone on each of the clustered strata lots where conservation and 
privacy are prioritized. Timber harvesting and other forms of development are restricted 
in this zone, and no structures can be built. At least 75% of the trees in this zone must 
be protected. 

7.3.4 Trails 

RLC collaborated with the Regional District to address the 15 km of walking trails on the 
property. RLC did not want landowners to worry about liability which might later result in 
a closure of the trails to the public.  

These trails now have public easements permanently put on them in 
exchange for which the Regional District holds all liability and all 
responsibility for trail maintenance. The easement is a statutory right of way 
that is a 3 m wide swath. Siskin Lane owners actually own the land but the 
rights to walk on it have been granted to the Regional District. 

When asked how the Regional District is benefitting from this arrangement relative to its 
costs, Brewster said:   

On Cortes, a local person is hired to maintain all the public parks on the 
island. This person is already on contract to do the rest of the island so they 
add these trails - it’s a few more days of work so their costs are quite 
minimal. In terms of liability they already have insurance that covers all 
parks and trails on the island anyway so to add this into their policy was a 
very minimal impact on them financially. In exchange for that - permanent 
guaranteed public access in an area of the island where it's the most 
developed part of Cortes; people use these trails all the time; they're an 
integral part of the community. People walk their dogs, ride their bikes, ride 
horses, walk to work and school. The trails connects to other trails that lead 
to the local community centre where there's a store, a restaurant and to 
other trails that lead to the beaches….[T]his allowed them to maintain a 
really amazing non-motorized network on the island. 

7.3.5 Monitoring and Enforcement of the Covenant 

TLC holds the covenants on Siskin Lane and another property called the Gorge 
West. Brewster said 

 These covenants have been extremely effective because Cortes 
Islanders are very interested in and committed to ecological land 
management and conservation. People who bought in were mostly 
committed as well. Although there have been a number of re-sales on 
the property, the commitment has remained undiluted, even with 
third owners. Maybe 50 years from now there may be problems.  

We spent considerable time to educate people about covenants, 
worked very closely with the local realtor who was going to be selling 
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the properties. People understood the covenant from the get go and 
they have passed that knowledge on.  

This includes the strata council of Siskin Lane that is "quite well versed in the 
covenant".  Brewster added that many of the original people who were involved 
are still on Cortes Island so even if there was some confusion, there are people to 
seek out for assistance. 

TLC does not have a physical presence on Cortes Island so they hired a local 
biologist who monitors the property for them. "Her level of commitment to 
conservation is top notch," Brewster said. The biologist arranges annual work 
parties with strata owners and enforces the rules around tree cutting. Owners 
must give her information on what was cut and where. This individual has been 
instrumental in maintaining high standards of conservation.  

The biologist is paid through an endowment fund: 

When we registered the covenants, one of the conditions is that we 
[RLC] provided a significant endowment to TLC, the idea being that 
the interest generated by the endowment will finance forever the 
monitoring and, in theory if necessary, the enforcement of the 
covenant. So they have the money to pay her [the biologist]…It is not 
a huge annual commitment. She spends maybe three or four days per 
year working for them, if that. She fills out an annual report, she 
answers questions from landowners as they come up.  

Brewster added that in the last decade, most large conservancies require a 
healthy endowment to be put in place: "They realize that getting the covenant is 
the easy part – it's keeping the covenant that's the hard part." 

There are efficiencies gained by having the entire property administered under 
the same covenant and rules and this includes timing of and payment for 
monitoring and enforcement. ESAs can be protected through individual property 
owners' placement of covenants on their lands but this is more complex; 
however, they can all benefit by agreeing to pool resources for these kinds of 
purposes.   

7.3.6 Increased Property Values for Inland Second Growth 

Brewster said that properties sold for a higher value than other similar properties 
on Cortes Island. She did not have numerical data but said that this conclusion 
emerged from "many discussions with local realtors, among ourselves, and the 
people who came in to build the road." She said a lot of thought went into 
determining the price of each lot and the amenities described below were factored 
in, although this was a "hard number to come up with." When pressed to 
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estimate a value, Brewster suggested a "crude estimate" 5-10% increase in 
value: 

We think we got a little bit of a premium on the properties because 
we worked really hard to make the point to people that they were 
buying conservation…They were buying protection around their 
homes - that it wouldn't be developed in the future. They were buying 
conservation covenants; permanently protected walking trails; a park 
that was donated to the Regional District that would be forever 
publicly owned;…a community garden, two acres, for the members of 
the strata to share. So there was a small premium put on properties 
relative to what they would have cost if none of that existed, if it was 
just a standard 2.5 acre lot.  

7.3.7 A Model to Emulate? 

There are features of this model that are informative for developers who are 
considering doing something innovative on pieces of land with ESAs and trails.  

These include: 

• the placement of a covenant on the entire bare land strata 
• investing in educating potential and actual purchasers about the covenant, 

which can help to increase purchase price and to sell to people who are 
committed to ongoing protection of the land 

• creating an endowment fund to monitor and enforce the covenant and to 
continue to educate new land owners in the development 

• the protection of public access to trails on the land (in this case through an 
easement obtained by the Regional District) 

However some aspects would be difficult to replicate. Brewster said: 

Probably one of the main reasons it never went beyond that project 
was that it was a very unique situation and very difficult to get 
enough capital to pull it off. It took five years to fully pay back the 
loans which had been a combination of mortgages and private 
investment, so it would be a difficult model to recreate financially 
because of the huge amount of capital needed up front and to pay 
that back at the end. 

Brewster also noted that the challenge in south western BC is the high cost of 
land relative to the cost of houses you can sell, which is not helpful for these 
kinds of conservation projects "because you're buying way more land than you 
actually want to develop." A developer with the desire to protect ESAs and make 
a profit could likely do so through increasing the density and units relative to the 
Siskin Lane project (which was not-for-profit with the goal of maximizing the land 
conserved). A model like this could be successful in the Northwest because of the 
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low prices of land. This, along with considerable effort at marketing to people who 
value conservation goals and want to live surrounded by a relatively protected 
environment could help to raise property prices (see 8.1.2). 

In terms of trails and applicability to the RDBN, the RD Comox-Strathcona has a 
Regional Parks system; for them it was an incremental cost on a budget that 
already exists and has done for many years based on a much more populous tax 
base. Brewster did say that they had learned a lot from the model in Rossland, 
BC "when we did our trails – Rossland's not a huge community and they've done 
this. Whistler's a different story – they have a huge tax base." 

7.4 The Bradley Property Bare Land Strata 
!

The Bradley property is the first bare land strata in the RDBN. It is located 
adjacent to the boundaries of the Town of Smithers and an existing developed 
area.  

For purposes of this report, the property is of interest because there were ESAs in 
the form of intermittent streams, blue listed plant communities and known moose 
habitat in the area of an alluvial fan. In addition, the land along the back of the 
property has a mountain biking and hiking trail used by the community. This land 
is directly adjacent to Crown land that contains the popular Bluff trails.74  

The Regional District supported the application for subdivision to create a bare 
land strata if: 

1. A covenant were placed on the entire property.  

This covenant specifies a number of measures associated with protecting a 
riparian and conservation area that is identified as common property or Common 
Strata Land. This area is protected from further development; cannot be further 
subdivided, vegetation cannot be removed, buildings cannot be placed on it, etc. 
(RDBN 2010). 

2. A particular subdivision plan was accepted and attached to the covenant along 
with a geological survey 

This design assigned the majority of the land in the alluvial fan to common 
property. This allowed for protection of much of the related habitat and also 
minimized risks associated with the alluvial fan. Initially the plan was the design 

)

74)http://smithersmountainbike.ca/index.php/trails/the_bluff_recreation_area)[Accessed)November)2014]))The)property)is)below)the)
Bluffs)trail)section)where)Long)Way(#4)))meets)Q1)and)UpStrack)(#5).)
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shown in Figure 5. It was then adjusted following a second geological survey that 
MOTI requested75. 

3. the land at the back of the property containing the trail  was returned to the 
Crown "should the Province wish to accept this land" 

The Crown did so through the Recreation Sites and Trails Program (7.4.1). The 
RDBN staff also mentioned the "notable public benefit" of the offer by the 
property owners to turn over this land. 

Of interest is clause 8(a) in the covenant that says an exception to the protection 
clauses for the Conservation area is that the property owner may: "construct one 
pedestrian trail not to exceed 1.5 metres in width to connect the access route on 
the lands to existing or future trails in the Return to Crown area." This leaves the 
door open for local hiking or mountain biking groups to collaborate with the 
property owner… However, based on the input of nearby property owners during 
early public input to the subdivision prior to its approval, 76  this would likely be 
opposed based on concerns about increased traffic and potential parking on the 
road. 

A bare land strata in this location required a rezoning from Rural Resource to 
Rural Residential, the latter zone allows for bare land strata developments. RDBN 
planning staff supported the application, noting that "the development of the 
property would be contiguous with existing development" and would have a 
"relatively minimal impact on the character of the area77…[T]he applicant has 
taken significant steps to minimize the potential impacts associated with the 
development, to protect the environment, and to ensure that the potential conflict 
between the development and the public use of trails is addressed." (RDBN 
2010). 

7.4.1 Retaining Trails for Recreation  

There are at least three options for retaining trails for recreation for new 
subdivisions. 

First, the owners of the bare land strata could allow the public to use the trail and 
assume liability under their Strata Corporation policy. Whether additional 
insurance would be required or desirable would need to be investigated further. 

)

75)This)diagram)is)available)from)the)Regional)District)of)Bulkley)Nechako.)For)purposes)of)this)report,)the)diagram)that)best)showed)the)
principles)of)interest)here)is)the)first)one.)

76)See)RDBN)Report)of)the)Public)Hearing)for)Bylaws)NO.)1585)and)1586,)January)5,)2011)
77)The)necessary)rezoning)and)an)OCP)bylaw)amendment)(of)OCP)Bylaw)No.)1425,)2007))was)passed)to)increase)the)number)of)units)

was)allowed)in)the)bare)land)strata)from)7)to)9.)This)became)OCP)Amendment)Bylaw)No.)1585,)2010)(RDBN)2010.)
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Figure 5. The Bradley Property bare land strata showing the trail that was returned to 
the Crown, common property, and clustered strata parcels.)

Second, local government could over responsibility for the trail.  For regional 
districts, a parks function is necessary78 as in RD Comox-Strathcona (7.3.4); 
municipalities may have more discretion over funds even if they lack a parks 
function (4.2). 

Finally, the BC Recreation, Sites and Trails program could enter into an 
agreement with a local organization. 

)

78)Regional)districts)can)provide)a)broad)range)of)services)with)the)exception)of)roads)and)policing.)The)choice)of)services)is)determined)
by)the)regional)board)but)only)with)the)support)of)the)electors.)Therefore,)the)breadth)of)services)varies)with)each)regional)
district)according)to)its)circumstances)and)local)opinion.)excerpted)from)http://www.cscd.gov.bc.ca/lgd/pathfinderSrd.htm))))
Accessed)Sept)8,)2014)

)
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7.4.1.1 BC's Recreation Sites and Trails Program 

The Recreation Sites and Trails program exists under the Forests and Range 
Practices Act (FRPA). Ben Heemskerk, the District Recreation Officer, said his 
program does not generally pursue new recreational assets unless a community 
or partnership group comes to them with a proposal and a mechanism or the 
ability to maintain the trails. Heemskerk gave the example of Boer Mountain in 
Burns Lake where the community wanted to identify and build world class 
mountain biking trails.  

The community really drove that and so our program took on the role 
as enablers, legitimizing what they were doing, getting them the legal 
designations and providing them seed funding where now they've 
leveraged that into close to a million dollars, and they're attracting 
media attention internationally.  

Heemskerk added that the sites differ from Provincial Parks. The program's 
designation is still part of the working forest and does not preclude forest 
harvesting or other industrial activity but these activities need to accommodate 
the recreational values. The land in question must be Crown Land and examples 
exist of developers returning land to the Crown which have trails on them. The 
Bradley property on Dahlie Rd east of Smithers is an example (7.4), "another one 
where the mountain biking club in Smithers came to us and wanted to legitimize 
some of the existing trails on Crown land on the Bluff – that's a large recreation 
site." 

If a site were to be designated, the process would involve the following: 

As part of the subdivision of the property a part of that would get 
surveyed out and the title would then be returned to the Crown and it 
would then become a piece of Crown-owned property… Then I could 
look at using some of the designation tools under Forest Recreation 
Regulations or sometimes we would work with a Lands Officer and 
use tools under the Lands Act like a License of Occupation. We would 
look for an application under Section 57 of FRPA to enable work being 
done on Crown Land and then under Section 56, I could designate 
something as a recreation site, a recreation trail or an interpretive 
site. 

The Crown Land Occupiers Act limits the Crown's liability when people use this 
land. In addition, Heemskerk said that upon signing a partnership agreement with 
a community group or society to designate a recreation site or trail,  

we'll sign a partnership agreement with the group for the 
maintenance of that and as part of that agreement we provide them 
with two million dollars of liability insurance…That was a huge 
roadblock that community groups and societies didn't want to take 
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on… That's a big asset for these groups in limiting their personal and 
club or society's potential liability. 

Additional information is available on the Recreation Sites and Trails BC website.79 

 

7.5 The De Jong Property  

 
The De Jong property is located above Tyhee Lake at the top of Hislop Rd. (Figure 
6). The owners are considering subdividing the land.  

Currently the De Jong property is zoned H2, which allows for 20 acre lots. De 
Jong did a preliminary design of the property for lots of this size and said, "Three 
properties would be on the lake – they would have to be long skinny properties… 
and we would put in trails around the lake. Promoting the sale of lots would 
include mentioning the access to ski trails." 

)

79)http://www.sitesandtrailsbc.ca))))))Select)"partneringSwithSus")then)"partnership)agreements.")[Accessed)January)2015].)

)
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)

Figure 6. The De Jong property is situated above Tyhee Lake among the Tyee Mountain 
ski trails. (adapted from:  http://www.tyeemountaintrails.com/map.html)!
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Another option is to strategically cluster house sites and in doing so, minimize the 
amount of disturbance from road building and other excavation, reduce the 
needed infrastructure, and ultimately, for the owners, reduce the maintenance of 
driveways.  Other factors were: 

• to minimize tree removal, placing the road and lots in open areas where 
possible and clearing a portion of an old logging road,80 

• siting houses on stable ground, and  
• minimizing visibility of house sites from the neighbours. 

A potential clustered layout of lots, house sites, and driveways is shown in Figure 
7. In this design, 75% of the land is outside of the fee simple lots and the steep 
slope (treed area to the east of the lake) and the lake are untouched, preserving 
rural scenic values and wildlife habitat. In a bare land strata, a portion of this 
land would be set aside as common property. Part of the undeveloped green-
space could include new public ski trails connecting and expanding the now 
fragmented Tyhee Mountain Ski Trails (Figure 7).  

De Jong said, "It would be much more difficult - more excavating and bulldozing 
and more difficult for the road building and bulldozing with seven 20 acres lots… 
It makes more sense to me in every way to use a clustered design. Our goal is 
still the same [for either design] - to keep the countryside there as pristine as we 
can – that's the attraction of that area… beautiful view and public ski trails right 
outside your backyard." 

The property has the Resource designation in the OCP which is "characterized by 
a lack of settlement" (see also 2.3). It is surrounded by other properties that are 
also designated RE or Agricultural (AG).  As mentioned previously, large lots are 
generally considered to best protect environmental values (2.3; ELC and Curran 
2007). The RDBN's objectives in the OCP are also to protect resource 
management potential, minimize use conflicts, and "protect and preserve the 
rural character and quality of life associated with existing and new rural 
residential development" (adapted from Objectives, 3.9.1 in RDBN 2014). 

Properties zoned H2 are unusual within RE OCP designation.  Most lands 
designated RE on an OCP have the RR1 Zoning 81 unless rezoning occurs. Policy 

)

80)CBC)has)access)through)the)De)Jong)property)and)through)Crown)lands)to)the)north)to)pass)through)to)its)tower.))Ideally,)the)road)to)
the)subdivision)would)follow)this)road,)heading)up)a)short)distance)off)the)north)side)of)the)property)and)back)down)(inverted)V))
and)continue)along)the)western)lot)lines)all)the)way)down)to)where)it)would)become)the)driveway)of)the)last)lot)in)that)chain.)
"Using)this)road)would)be)less)impactful)than)building)a)road)on)a)fairly)steep)slope)that)spans)across)the)3.97)acre)lot)at)the)
top,")De)Jong)said.)

)
81)RDBN)Zoning)Bylaw)No.)700)1993)http://www.rdbn.bc.ca/images/pdf/planning/Bylaws/ZoningBylaw700.pdf)[Accessed)November)

2014].)The)H2)zoning)with)a)20)acre)minimum)parcel)size)requirement)for)the)De)Jong)property)was)in)place)in)prior)to)the)
passing)of)this)bylaw)(Llewellyn).)

)
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)

)

Figure!7.!Potential!clustered!layout!of!lots!shown,!with!driveways!and!house!sites.!The!design!avoids!the!
steep!slope!and!lake,!and!maximizes!open!space.!

!
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(5) states that rezoning applications to allow subdivision are subject to the 8 ha 
minimum parcel size. It then lists a number of circumstances which must be 
considered to allow for subdivision to occur.82  Furthermore, the OCP states that: 
"(4) Rezoning applications to permit parcels smaller than 8 hectares (19.77 
acres) shall not be supported (3.9.2, RDBN 2014).83  
 
Llewellyn said that in order to create a clustered subdivision in this location, the 
rezoning process would require an application to rezone the property to the Bare 
Land Strata Residential Zone (R11).  Also, the OCP would need to be amended to 
designate the land as Rural Residential. A range of considerations, including the 
Objectives and Policies of the Rural Residential designation in the OCP and the 
Zoning Bylaw, would apply as would neighbour and community feedback 
regarding the potential impacts of the development – positive or negative; and 
issues of potential cost to the Regional District to provide services. There would 
be concerns and challenges associated with this change.  It would be up to the 
property owner to attempt to address any land use concerns in their development 
proposal. If permitted, there could be parallels with the Bradley property in terms 
of placing a conservation covenant on the property and potential return to Crown 
of some lands, including recreational trails.84 

There are exceptions to large lot zoning in rural areas to promote and enhance 
specific goals. For example, the exceptional current and future potential 
recreational opportunities and associated economic benefits of Hudson Bay 
Mountain ski area have led to two land use designations or zones for development 
in an area that would otherwise be RE:  the Ski Smithers Development Area 
(SSDA) Designation and the Hudson Bay Recreation Area (HBRA) (RDBN 2014).  
)

82)Excerpt)from)RDBN)(2014):))
(5))Rezoning)applications)to)allow)subdivision,)subject)to)the)8)hectare)(19.77)acres))minimum)parcel)size,)may)only)
considered)under)the)following)circumstances.))
(a))The)proposed)subdivision)will)not)lead)to)a)conflict)with,)or)otherwise)negatively)impact)forestry,)agriculture)and)grazing,)
mineral)or)aggregate)extraction,)fish)and)wildlife)management,)trapping)or)wilderness)oriented)recreation.))
(b))The)proposed)subdivision)will)not)unnecessarily)increase)community)greenhouse)gas)emissions.))

(c))The)proposed)subdivision)will)not)increase)demand)for)provision)of)Regional)District)services)into)a)new)or)remote)area.))
(d))The)proposed)subdivision)will)not)result)in)an)unacceptable)loss)of)public)access)to)an)area)of)Crown)Land.))
(e))The)proposed)subdivision)will)not)have)an)unacceptable)negative)impact)on)the)environment.))
(f))The)proposed)subdivision)will)not)have)an)unacceptable)negative)impact)on)neighbouring)land)uses.))

)
83)The)current)OCP)creates)limited)possibility)for)subdivision)subject)to)the)8)ha)minimum)while)the)policies)in)the)previous)plan)(RDBN)

2007))did)not)mention)subdivision.)Two)policies)of)relevance)from)RDBN)(2007))are:)
(3))The)minimum)parcel)size)within)the)Resource)(RE))designation)shall)be)8)hectares)(19.77)acres).))
(5))Access)to)timber)and)recreation)lands)will)be)preserved)wherever)possible.)(now)#7))

84)The)OCP)provides)further)guidance)in)6.3)Official)Community)Plan)Review)and)Amendments)and)6.4)Development)Proposals)Contrary)
to)the)Plan)(RDBN)2014).)

)
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In the future, a clustered development in this area may be desirable with 
increased growth and amenity migration, particularly if local governments expand 
the promotion of the region as a ski tourist destination and decide to develop this 
area further. For purposes of this project, the maps and discussion above provide 
food for thought for how to design a property to reduce environmental impact and 
provide access to recreational opportunities to the public on private land. 

8 Costs, Benefits, and Incentives of Clustered designs 

 
8.1 Incentives for Developers of Clustered Designs 
)

8.1.1 Reduced Costs 
 
Despite developers' concerns about the greater cost for creating alternative 
subdivisions (Bowman and Thompson 2009), in fact, cluster development can 
reduce infrastructure costs of subdivision development by 10-33% according to 
GOERT (2007), while Pejchar et al. (2007), for the US National Association of 
Home Builders, found that cluster developments cost an average of 34 percent 
less to develop.  The US Environmental Protection Agency reports that the 
amount of grading required is less, as are construction costs, particularly road 
building and storm-water management. 85 For example, the conservation 
subdivision below cost 32% less than the conventional design. Other savings can 
include costs of sewage, water, and power systems.))
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)

85)http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/npdes/swbmp/OpenSSpaceSDesign.cfm))[Accessed)October)2014])
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AUBURN HILLS SUBDIVISION, SOUTHWESTERN WISCONSIN 

Auburn Hills in south-western Wisconsin is a residential subdivision developed with 
conservation design principles. Forty percent of the site is preserved as open space; 
this open space includes wetlands, green space and natural plantings, and walking 
trails. The subdivision was designed to include open swales and bio-retention for storm-
water management. To determine potential savings from using conservation design, 
the site construction costs were compared with the estimated cost of building the site 
as a conventional subdivision. Reduced storm-water management costs accounted for 
approximately 56 percent of the total cost savings. A cost comparison is provided in the 
table below. Other savings not shown in the table were realized as a result of reduced 
sanitary sewer, water distribution, and utility construction costs. 

Cost comparison for Auburn Hills subdivision 

)

The clustered design used in the development protected open space and reduced 
clearing and grading costs. Costs for paving and sidewalks were also decreased 
because the cluster design reduced street length and width. Storm-water savings were 
realized primarily through the use of vegetated swales and bioswales.1 These low 
impact development practices provided storm-water conveyance and treatment and 
also lowered the cost of conventional storm-water infrastructure. Overall, the 
subdivision’s conservation design retained more natural open space for the benefit and 
use of the homeowners and aided storm-water management by preserving some of the 
site’s natural hydrology. 

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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8.1.2  Higher Property Values near Open Space 
There is considerable consensus in the literature that properties values adjacent 
to green or open space are generally higher than those that are not. The numbers 
vary considerably depending on specifics: according to the Garry Oak Ecosystems 
Recovery Team on southern Vancouver Island (GOERT 2007) between 5-20%. 
Environment Canada has done a recent more detailed review of the literature 
(Environment Canada unpubl.). This has been called the "proximate principle" 
(Crompton 2004). Bowman et al. (2012) in a review found that residents place 
value on conservation subdivisions and low-impact subdivision features. Features 
that included explicit environmental benefits were also consistently preferred over 
features that did not. Although the relative magnitude of value expressed varied, 
four different methods, including stated and revealed methods showed similar 
trends. 
 
Two of the interviewees affirmed their sense of this trend as well.  A realtor in the 
Okanagan has told MacNaughton that properties adjacent to TNTBC land sell for 
about 10% more. MacNaughton said this is likely because purchasers know they 
will not have neighbours. Brewster, after working extensively with a realtor on 
Cortes Island, said her "gut feeling" was that properties in the Siskin Lane 
development were sold for 5-10% more than comparable properties on the 
island. 
 

GAP CREEK SUBDIVISION, SHERWOOD, ARKANSAS 

Gap Creek’s original subdivision plan was revised to include low impact development concepts. The revised 
design increased open space from the originally planned 1.5 acres to 23.5 acres. Natural drainage areas 
were preserved and buffered by greenbelts. Traffic-calming circles were used, allowing the developer to 
reduce street widths from 36 to 27 feet. In addition, trees were kept close to the curb line. These design 
techniques allowed the development of 17 additional lots. 

The lots sold for $3,000 more and cost $4,800 less to develop than comparable conventional lots. A cost 
comparison is provided in the table below. For the entire development, the combination of cost savings and 
lot premiums resulted in an additional profit to the developer of $2.2 million. 

Cost comparison for Gap Creek subdivision 

)

Excerpted from: Reducing Storm-water Costs through Low Impact Development Strategies and Practices, 
Environmental Protection Agency (2008)  

)
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)
)

)

8.1.3 Faster Sales and Enhanced Marketability 

Clustered designs provide for walk-able and compact developments that not only 
provide enhanced marketability and home sale prices, they also often have faster 
sales or leases than conventional developments (Shoup and Ewing 2010). Shoup 
and Ewing (2010) cite a number of papers that demonstrate this trend, including 
a high rate of presold units.  
)

8.1.4 Additional Benefits 

Additional benefits to developers can include: 
• More rapid approval of proposals in cases where developers work with the 

community and/or receive its support, e.g., Mandalay developments (6.2),  
• Increased respect and recognition through developers' association with social 

and ecological value, and 
• Tax advantages (GOERT 2007, Hammond unpubl.86, 8.1.6). 
 
Tax advantages include potential riparian property tax exemptions (5.5), tax 
reductions through donation of charitable gifts of land or covenants (next 
section), and other potential tax exemptions 

Density bonuses can also be an incentive in some situations (7.2) through 
negotiations between the local government and the developer. 

)
)

86)http://bestSpractices.ltabc.ca/media/resources/ecologicalSgifts/Ecogifts_and_the_Development_Community_Hammond_SS07.pdf)
[Accessed)December)2014])

Crompton (2007) notes: 

The conventional wisdom among many decision-makers and taxpayers is that 
development is the "highest and best use" of vacant land for increasing 
municipal revenues. The belief is that development increases the tax base and 
thereby lowers each individual's property tax payments. Hence, larger property 
tax revenues are likely to accrue to communities if land was built-out with 
homes, rather than being used as parks or open space. 

However, review of over 50 different research teams in 21 different states showed that: 

When open space is transformed into homes, the taxes of existing residents 
invariably increase because while the development generates tax revenue, the 
cost of providing public services and infrastructure to that development is likely 
to exceed the tax revenue emanating from it. (Crompton 2004). 

)

)
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8.1.5 Charitable Donations of Land and Related Tax Incentives for Developers 

8.1.5.1 Gifts of Land or Conservation Covenants 

Most Canadians are familiar with making a tax-deductible gift of money to a 
charity.  Gifts of land can also provide attractive tax benefits. Developers can 
donate portions of the land to be developed, or donate a conservation covenant 
that protects a surveyed part of a property. Recipients can include a charity such 
as a land trust, local government, or other levels of government.87 Clearly, the 
recipient has to be willing to receive the gift. Also, it needs to be clear that the 
donation qualifies as a gift under Canadian tax law, and is not a condition of 
development approval.   

The donor of charitable donations of land receives tax credits or deductions under 
Canadian tax law. If appraisal of land results in a capital gain for donors (the 
difference of the value of the land upon purchase and its current value), 50% of 
the gain must be included as income in the year of donation and is therefore 
taxable. The tax receipt can offset up to 75% of income in the first year with any 
unused portion carried over for five years. 

8.1.5.2 Ecological Gifts 

Gifts of ecologically sensitive land may qualify for enhanced tax benefits under 
the Ecological Gifts Program.  The EGP Handbook (Environment Canada 2013) 
provides a description of the program, including a flow chart showing the gifting 
process on page 22.  The national criteria for ecological sensitivity are listed on 
page 8. Environment Canada determines whether the land qualifies as 
ecologically sensitive, using information provided by the donor and/or recipient.  
MacNaughton and Cunnington affirmed that a qualified ecological professional is 
not required to certify properties for Ecogifts.  The fair market value of the land 
needs to be appraised, and copies of the appraisal provided to Environment 
Canada for review.  

For Eco-gifts, there is no taxable capital gain (Environment Canada 2013). David 
Cunnington, Regional Coordinator for the Ecological Gifts Program (EGP) in BC 
said that this applies to both individual and corporate donors on capital lands.  

Environment Canada (2013) elaborates: 

Corporate donors may deduct the amount of their gift directly from 
their taxable income, while the value of an individual’s gift is 

)

87)Gifts)for)parkland)can)also)be)donated)to)the)province)once)they)are)approved)for)incorporation)into)its)protected)area)system)–)
these)may)or)may)not)be)part)of)the)Ecological)Gifts)Program)(next)section))(Russell)Malcolm)(MOE),)pers.)comm.)to)Anne)
Hetherington)(MOE)).))
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converted to a non-refundable tax credit. The tax credit is calculated 
by applying a rate of 15.5% to the first $200 of the donor’s total gifts 
for the year and 29% to the balance. Unlike other charitable gifts, 
there is no limit to the dollar amount of eco-gift donations in a year 
that are eligible for the deduction or credit.  

In addition, any unused portion of a donor’s gifts may be carried forward for up to 
ten years as of February 2014.88 

When asked about pros and cons of gifting under the EGP versus a gift made 
outside the program, Cunnington acknowledged there may be an advantage of 
not having to do all the paperwork required for the EGP; however, it is likely still 
necessary to get an appraisal of FMV in order to gift land outside the EGP for tax 
receipt purposes. He considers any extra paper work to be well worth the effort 
for the potential tax benefits if the land qualifies for the EGP.89 

The EGP also has a set of donation and income tax scenarios ranging from 
donations of land to easements. A similar book for developers will hopefully be 
developed in the future.  

8.1.5.3 Inventory Land 

Hammond (unpubl.)90 elaborates on two types of property – capital property and 
inventory lands. Developers who wish to gift land need to determine which type 
of property they own since taxation of the two types differs and tax benefits are 
better for non-inventory lands or capital property.91 

Environment Canada (2011) defines inventory land as land which has been 
acquired for resale by the owner, for example, lands intended for subdivision, 
while capital property is generally purchased for long-term business use, such as 
farming, or for personal use. 

)

88"For)donations)made)after)February)10,)2014,)the)budget)proposes)a)change)to)Ecological)Gifts)Program)legislation)to)extend)the)
carrySforward)period)for)the)unused)portion)of)the)eligible)amount)of)donations)of)ecologically)sensitive)land)from)5)years)to)10)
years.")http://www.craSarc.gc.ca/gncy/bdgt/2014/qa03Seng.html)[Accessed)January)2015].)

)
89)Saving)your)Land)S)Conservation)Options:)Leaving)a)Conservation)Legacy)for)the)Future)is)a)pamphlet)published)by)the)Land)Trust)

Alliance)of)BC.)It)gives)additional)information)on)the)various)options)for)title)transfer)and)tax)incentives.)(Note)however,)that)a)
few)of)the)numbers)are)out)of)date)in)the)chart)"Land)Protection)Options)and)Their)Implications")(carryover)periods)and)tax)
benefit)percentages).)The)flow)chart)in)the)pdf)was)created)by)Lynda)Fyfe)for)the)MillardSPiercy)Watershed)Stewards)in)2009.)
http://ltabc.ca/images/syl_brochure_final_reduced.pdf)[Accessed)November)2014].)

90)Hammond)ibid.)
91There)is)not)a)lot)of)familiarity)with)inventory)lands.)For)example,)RDBN)Head)planner)was)not)familiar)with)the)term.)Regional)

program)manager)of)the)EGP)said,)"Forty)percent)of)our)donations)are)from)corporations)and)much)of)that)is)from)subdivisions.")
However,)he)did)not)know)of)any)donation)of)Inventory)Lands)in)BC.)
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Environment Canada (2013) explains that inventory lands may also qualify as 
ecological gifts if they meet certain criteria in the Income Tax Act. However, such 
gifts are not subject to the same tax benefits as gifts of capital property.   The 
EGP Handbook provides a link to a Canada Revenue Agency Interpretation 
Bulletin on this topic92. Landowners considering a donation of inventory land 
should obtain independent tax advice.  

8.1.5.4 Further Discussion 

MacNaughton said of his work with TNT and charitable gifts of land that land 
owners donate gifts of land to them directly and they issue a tax receipt – 
whether or not it is under the EGP.  

We don't deal with developers too much….It's often a condition of 
development, for example, by the Regional District…The Eco-gift has 
to be freely given. It cannot be a requirement for development, for 
example, in rezoning. If you're a developer and thinking of donating 
an Ecogift, don't wait for somebody to tell you what to do. 

When asked about size of properties for the EGP, MacNaughton replied, "for the 
most part we like them to be large so you get a natural system that can self-
sustain on the property." He added,"if you're getting down into a hectare or acre 
size, then the property is not wonderfully viable – if something happens outside 
of it, then the values can be wiped out…It's not able to absorb pressures from the 
outside." Properties surrounded by protected Crown Land, even if smaller, are 
important because the Crown Land can be damaged or influenced by activities on 
that smaller parcel. 

MacNaughton agreed that lower land values in the North, which would in turn 
affect the amount of tax relief, would indeed influence the developer. However, 
he added: 

It would depend on what the intention of the developer was. For 
example, in the north we had somebody donate a piece of land 
through the Eco-gifts program a couple years ago. It's not worth a lot 
of money – the Eco-gift wasn't huge, but they didn't do it for that – 
they were doing it because they wanted to preserve it. The Ecogift is 
really just a bonus, to put against their taxes, whereas if somebody is 
doing it and their immediate goal is tax relief, conservation second, it 
may not be worth it for them; they would need to get independent 
tax advice on that, whether it makes a difference to their decision-
making process. 

)

92)Bulletin)ITS218R:)Profits,)Capital)Gains)and)Losses)from)the)Sale)of)Real)Estate,)including)Farmland)and)Inherited)Land)and)Conversion)
of)Real)Estate)from)Capital)Property)to)Inventory)and)Vice)Versa.)This)document)can)be)accessed)at:))www.craS
arc.gc.ca/E/pub/tp/it218r/README.html)[Accessed)July)2014].)
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Cunnington and all literature that discusses tax incentives associated with 
charitable donations of land emphasize this point. Developers or other property 
owners need to get professional advice specific to their situation.93 Cunnington 
said, "Donors need to hire somebody who is their employee who can provide 
them with tax advice – they shouldn't take it from anybody else; someone who is 
qualified, engaged professionally."  Local government representatives and staff, 
citizens, realtors, and developers have much to learn regarding these issues, 
which is one of the main reasons for this project. 

Finally, Cunnington said Eco-gifts and their related ecological values are 
monitored in three ways: self-reporting assessments (the recipients fill out a form 
sent by Environment Canada), title activity monitoring through the Land Title 
Registry, and periodic site visits.   

8.1.6 Property and Other Tax Exemptions 

Riparian property tax exemptions were discussed above (5.5). This discussion 
lists and briefly explains several potential options for tax savings associated with 
innovative subdivisions as addressed in this project. 
)

8.1.6.1 Property Transfer Tax Exemption 

If a developer transfers land, for example, to a land trust or a municipality that 
places a covenant on it for conservation purposes, this land is exempt from 
property transfer tax in BC under section 16 of the Property Transfer Tax Act.94 
 
BC Assessment will take into account the presence of a conservation covenant 
when determining the assessed value of a property, but this may or may not 
result in a lower assessed value, depending on the circumstances (D. Carlson, 
West Coast Environmental Law, pers. comm.). 

8.1.6.2 Municipal Permissive Tax Exemptions 

The Community Charter, which applies to municipalities, can exempt certain lands 
and improvements from municipal property taxation. Of relevance are the 
following sections, excerpted below.95 

)

93)Confidentiality)is)key)here)and)is)part)of)the)reason,)along)with)scope)of)the)project,)that)these)issues)could)not)be)further)explored)in)
this)report.)

94)http://www.sbr.gov.bc.ca/documents_library/bulletins/PTT_013.pdf))[Accessed)October)2014].))

)
95)http://www.cscd.gov.bc.ca/lgd/gov_structure/community_charter/finance/permissive_exemptions.htm))[Accessed)October)2014].)
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Section 224 provides the general authority for permissive exemptions. Under this 
section, council may offer exemptions for periods up to ten years to a wide range 
of properties including: 

• property owned by a not-for-profit corporation, 
• property owned by a local authority, and 
• property owned by a public authority and occupied by another authority or 

not-for-profit. 
 
Section 225 provides authority to exempt eligible partnering, heritage, riparian, 
cemetery or golf course property for any period set out in the exempting bylaw. 
Key to these exemptions is the ability to make agreements with property owners 
respecting the extent of the exemption and the conditions under which it will be 
offered. These agreements may require owners to satisfy conditions, such as 
placing a restrictive covenant on the property or repaying the exemption amount 
under specified circumstances. [Italics are the author's.] 

Section 226 provides authority to exempt land or improvements or both, from the 
municipal portion of property value taxes for the purposes of encouraging various 
types of economic, social or environmental revitalization within a community.96 

Revitalization exemptions could apply to property owners, whether or not they 
are not-for-profit. The rationale varies. In this case, environmental revitalization 
applies, specifically: 

Encouraging environmental sustainability (e.g. to revitalize its 
waterways, a Council could exempt adjacent developments that use 
“green” approaches to managing storm water drainage, thereby 
protecting the waterways from pollutants).97 

This could also apply to trails used by the community. 
 
 
 
 
 
)

)

96)Revitalization)tax)exemption)programs)may)apply)to)a)small)area)or)areas,)a)certain)type)of)property)or)properties,)a)particular)
activity)or)circumstance)related)to)a)property)or)properties,)or)an)entire)municipality.)Revitalization)tax)exemptions)also)do)not)
qualify)for)exemptions)from…)other)provincial)property)taxes.)See)“Revitalization)Tax)Exemptions:)A)Primer)on)the)Provisions)in)
the)Community)Charter”.)

)
97)ibid.)
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8.1.6.2.1 Regional District 

The Land Trust Alliance of BC (LTABC 2010) has produced a document, Property 
Assessments on Conservation Lands, which provides information on tax 
exemptions. Relevant excerpts are provided below:98 
 

The Local Government Act section 809 (4)(a) gives the regional 
district the authority to issue permissive tax exemptions for 

 (a) land or improvements, or both, owned or held by, or held in trust 
by the owner for, an athletic or service organization and used 
principally for public athletic or recreation purposes. 

While this section gives regional districts the authority to create tax 
exemptions, it does not require that they do so. Therefore, this 
exemption may or may not apply to property owned by a land trust. 
It is up to the regional district, typically upon application by the 
property's owner, to determine whether an exemption will be 
provided and, if so, the amount of the exemption. Section 809(3) 
makes clear that the regional district's board of directors must adopt 
a bylaw by at least a 2/3 majority vote to create a s. 809(4)(a) tax 
exemption.  

 
The following excerpt from the same document indicates a potential option for a 
land trust or a not-for-profit organization, in this case that might be focused on 
recreational use of particular trails.  
 

In rural areas (areas outside of any municipality), the Taxation (Rural 
Area) Act applies. Section 15(1)(q) of the Taxation (Rural Area) Act 
provides an exemption for  

(q) land and improvements if the land and improvements are  

(i) owned or occupied, and  

(ii) used exclusively 

by a non-profit organization for activities that are of demonstrable 
benefit to all members of the community where the land is located. 

)

98)These)kinds)of)exemptions)are)of)interest)not)just)in)the)context)of)subdivisions)but)also)for)recreational)assets)such)as)trails)on)
private)lands,)for)example,)the)Nordic)ski)trails)on)the)Hug)farm)that)are)currently)open)for)use)by)the)public.)If)this)property)was)
sold,)the)next)owner)may)not)allow)the)public)on)the)land.)Involvement)of)a)land)trust,)placing)an)easement)or)covenant)and)
related)tax)exemptions)are)worth)exploring)further.)It)is)unclear)how)already)held)property)tax)exemptions)for)agriculture)would)
"interact")with)the)possibility)of)this)type)of)exemption.)
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Determination of whether a property is entitled to an exemption 
under this provision is up to the area assessor… Many land trusts in 
rural areas have been exempted from property tax under s. 15(1)(q) 
because they are "non-profit" organizations whose land conservancy 
activities provide a demonstrable benefit to the surrounding 
community. 

 
The RDBN may consider proposals in contexts such as these. As mentioned 
above, however, Llewellyn questioned whether the incentive would be sufficient 
given the relatively low values of land in the region. However, the degree of 
financial incentive needs to be explored further, particularly in cases like the 
Bradley)property,)adjacent)to)Smithers,)and)potential)new)developments)in)designated)areas)on)Hudson)Bay)
Mountain)(land)designations)SSDA)and)HBRA).)
 
8.2 Summary of Economic and Environmental Benefits  
 
The discussion above is summarized and synthesized in Table 2. The table is 
mainly a qualitative (explanatory as opposed to quantitative) preliminary analysis 
that contrasts a typical "status quo" subdivision development with an innovative 
design in the form of a clustered bare land strata. Trends in the table are 
informed by literature and interviews that are discussed in this report (numbers 
in brackets refer to relevant sections of this report).   

Table 2. Description of costs and benefits of status quo and clustered designs. 

)
Costs and 
benefits 

Status quo Clustered design  

Financial     

Developer Total revenue from 
sale of lower number 
of larger lots (may 
include houses 
depending on 
development) 

May be a loss of revenue from sales of smaller lots, even 
if a higher number of lots are developed; however, 
depending on marketing, units may sell for more 
because of proximity to green-space and trails (5-20%, 
see 8.1.2) 

    Potential for density bonus (7.2) dependent on local 
government  

  Greater certainty of 
sales as market is 
known (Llewellyn pers. 
comm.) 
 

Potential savings of 10-34%  from clustering through 
reduced infrastructure costs (8.1.1) 

    Increased respect and recognition (8.1.4) can potentially 
translate into financial benefits in the long term, e.g., 
buyers attracted to the company's mission and 
advertising   
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Costs and 
benefits 

Status quo Clustered design  

    Potential for property tax exemptions from local 
government:  riparian (5.5),permissive (heritage, 
partnership) and other (8.1.4) from local government 

    Eco-gift provincial and federal tax benefits (8.1.5) 

    Legal costs of registering covenant;  
time to engage with Land Trust organization; option: 
dedicate land to RD or Municipality 

    In case of a larger scale development and large ESA, 
could be cost to set up endowment fund to monitor and 
enforce covenant as in Siskin Lane Project (7.3.5) 

  Higher costs for developer up front for communal sewer 
and water systems (but bare land strata may be the only 
permitted option, e.g. RDBN) 

Local NGO 
or Strata 
Council 

  Cost to monitor land in trust - depends on whether 
environmental professional is required (e.g. under bylaw 
in Development Permit Area) or volunteers are sufficient 
(7.3.5) 

Local 
Govern-
ment 

Income from property 
taxes from lower 
number of lots and 
houses of larger size 

Income from property taxes of denser subdivision of 
smaller lot size 

    Savings from clustering (power supply system, sewage, 
water systems) - depends on type of development 
whether local government or developer has 
responsibility (8.1.1) 

    potential savings from innovative surface and storm 
water management, e.g. vegetated swale in draft 
Subdivision Servicing bylaw of the Village of Telkwa  
(8.1.1) 

Lot buyers   Some savings from clustering can be passed on to 
buyer99 

    Property values may be higher for resale due to 
proximity to green-space and trails 

Social or 
Recreational 

    

Developer   "Feel good" based on contribution to the local 
community and to the environment;  
positive networking in the business and broader 
community  

)

99http://www.newdesignsforgrowth.com/pages/guidebook/criticaldesignpractices/naturalresourceprotection/conservationplanning.ht
ml)
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Costs and 
benefits 

Status quo Clustered design  

Local 
Government 

loss of recreational 
areas used informally 
(positive health 
benefits to community 
members from 
exercise and 
connecting with 
others) 

Progress on recreation and transportation policy agendas 
in OCP and/or sustainability plans: 
retention of public access to trails;  
connects the community;  
allows for non-motorized transportation 

    Cost to maintain trails and for liability insurance 
(assuming a parks function if a Regional District); 
legal cost to create the Right of Way  

  Neighbourhoods with green space including ESAs and 
trails for recreation expected to be attractive to families 
and amenity migrants who contribute to a stable 
economy (as of 2008, 12% of the total population of 
Smithers were amenity migrants (Chipeniuk 2008))  

Province – 
Recreation, 
Sites and 
Trails 

  Cost to maintain trails if Province takes them and for 
liability insurance (would the policy actually rise or likely 
stay the same); legal cost to create the Right of Way  

    Fulfill mandate of Recreation, Sites and Trails Branch;  
support healthy ecosystems and citizens 

Public Loss of recreational 
areas used informally 
(positive health 
benefits to community 
members from 
exercise, connecting 
with others, and 
interacting with 
nature) 

Retention of public access to trails;  
connects the community; 
allows for non-motorized transportation 

Lot buyers Larger lots - more 
space between 
neighbours; potentially 
less noise and more 
privacy (2.4) 

Proximity to trails and green-space increases enjoyment 
and ability to bike, walk, ski from home 

   Potential for disturbance of privacy100 and theft 
(perception if not reality) 

Environ-
mental  

    

)

100)http://www.albertatrailnet.com/downloads/TBManual.pdf)))[Accessed)January)2015])
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Costs and 
benefits 

Status quo Clustered design  

All parties 
mentioned 
above and 
ecosystem - 
plants, fish 
and wildlife, 
waterways  

Potential loss of 
ecosystem services 
and biodiversity, 
reduced water quality 
e.g. loss of habitat and 
increased soil erosion 
with complete 
clearance of the land, 
increased runoff with 
impermeable surfaces  
(1.1, 5.1, 8.2); 
specific losses are site-
specific 

Retention of specific habitats and corridors, including 
potential for retaining sensitive habitat and habitat for 
species at risk (could be measured as  acres set aside), 
contributing to thriving populations of fish, wildlife and 
insects such as bees; 
contribution to ecosystem services  (e.g. clean air, 
water, pollination), depending on the layout and amount 
and environmental quality of open space; 
 

  Reduction of impervious surfaces - hard surfaces such as 
roads and driveways -  through clustering, which in turn 
reduces storm-water pollutants101 with positive impact 
on water quality for drinking and for fish and wildlife 
(depends on methods used to pave the subdivision and 
the total impervious surface area, e.g., more houses 
may mean more driveways) 

  Increased absorption of rainwater the more vegetation 
remains, which results in reduced runoff and pollutant 
load (reduces erosion and top soil loss, helps maintain 
water quality of nearby water ways during and after 
construction) (Allen et al. 2011; e.g., 3.8 million litres 
less surface runoff for every 1000 trees GOERT (2007)); 
carbon storage and pollutant removal from the 
atmosphere through tree and vegetation retention , 
thereby reducing effects of climate change; 
reduction of storm-water runoff through bio-engineering, 
e.g., bioswale or vegetated swale (8.1.1)  

    Common sewer system better for water quality than 
many septic systems that fail over time (2.4) 

)

)

101)http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/npdes/swbmp/OpenSSpaceSDesign.cfm))[Accessed)January)2015])
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)

9 The Hanson Property – Tools and Options 

)

9.1 Background and Property Description 
 
For any particular property, subdivision developers generally want to sell all lots 
and transfer responsibility for any remaining lands. Daryl and Dina Hanson, 
property owners in the Village of Telkwa do not fit with this profile since they are 
part of the Cohousing Society that will build on a portion of this property. 
Hansons will own a residence within the cohousing project, which in itself is a 
clustered subdivision. Figure 8 shows the design that is currently favoured by the 
Society. It is 8.11 acres with approximately 20 strata lots. It is located at the 
south end of the property and would leave almost 64 acres for potential future 
development including green-space. 

The Hansons may wish to subdivide some or all of the remaining property and are 
considering options. Community and environmental assets were identified and 
mapped by participants in a Neighbourhood Asset Mapping workshop (Appendix 
G) in March 2014. This group of neighbours and interested people also mapped 
the popular trail system that the Hansons have welcomed the public to use. These 
trails connect with other local trails including Tyhee Lake Provincial Park trails. 
The co-housing subdivision would not interfere with these trails (Figure 9). 

At this workshop, Dina Hanson mentioned the community, environmental, 
cultural, and historical values of the property, for example, the old wagon road 
from Aldermere which passes through it. She talked about the magic of the birch 
grove, and about how the trails have been voluntarily maintained by Ned Bartlett. 
She also mentioned the possibility for sustainable agriculture on the site.  

Hansons, who previously co-owned the property, had originally considered a 
standard design of 162 lots. They subsequently bought out their partners and in 
2012 considered a layout with 21 lots distributed over the total 72 acre property 
(Figure 10). Even this lot layout is an improvement over many subdivisions since 
it protected 3.23 ha of forested land containing the birch copse.  The Hansons 
have not yet decided on a future course. They are willing to consider various 
ways of developing the property in order to retain more of its qualities that they, 
their neighbours, and others in the region enjoy and benefit from.  

The Hansons bought the property as an investment and have expressed concern 
about expectations and constraints of particular subdivision options. For example, 
conservation covenants might result in a lowering of property values. However, 
the research summarized in this project suggests that this is not necessarily the 
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case since innovatively designed subdivision lots can sell for more, depending on 
how they are marketed, and may cost less to build, potentially compensating for 
costs to register covenants or associated reductions in property values if they 
occur. In addition, some tax incentives may be available.  

The property has an open field with views of five different mountain ranges, a 
young birch copse, and a forested area at one end where the cohousing project 
will be. The property is used by a range of wildlife. The Neighbourhood Asset Map 
shows a range of wildlife habitat identified by participants in the workshop (Figure 
9). They described how amphibians, reptiles, and waterfowl including geese, 
ducks and cranes use a seasonal pond and depression and the field nearby, and 
that deer, bear, moose, coyotes and foxes also frequent the property.  
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)

)

)

Figure 8. Birchwood cohousing bipod concept map. This project is located at the south 
end of the Hanson property.
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)

Figure 9. Neighbourhood Asset Mapping Workshop map (Appendix G).!
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!

Figure 10. Standardized lot layout for the Hanson Property with birch grove retained. 
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At the landscape level, there is a core ecosystem, identified in the Bulkley Land 
and Resource Management Plan (BLRMP) nearby. The property is embedded 
within a landscape corridor also identified in the BLRMP. 102 The corridor 
surrounds Tyhee Lake to the east, encompassing the provincial park and connects 
to steep southwest-facing slopes on the western edge of the property. The 
Bulkley River is within a kilometer of the bench. The steep southwest facing slope 
that runs parallel to the river (polygon 3, Figure 11103) hosts an endangered plant 
community, saskatoon-slender wheatgrass. It is red-listed under BC legislation 
and is categorized in a provincial conservation data system as SBSdk 81.104 A trail 
that runs along the top of this slope is used by both humans and bears, as 
evidenced for the latter by abundant scat. 

 
9.2 Planning for the Property – Potential Goals, Objectives, and 
Strategies  
 
For purposes of this research project, the Hanson property provides a case study 
to examine options for site designs and a preliminary consideration of costs and 
benefits associated with them. The scope of the project and issues of 
confidentiality prevent a quantitative approach based on real numbers. A 
retrospective study may be possible in future based on actual values. The focus 
here is on a design that is a mix of open space and housing lots contrasted with a 
more standard subdivision where the maximum number of lots are spread out 
evenly over the allowable space. 

In the Rural Subdivision Approval process, these kinds of potential designs and 
discussions need to happen at the Proposal stage, in this case with the Village of 
Telkwa as approving authority. The next step is then submission of an application 
to the relevant authorities. As stated previously, the developer has more options 
for tax benefits if setting aside land is not a requirement of subdivision. 

)

102The)following)excerpts)are)from)the)BLRMP)2.3.1:))
An)ecosystem)network)(EN))of)core)ecosystems)and)landscape)corridors)extends)throughout)the)Plan)Area)in)all)planning)
units,)in)order)to)maintain)connectivity)and)to)provide)a)representative)crossSsection)of)ecosystems.))The)emphasis)is)on)
protecting)and)enhancing)biodiversity)and)wildlife)habitat)within)this)network…The)purpose)of)core)ecosystems)is)to)protect)
values)by)providing)representation)of)a)crossSsection)of)ecosystems,)by)retaining)representative)samples)of)old)growth)
forests,)and)by)providing)forestSinterior)conditions…Landscape)corridors)are)designed)to)maintain)connectivity)within)the)
landscape,)reduce)habitat)fragmentation,)permit)movement)and)dispersal)of)plant)and)animal)species…)
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/tasb/slrp/lrmp/smithers/bulkley/docs/bulkley_LRMP_sm.pdf)[Accessed)December)2014].)

103These)features)can)be)seen)on)the)Smithers)Telkwa)Rural)Official)Community)Plan)Bylaw)No.)XXXX,)2014,)Regional)District)of)BulkleyS
Nechako)Schedule)"C")–)Ecological)and)Wildlife)Value)Map)
http://www.rdbn.bc.ca/images/pdf/planning/SmithersTelkwaRuralOCP/DraftOCPEcoMap.pdf)[Accessed)December)2014].)

104)The)British!Columbia!Conservation!Data!Centre)systematically)collects)and)disseminates)information)on)plants,)animals)and)
ecosystems)(ecological)communities))at)risk)in)British Columbia.)See)also)Rare)and)Endangered)Plant)Ecosystems)of)Southeast)
Skeena)Region)(Haussler)1998))[Accessed)October)2014].))
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An independent appraisal will be needed to determine the FMV of the Hanson 
property.105 The Hansons also need to seek tax advice regarding the range of 
available options. These are not only site-specific but time is also a factor. The 
project could roll out in phases of development with corresponding costs and 
benefits over time, for example, some tax benefits can be carried over for as 
many as ten years in the case of Eco-gifts.  

Given the Hansons' interests, they may engage in discussions with the VOT, the 
Province, and others to address options and tools to conserve some of the land 
and trails in ways that meet their vision and goals and those of the various 
interested parties.  

The principle of connectivity is one way of thinking about the environmental and 
community values on the property and strategies to retain them:  

• connectivity of habitats  
• connectivity of trails  

The Hansons have the following vision in subdividing this property:  to create a 
profitable development that retains as many key environmental and community 
values as possible.  

The literature shows (e.g., 8.1.1) that financial profit can be attained through 
cost effectiveness - minimizing costs where possible and maximizing the price of 
lots. Less tangible but equally beneficial objectives are considered below. 

9.2.1 Objectives 

Potential key objectives of the development are to: 

1. protect the red-listed habitat on the steep southwest facing slope  

2. facilitate wildlife movement between the park and the slope 

3. retain as much of the remaining wooded areas as possible including the birch 
copse 

4. retain as many of the walking trails as possible 

Additional objectives could address agricultural uses of the land and managing 
stormwater innovatively.  

These objectives could be accomplished through a combination of retention of 
open space with associated trails in particular locations and through clustered 
housing that retains trails.  
)

105)Laurel)Brewster,)Project)Manager)of)the)Siskin)Lane)Project)(8.3.1))is)willing)to)look)up)who)were)the)appraisers)of)RLC)since)they)
underwent)a)notable)learning)curve)regarding)EcoSgifts.))
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9.2.2  Landscape Units  

Hetherington identified landscape units with ecological value at a landscape scale 
from Ecosystem Section digital information layers. These are summarized for 
quick reference for planners and developers in the Skeena Biodiversity Atlas.  A 
site-level assessment was also done to verify features that had been identified in 
the Neighbourhood Asset Mapping workshop and to add other potentially 
significant features (Figure 11, Table 3). Landscape units include both 
environmental and human use features of potential significance for planning 
purposes. As a planning exercise, the wording and intent of the objectives and 
strategies above (9.2.1) were tailored to fit the landscape units. Goals were then 
written which would be more general and overarching, and encompass these 
objectives and strategies (Table 3).  
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)

)

Figure 11. Landscape unit planning map showing environmental and human use 
features. 

)
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Table 3. Landscape units - environmental and human use features – on the Hanson 
property with applicable goals, objectives and strategies.106 

 
 

Land!Unit!#!
(Size!in!
acres)!

Environmental! !Human!use! Goals! Objectives!and!
strategies!

1)Kettles))
)
1.3)acres)
large)and).6)
for)small)

Shallow,)intermittently)
wet)depression)
surrounded)by)dead,)
tall)willow,)killed)by)
invasive)willow)borer.)
Cover)for)wildlife.)
Songbird)habitat.))

Provides)some)
visual)screening)of)
field)from)road)to)
park.))
)

Minimize)
impacts)of)the)
development)on)
wildlife)habitat.)
)

Objective:)Locate)areas)
on)the)property)that)
would)have)minimal)
impacts)on)wildlife)
habitat.)
)
Strategy:)Consider)as)a)
potential)area)for)
housing)development.)

2)Kettle))
)
on)E)border)
)

As)above) Adjacent)to)
neighbour's)
property)line)S)
possible)privacy)
buffer.)

Reduce)negative)
impacts)of)
development)on)
neighbours.)

Objective:)Provide)
buffers)where)possible.)

Strategy:)Consider)
retention)of)this)area)as)
buffer.)

3)Steep)SW)
facing)slope)
NW)corner)
of)property)
3.6)acres)

Forested)slope)
contains)rare)SBSdk)81)
redSlisted)plant)
community.))
Landscape)connectivity)
corridor.))
Top)of)steep,)treed)
slope)provides)thermal)
and)security)cover)for)
wildlife)(bear,)deer).)
Well)used)wildlife)trails)
along)edge)(cNAM).)
)
)

Treed)slope)
provides)a)
sheltered,)
attractive)border)
that)helps)
maintain)
character)of)
property.)
Includes)the)slope)
and)goes)beyond)
the)property;)
contains)the)road)
and)public)right)of)
way)allowances)
and)is)not)
buildable.)
Vegetated)buffer)
along)road)and)
helps)maintain)

Protect)the)redS
listed)plant)
community.)
Provide)trails)for)
recreation.)
Minimize)
impacts)of)the)
development)on)
wildlife)habitat.)
)

Objective:)Retain)as)
undeveloped)area)with)
natural)vegetation.))
)
Strategy:)No)
development)zone.)

)

106)NAM)indicates)observations)from)the)NAM)workshop)and)cNAM)indicates)confirmed)by)NAM.)
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Land!Unit!#!
(Size!in!
acres)!

Environmental! !Human!use! Goals! Objectives!and!
strategies!

rural)character.)))
Walking)trails)
along)the)top)of)
the)slope.)

4)Treed)
slope)
)
NE)corner)
)
5.0)acres)

Gentle)slope,)potential)
for)views.)
)
NE)aspect)and))gentle)
slope.)
)
Saskatoon)trees)at)top)
of)slope,)wildlife)use)
(cNAM).))

Neighbouring)
property)owner's)
new)driveway)
easement)lies)on)
Hanson)land,)
along)Tyhee)Lake)
Park)boundary.)
)
Berry)picking)area.)
)

Maintain)
connectivity)for)
wildlife)habitat)
and)movement)
between)Tyhee)
Lake)Provincial)
park,)the)
meadow,)and)
the)slope.)
)
Provide)a)buffer)
for)Tyhee)Lake)
Provincial)Park.)

Objective:)Retain)as)
undeveloped)area)with)
natural)vegetation.))
)
Strategy:)No)
development)zone)

)5)Dry)areas)
of)field))
)
)

WaterSshedding)field)
area)with)dry)patches.)
)
Invasive)plant)species)
such)as)hawkweed)with)
poorer)condition)of)
hay.)
)

Hay)of)poorer)
quality)as)result)of)
hawkweed.)
)

Minimize)
impacts)of)the)
development)on)
wildlife)habitat.)
)

Objective:)Locate)future)
cluster)development)in)
areas)of)the)property)
that)would)have)
minimal)impacts)on)
wildlife)habitat.)
)
Strategy:)Consider)as)a)
potential)area)for)
housing)development.)

6)Viewpoint))
)

) Optimal)point)for)
view)of)all)
mountain)ranges)
(NAM).)

not)yet)
determined)–)
could)be)to)
retain)public)
enjoyment)of)
views)or)to)allow)
as)many)
homeowners)as)
possible)to)enjoy)
the)best)views)

)
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Land!Unit!#!
(Size!in!
acres)!

Environmental! !Human!use! Goals! Objectives!and!
strategies!

)7)Main)field)
)

Cultivated)hay)field.)))
)
)

Volunteer)
regularly)mows)
walking)trails)
around)field.)
)
Uncut)hay)is)fire)
hazard.)

Minimize)
impacts)of)the)
development)on)
wildlife)habitat.)
)

Objective:)Locate)future)
cluster)development)in)
areas)of)the)property)
that)would)have)
minimal)impacts)on)
wildlife)habitat.)
)
Strategy:)Consider)as)a)
potential)area)for)
housing)development.)

8)Birch)
Copse)
)
5.8)acres)

Young)birch)forest)with)
trail)passing)through)it.)
)
)

Beautiful)patch)of)
forest)remnant,)
locally)
uncommon.)

Provide)trails)for)
recreation.)
)
Minimize)
impacts)of)the)
development)on)
wildlife)habitat.)
)
Preserve)
beautiful)
(aesthetic))
landscape)
features)where)
possible.))

Objective:)Retain)as)
undeveloped)area)with)
natural)vegetation.))
)
Strategy:)No)
development)zone)

9)Water)
receiving)
area)
)
)

Wet,)soft)depression)in)
field)even)in)summer.)
)
Noted)amphibian)
seasonal)migration)
route)between)birch)
copse)and)this)unit)
(cNAM),)traversing)a)
high)point)(see)
contours)on)Figure)X)
LUP)map).)
)
Birds,)waterfowl,)and)
mammal)use)(NAM).)
)
)

Road)building)and)
maintenance)
challenges)on)
eastern)edge.)
)

Maintain)
connectivity)
for)wildlife)
habitat)and)
movement)
(between)Tyhee)
Lake)Provincial)
park,)private)
land,)the)
meadow,)and)
the)slope).)
)
Minimize)
impacts)of)the)
development)on)
wildlife)habitat.)
)

Objective:)Retain)water)
collection)function)of)
this)area.))
)
Strategies:)
Avoid)road)building)in)
this)area.)
)
Consider)this)area)as)a)
bioswale)or)pond)that)
would)naturally)collect)
and)filter)stormwater)
from)adjacent)
developments)and)
retain)values)for)
amphibians)and)other)
wildlife.)
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Land!Unit!#!
(Size!in!
acres)!

Environmental! !Human!use! Goals! Objectives!and!
strategies!

) )
Objective:)Protect)
amphibians)and)their)
habitat.)
)
Strategies:)
Consider)amphibian)
movements)in)road)
planning)(location)and)
design,)culverts))and)if)
possible)avoid)road)
between)units)8)and)9.)
)
Consider)amphibian)life)
cycle)in)relation)to)
mowing)of)hay)or)grass.))
)
Avoid)herbicides)
application)to)lawns.))

10)Steep)SW)
facing)slope))
)
in)
Cohousing)
parcel)
)
)
1.0)acre)
)

Forested)slope)heavily)
used)by)wildlife.)
)
Contains)rare)SBSdk)81)
redSlisted)plant)
community.)
)
Warm,)dry)and)snow)
free)early)in)the)
season.)
)
Wildlife)and)ecosystem)
connectivity)corridor.)
)

Unsuitable)slope)
for)building.)
Terrain)stability)
issue)where)not)
bedrockS
controlled.)
)
Trees)obscure)
view)of)river.)
)
Treed)buffer)
between)
neighbours.)

Cohousing)
Society:))
Maintain)
connectivity)for)
wildlife)habitat)
and)movement)
along)the)slope)
(northSsouth))
and)between)
Tyhee)Lake)
Provincial)park,)
the)meadow,)
and)the)slope.)
)
Retain)visual)and)
spatial)buffer)
between)down)
slope)neighbour)
and)Cohousing)
development.))
)
Protect)the)redS

Objective:)Retain)as)
mostly)undeveloped)
area)with)natural)
vegetation.))
)
Strategy:)Allow)for)
minimal,)selective)tree)
removal)to)enhance)
solar)gain)and)views)for)
adjacent)homes.))
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Land!Unit!#!
(Size!in!
acres)!

Environmental! !Human!use! Goals! Objectives!and!
strategies!

listed)plant)
community.)

11)Ungulate)
winter)
habitat)Flat)
section)of)
Cohousing)
parcel)
)
7.3)acres)

Heavily)used)by)moose)
and)deer)in)winter.)
)
Level)ground.))
)
15m)high)pine)with)
scattered,)mature)trees)
including)birch.)
)
)

) Cohousing)
Society:)
Minimize)
impacts)of)the)
development)on)
wildlife)habitat.)
)

Objective:)Retain)as)
much)natural)
vegetation)as)possible)
given)other)objectives)
and)development)
considerations.)
)
Strategy:)Try)to)save)
significant)trees)and)
patches)with)Intact)
native)vegetation.)

12)InfraS
structure)
and)transit)
)SE)corner)of)
parcel)at)
Hubert)St.))

) Access)to)VoT)
utilities,)sewer,)
water,)and)transit.)))
)

Minimize)costs)
and)maximize)
economic)
efficiency)of)the)
developments.)

Objective:)Order)the)
phases)of)build)out)to)
take)advantage)of)
current)infrastructure.)

)

Strategy:)Begin)
development)at)the)
south)end)of)the)
property.)

)

9.3 Development Design Option  

The site plan presented in Figure 12 with two clustered housing developments - 
one at the north end and one in the east-central part of the property - would 
accomplish many of the objectives above. 

A portion of the Hanson property at the northeast end abuts Tyhee Lake 
Provincial Park. The Neighbourhood Asset Mapping workshop was attended by 
John Howard, Park Manager, who expressed interest in being involved with future 
planning of the property (Appendix G, NAM). He noted the value of undeveloped 
areas of the Hanson property to act as a buffer for the park.  
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From an ESA perspective, linking the steep southwest facing slope to the 
Provincial Park through the upper section of the proposed open space would 
provide a wildlife migration route between habitat in the park and the slope and 
the birch copse (Figure 12) as well as assist in protection of the red-listed species 
on the slope. The lower portion of the open space would connect wooded private 
property on the east side to the fields on the Hanson property and to the 
southern portion of the birch copse and the wooded steep slope. This may be an 
option for an Eco-gift and would need to be further explored with the Ecological 
Gifts Program to find out if the open space would qualify and whether the tax 
incentives are worth the developers' effort.107 Formal protection of the steep 
slope will help ensure the integrity of the ecosystem and facilitate connectivity 
between pockets of this red-listed ecosystem parallel to the Bulkley River.  

Retention of this open space would also mean retention of the walking trails 
associated with it and contribute to fulfilling Objective 4 (9.2.1) (Figure 12). 

From the recreational and heritage perspective, formal recognition, maintenance, 
and management of the trails could maintain and expand community benefits 
currently enjoyed (see next section).   

In addition, an enhanced green infrastructure approach could include managing 
storm water drainage for the development in the centre and potentially also the 
cohousing development through a grass swale108 or deepening of the seasonal 
pond (Figure 12) to create a larger pond.  

An environmental revitalization tax exemption may be a possibility to explore in 
addition to, or aside from, the EGP. 

9.4 Institutional options 

There are various options of how Hansons can proceed and collaborate with other 
organizations and levels of government in terms of ownership of land including 
trails, provision of liability insurance, trail maintenance, etc. The possibilities for 
participation are discussed below. 

9.4.1 Bare Land Strata with Covenant 

The option which makes the most sense in terms of fitting with current 
development plans for the property, i.e., the co-housing society, and the 

)

107)This)steep)slope)meets)a)road)below)and)is)too)steep)to)build)on.)However,)Hetherington)notes)that)"undevelopable")is)not)the)same)
as)"protected")status.)She)points)out)that)consistency)is)needed)in)land)assessments.)For)example,)when)land)has)no)or)minimal)
value)because)it)is)not)developable,)the)tax)incentive)to)formally)conserve)the)land)through)the)EcoSgift)program)or)as)a)nonS
EcoSgift)charitable)donation)is)reduced.)In)parallel)then,)the)area)of)this)same)undevelopable)land)should)not)be)part)of)the)
calculation)of)allowable)numbers)of)lots)based)on)total)hectares)available.)

)
108Design)D4)in)the)Telkwa)Subdivision)Servicing)bylaw.))http://www.telkwa.com/images/uploads/pdfsS

docs/Bylaw_642,_2014_Telkwa_Subdivision_and_Development_Servicing_Bylaw.pdf)[Accessed)January)2015].)
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precedent it sets for rezoning within the VOT, is to create a bare land strata with 
two clusters of houses and the open space described above. A covenant could 
ensure that the open space remains that way in perpetuity.  Restrictions would 
focus on the open space and not allow for buildings or particular activities which 
could alter the ecological, recreational, or agricultural objectives of the open 
spaces. The covenant could potentially qualify as an Eco-gift if it were not part of 
the requirements for development.  

9.4.1.1 Covenant Holder 

A land trust organization such as The Land Conservancy of BC could receive the 
donation of the covenant and remain its holder for the lands in question, or the 
Village of Telkwa could consider holding it.  
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)

Figure!12.!Recommended!sites!for!future!clustered!subdivisions.!
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!

9.4.1.1.2 Covenant Monitor and Enforcer 

A local recreation or environmental organization may be willing to monitor the 
covenant. Given that the Hansons plan to reside at the cohousing society 
development and the society has an interest in adjacent lands, this is an 
interesting option. In time, this responsibility could be transferred to the strata 
council(s) of the new bare land strata development(s) on the property. Horne 
Lake Strata on Vancouver Island is a unique DPA in the Regional District of 
Nanaimo that has an accompanying bylaw109 in which strata owners monitor the 
lakeshore through the strata council, meaning they also pay for it. There is an 
annual review of changes made in the riparian area of the lake. They hire a QEP 
to do this, but VOT could create its own bylaw that works for this situation. 

An endowment fund for enforcement would likely be challenging to procure. This 
could be part of a long term plan to create a Regional Conservation Fund to do 
this and other projects (see 11.1). 

9.4.1.1.3 Trail Maintenance, Management, and Liability 

Bare Land Strata 

If the property is developed as a bare land strata, the strata corporation has to 
have a minimum of $2 million in liability insurance. Whether that amount is 
enough to allow the general public to access these trails needs to be investigated 
further, as do privacy considerations,110 and site-specifics of trail locations. On 
Cortes Island liability concerns was one of the reasons the Regional District took 
on the trails as a Right of Way.   

Village of Telkwa  

Trails systems and their role in Telkwa's future sustainability plans and policies 
was discussed in 2.2.2. A sense of the importance of trails to local government 
and citizens is reflected in the number of times the word "trails" is mentioned in 
the combined OCP and ICSP documents (VOT 2011) – 94 times. The OCP 
emphasizes interconnectivity and greenhouse gas reduction and both DPAs - Old 
)

109)http://www.rdn.bc.ca/cms/wpattachments/wpID411atID274.pdf))[Accessed)September)2014].)
110)Excerpted)from)Trails)in)Rossland)S)Land)and)stewardship)issues:)

Most)of)the)individual)landowners)have)rural)properties)outside)of)City)boundaries.)Issues)of)concern)to)them)include:)privacy,)
liability,)and)respect)for)property,)farm)fields)and)livestock.)Corporate)owners)include)timber)and)mining)companies.)Their)
concerns)include:)fire,)vandalism,)liability)and)destruction)of)timber)resources.)All)owners)are)interested)in)good)stewardship)
practices.)After)extensive)communication)with)the)Society,)many)of)the)owners)agreed)to)grant)public)access)to)the)trails)on)
their)property,)in)exchange)for)the)liability)insurance,)trail)maintenance,)signage,)mapping)and)public)education)offered)by)the)
Society))

(No)longer)available)onSline)but)can)be)accessed)by)writing)the)author)or)contacting)BVRC?)The)sample)land)use)agreement)of)the)
Society)is)in)Appendix)1)of)this)document:)http://www.acrd.bc.ca/cms/wpattachments/wpID206atID597.pdf)[Accessed)
December)2014]).)
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Town Centre and Tyhee Gateway Centre – are intended to increase connectivity 
through paths and trails.111 

The Parks and Trails section of the OCP states: 

In 1997, a Heritage Trail System was created in Telkwa using funds 
provided by Forest Renewal BC. This trail system consists of a 
network of heritage trails that connect the historic town site of 
Aldermere, the downtown core of Telkwa and Tyhee Lake. The trail 
system totals 7 km in length… 

In the bench lands section of Telkwa there are additional trails. This 
trail system is referred to as the “ice trail”. This name was given to 
the trails historically when residents of the town site of Aldermere 
travelled between the lake and town site in order to obtain ice to 
preserve foodstuffs.  

Given the importance of trails expansion to the VOT, in addition to potentially 
holding the covenant, the VOT could take responsibility for the trails either fully 
or partially through securing the Right of Way. VOT would therefore take on the 
liability insurance and possibly trail maintenance as the regional district did on 
Cortes Island. 

VOT could also participate as supporters by developing a heritage plan that 
expands on what has been done already, i.e., that currently includes the old 
Aldermere trail signage and that possibly links in the museum. Jane Stevenson 
pointed out in the NAM workshop that the original wagon trail cuts across the 
Hanson property diagonally and that the orientation of the older graves in the 
cemetery reflect this (Figure 12). As part of this plan they could consider a 
Heritage tax exemption for Hansons in exchange for designing their development 
to retain the trail system (Section 225 in 8.1.6). 

Another option is for VOT to support a Partnership tax exemption for Hansons if 
the trails were conceptualized solely for recreation and transportation rather than 
Heritage. 

Recreational Sites and Trails Branch 

Some or all of the open space could be returned to the Crown through the RST 
program. The rationale is adjacency to Crown Land, recreational value of the 
trails and their connection to Tyhee Lake Park. This could be accomplished as a 
charitable donation of land to the Province directly or as an Eco-gift. The 

)

111The)plan)states)that)VOT)wants)to)achieve)"Pedestrian)interconnectivity)between)the)Tyhee)Gateway)Centre,)Benchlands)and)the)
south)side)of)the)Bulkley)River")through)the)Old)Town)Centre)which)is)DPA1)and)for)DPA)2:)"Interconnectivity)between)the)Old)
Town)Centre)and)the)trails)and)pathways)to)Tyhee)Provincial)Park)and)the)riverside)trail.")

)
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partnership organization might be the Co-Housing Society or another 
organization. Potential for $2 million in liability insurance for the trails system is 
possible. Investigation into whether this could be added onto sections of trail that 
are covered by strata insurance is needed. 

Asked about the possibility of linking the trails on the Hanson property into Tyhee 
Lake Park Provincial Park, Heemskerk said, "We do have examples where a 
recreation designation works as an access into a provincial park. The Nanika Kidd 
Price canoe route was turned into a Provincial park as part of the LRMP process 
but the access point off of Lamprey Lake is still a recreation site.112 The fact that 
the Hanson property is part of the developed lands of the VOT and mostly 
surrounded by private lands means that this would typically be less of a priority 
for the Recreation Sites and Trails Program. However, Heemskerk expressed a 
willingness to explore opportunities. 

9.4.2  Option 2: Donate the Open Space Lands  

Land Trust  

Another option is for Hansons to donate open space to a land trust such as TNC. 
If this were the case, the development plan would likely have to have to have a 
housing development clustered at one end to simplify the dimensions of the 
parcel. The development might best be located at the northwest side of the 
property with a steeply diagonal swath of open space joining the provincial park 
to the birch copse and steep slope.  In addition, the land trust has to be willing to 
accept the land.  

BC Parks  

It may be worth investigating the possibility of donating the open space to BC 
Parks with the rationale that the land is adjacent to Tyhee Lake Provincial Park. It 
may or may not be an Eco-gift in this case. 

Multi-Branch Provincial option  

Exploration of a potential agreement between BC Environment Branch, BC Parks, 
and the Recreation, Sites and Trails Branch may be worthwhile given how this 
open space meets all of the objectives in 9.2.1 including storm water 
management and how these objectives relate to the various agencies' 
programs.113 A three-way partnership might provide sufficient rationale to 
address the concern raised by Heemskerk above, which is likely shared by BC 
Environment. This route would allow for protection of the red-listed ecosystem, 
)

112This)was)because)of)"concerns)about)not)wanting)to)exclude)timber)harvesting)values)in)that)part)of)the)canoe)chain)but)recognizing)
there)needed)to)be)access)to)the)rest)of)the)park.")

)
113)John)Howard)of)BC)Parks)in)the)NAM)workshop)mentioned)wanting)to)follow)up)on)storm)water)management)as)it)relates)to)Tyhee)

Lake.)
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extension of the trail system of Tyhee Lake Provincial Park and coverage of 
liability by RST Program and potential for an Eco-gift with related tax benefits for 
Hansons. 

9.5 Costs and Benefits of the Two Designs  

The costs and benefits listed in Table 2 (8.2) apply to this property and the 
standard versus clustered designs. Additional research could develop scenarios of 
actual financial costs; however, issues of confidentiality remain in terms of tax 
scenarios. Although the standard design of 21 large lots protected the birch 
copse, Figure 10, the standard design had lot lines which extended out to include 
the steep slope for approximately six or seven of the properties. It is likely that 
home builders would have built houses at the edge of the property and fenced the 
properties, creating disruption of the visual landscape from below and blocking 
access to the trail along the top of the ridge to humans and wildlife. As previously 
mentioned, the trail is frequently used by bears as well as moose and deer. In 
fact, access to all trails on the property would have been lost with this design.   

In the clustered design, a number of habitats would be retained and connectivity 
provided for ungulates and other mammals, reptiles, birds and amphibians. Open 
fields would be retained for possible intense agricultural development.  A 
vegetated swale is a possibility for storm-water management. 

)

10 Conclusions and Recommendations 

)
Subdivisions can be built in ways that can potentially lessen impacts on the 
natural environment compared to standard designs and methods. Clustered 
housing designs with common open space can be used to protect valued habitats 
and recreational assets. If key assets are to be protected in perpetuity, covenants 
can be placed on title. Partnerships with and tools located in various levels of 
government can also provide assistance in a range forms elaborated in the report. 
Adopting these innovative approaches can generate a number of potential 
economic, social, and environmental benefits for developers, communities and 
governments. 
 
The report also suggests the need to: 

• improve education and awareness raising about the importance of private 
lands such as lands intended for subdivision in maintaining ecological 
integrity, and 

• work with local governments and developers to better understand available 
tools and bylaws such as riparian and other property tax exemptions that 
may result in benefits for both parties as well as the public.  
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Specifically, further research should investigate factors which influence incentives 
of local governments to use property tax exemptions of various kinds (riparian, 
heritage, or partnership) in this context and if offered by local government, 
whether they would be sufficient (along with other potential incentives) for 
landowners to allow access to trails on their property or to protect ESAs in the 
Bulkley Valley.  
)
Scientific consensus and provincial legislation establish that riparian areas play a 
critical role as fish and wildlife habitat and in the provision of ecosystem goods 
and services including the provision of fresh water and absorption of runoff. To 
strengthen riparian protection in the Bulkley Valley it is important to: 

• strengthen language in future Smithers-Telkwa Electoral Area A Official 
Community plans to require riparian protection, and 

• investigate a "made in the north" approach to riparian protection for the 
Regional Districts . 
 

For this northern riparian initiative, a pilot project is envisioned involving a range 
of funders and stakeholders, initially involving the Regional Districts of Kitimat 
Stikine and the Bulkley Valley to develop a process that is cost effective, 
administratively efficient, and effective in terms of riparian protection. 
 
The report also points to the importance of monitoring and enforcement of: 

• bylaws or regulations aimed at protecting the environment, including 
riparian and other environmentally sensitive areas (ESAs) 

• covenants to ensure protection of associated lands.  
 

Enforcement may include the necessity and cost of going to court. Endowment 
funds are being used in some cases to ensure funds to monitor and enforce 
covenants. 
 
The creation of a land trust in the region could assist in the following activities 
with landowners, realtors, developers, and/or local government: 

• educating and awareness raising 
• implement best management practices on private lands  
• developing voluntary stewardship programs with private land owners114 
• arranging for donations of covenants and land 
• seeking potential tax incentives for protection of ESAs where appropriate, 

and 
• monitoring and enforcement of covenants.  

 

)

114)http://www.soscp.org/stewardship/caringSforSyourSspace/)[Accessed)January)2015])
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It could also act as vehicle to receive charitable donations of land and to purchase 
lands of particular value. 
 
One possible way to address issues of environmental importance such as these is 
to create a regionally based fund to support conservation projects. The first 
Regional Conservation Fund115 in Canada was created in the Regional District of 
East Kootenays through a public referendum. Monies raised through taxation 
support conservation projects which ultimately must be approved by the Regional 
District Board.116 In the Bulkley Valley, there is a precedent for using a small 
increase in taxes for a sub-portion of the Regional District in the context of a 
community park (4.2). A Regional Conservation Fund could be used initially to 
support the creation of a land trust or pilot a northern riparian initiative. 

There are many ways for a Regional Conservation Fund to obtain funding. In 
addition to taxation, funds could be raised through a financial partnership 
between various levels of government, individual donors, foundations, and 
environmental organizations. Given the level of interest locally and internationally 
in fisheries resources in the Skeena and Bulkley River valleys, riparian protection 
should be a particular focus. One option is to create a trust fund through 
fundraising, the interest to be spent annually in concert with some level of 
taxation or additional fundraising.  A Regional Conservation Fund could be 
initiated in Electoral Area A, Smithers-Telkwa, where there may be sufficient 
interest among the populace.117 
 
 

)

115)http://www.soscp.org/conservationfundguideforbc/))[Accessed)January)2015])
116)http://www.nelsonstar.com/news/265746271.html)[Accessed)January)2015])
117)Following)the)lead)of)East)Kootenay,)three)of)14)Electoral)Areas)of)The)Regional)District)of)Central)Kootenay)voted)in)November)

2014)to)move)forward)with)a)Regional)Conservation)Fund)with)a)"$15)parcel)tax)to)raise)$106,500)per)year)for)various)projects.")
http://www.nelsonstar.com/news/282849681.html?mobile=true))[Accessed)January)2015])
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A
p

p
en

d
ices

#

A
p

p
en

d
ix A

. S
u

m
m

ary of Leg
al an

d
 P

lan
n

in
g

 tools 

##

Sum
m

ary of G
reen B

ylaw
s Toolkit and O

ther R
elevant Literature

1 
 Tool  

Strengths 
W

eaknesses  
Exam

ples 
Planning tools 

 
 

 
M

ission and vision 
statem

ents/m
andates of local 

governm
ents (LG

s) 
are statem

ents about the roles and 
intent of LG

, in this context in the area 
of hum

an-nature relationship and 
sustainable com

m
unities

2 

P
rovide LG

 staff, politicians, and 
potentially others the opportunity 
to have healthy discussions and 
com

e to agreem
ent on these key 

roles. This statem
ent can act as a 

“touchstone” for local citizens, 
governm

ent and for sharing w
ith 

others (e.g., local and regional 
branding in tourism

) 

Tim
e and resource-consum

ing  
e.g. D

istrict of N
orth 

V
ancouver has a 

“S
ustainability, P

lanning and 
B

uilding D
epartm

ent w
ith an 

E
nvironm

ent section w
ith a 

large staff w
hose m

andate is: 
“To protect and preserve the 
D

istrict’s natural assets and 
environm

ent through regulation 
and enforcem

ent, policy and 
planning activities, education 
program

s, public participation 
program

s and liaison w
ith 

senior levels of governm
ent.” 

p.24 

The V
illage of Telkw

a's 
shared-vision w

as created by 
the com

m
unity of Telkw

a 

#1M
uch#of#the#inform

ation#in#the#table#is#excerpted(directly#or#paraphrased#from
#G
reen#Bylaw

s#Toolkit#(ELC#and#Curran#2007).#Page#num
bers#in#this#table#refer#to#ELC#and#Curran#(2007).#

O
ther#literature#is#referenced#through#hyperlinking#and#footnotes.!

2#In#G
reen#Toolkit,#the#w

ord#“m
andate”#is#used#T#M

ission#Statem
ents#are#not#m

entioned.#An#exam
ple#of#how

#to#w
rite#m

ission#statem
ents#is#found#here:#

http://w
w
w
.epa.gov/environm

entalinnovation/stategrants/PDFs/Attachm
ent13.pdf##[Accessed#January#2015].#
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during the “W
e A

re Telkw
a” 

process. This w
as part of the 

Integrated C
om

m
unity 

S
ustainability P

lan (B
ylaw

 613, 
2011). 

M
apping of Environm

entally 
Sensitive A

reas (ESA
s) 

M
apping is an effective tool for 

depicting locations of E
S

A
s and their 

pattern and distribution on the 
landscape in relation to settlem

ents, 
farm

s, etc. M
aps are used for planning 

at m
any different spatial scales and in 

m
any planning processes from

 village 
to region (see below

). 

   

“M
apping E

S
A

s can prom
ote 

strategic, proactive, conservation-
based land use planning and 
decision m

aking that avoids further 
loss of sensitive ecosystem

s.” p. 
23 

“Local governm
ents can gather 

additional inform
ation about the 

location of landscape features by 
asking questions on building 
perm

it application form
s and other 

m
unicipal docum

ents.” p. 22 

“…
local governm

ent planners and 
decision m

akers can be over-w
helm

ed 
by a m

ap that appears to be largely 
covered by sensitive ecosystem

s. 
E

S
A

s can be prioritized based on 
specific ecosystem

-based criteria and 
data can be sim

plified for purposes of 
m

apping and decision m
aking.” p. 24 

R
D

 C
entral O

kanagan did 
S

ensitive H
abitat Inventory 

M
apping (S

H
IM

) 3 at 1:500 on 
all creeks w

ithin private land 
boundaries encom

passing 3 
O

fficial C
om

m
unity P

lans 
(O

C
P

s) and 1 R
ural Land U

se 
B

ylaw
; and S

ensitive 
E

cosystem
 Inventories (S

E
Is) 

m
apping at 1:20,000 for 3 

O
C

P
s betw

een 2001 and 2005 
from

 detailed Terrestrial 
E

cosystem
 M

apping. 
E

nvironm
entally S

ensitive 
A

reas (E
S

A
s) are “rated” 

according to a range of criteria. 
p.23 

    

#3#The C
om

m
unity M

apping N
etw

ork developed the S
ensitive H

abitat Inventory and M
apping (S

H
IM

) m
ethodology for m

apping aquatic habitats and riparian areas at a 
1:5000 scale. The N

etw
ork w

ebsite links users to a variety of m
aps, atlases, and m

apping resources.  

 #
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Legal Tools 
O

fficial C
om

m
unity Plan

4  sets a 
general direction for developm

ent and 
conservation – m

ay contain policies on 
environm

ent and other values; strong 
O

C
P

 policies also provide direction to 
approving officers w

hen review
ing 

subdivision applications. p.51 LG
s 

w
ishing to use developm

ent perm
it 

zones or areas (D
P

A
s) m

ust designate 
them

 in their O
C

P
 (see below

). O
C

P
s 

can direct developers m
aking 

applications to term
s of reference for 

evaluating the im
pacts of developm

ent 
and can require proposals to conform

 
to best m

anagem
ent practices (B

M
P

s). 
p. 52 O

C
P

s contain m
aps w

hich serve 
an educational role as w

ell as 
representing a com

m
unity’s current 

assets and desired future changes. 
O

C
P

s can also support approaches 
such as density bonuses, cluster 
developm

ent, and com
prehensive 

developm
ent zoning (see below

). p. 54 

 

identifies and designates U
rban 

C
ontainm

ent B
oundaries (see 

below
), greenw

ays, infra-structure 
developm

ent, and environ-m
ental 

developm
ent perm

it areas 
(E

D
P

A
s, see below

), their 
justifications, and detailed 
guidelines  

contains m
aps that give a pictorial 

representation of a com
m

unity’s 
current assets and desired future 
changes. M

aps identify future uses 
of land, sensitive ecosystem

s, 
riparian areas, raptor nests, and 
other values. p.52 

E
nforcem

ent m
echanism

s are unclear 
and onerous (e.g. going to court). 5 p.51 

 

S
everal local governm

ents 
now

 divide the natural 
environm

ent chapter of the 
O

C
P

 into ecosystem
 types, 

w
ith specific policies for each 

type. p. 52 

  

#4#A#local#governm
ent#is#not#required#to#adopt#an#official#com

m
unity#plan#except#in#the#circum

stances#w
here#a#regional#grow

th#strategy#is#in#effect.#How
ever,#not#to#adopt#an#official#

com
m
unity#plan#m

eans#that#certain#developm
ent#tools#such#as#developm

ent#perm
its,#tem

porary#use#perm
its#and#heritage#conservation#areas#are#not#available.#(p.#18#in#

Introduction#to#BC#Local#G
overnm

ent#Law
).#

5“U
nder#section#85#of#the#Land#Title#Act,#an#approving#officer#m

ay#refuse#to#approve#a#subdivision#plan#if#the#officer#considers#that#the#plan#is#against#the#public#interest.”#(p.#51#G
T).#This#

could#stand#in#court#although#going#to#court#is#expensive#and#tim
e#consum

ing.#An#exam
ple#of#a#w

in#for#LG
#is#a#court#decision#on#parkland#w

here#a#private#com
pany#challenged#a#LG

#on#
parkland#purchase#or#cash#in#lieu.#The#judge#found#in#favour#of#the#LG

#even#though#they#did#not#have#a#specific#regional#park#plan.#N
onetheless,]#“Because#O

CPs#guide#a#com
m
unity’s#

overall#developm
ent,#the#m

ore#specific#and#detailed#the#O
CP#policies#are,#the#m

ore#direction#landow
ners#and#staff#w

ill#have#about#public#expectations#for#conservation#and#the#regulatory#
changes#that#are#needed#to#im

plem
ent#the#O

CP.”#(p.#52#G
T)####

#
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U
rban C

ontainm
ent B

oundary 
(U

C
B

) is a tool to confine urban 
developm

ent to a particular area; it 
m

ay lim
it new

 developm
ent to existing 

serviced areas or designate a 
percentage of future grow

th w
hich w

ill 
occur w

ithin that boundary. In practice, 
sm

aller lot sizes tend to be found 
w

ithin the U
C

B
 com

pared to w
ithout. 

U
C

B
s are designated in O

fficial 
C

om
m

unity P
lans, zoning bylaw

s, 
and/or R

egional G
row

th S
trategies 

(see below
).  

U
C

B
s concentrate developm

ent so 
that less pressure is exerted on 
agricultural lands and S

E
A

s and 
therefore on ecosystem

 function. 

From
 a developer’s perspective the 

U
C

B
 can lim

it their flexibility for 
locating new

 subdivisions.  

1) S
aanich in 1968 created 

U
C

B
 “to provide a 50-year 

supply of urban land for 
carefully staged residential 
developm

ent” (used in concert 
w

ith sew
er enterprise 

boundary); changes to U
C

B
 

policies require elector assent 
by referendum

 or plebiscite 
2) 
N

anaim
o U

C
B

 through Tim
e 

m
ap 

  
Zoning B

ylaw
s 

A
 Zoning B

ylaw
 includes the establishm

ent of zones as a m
eans of organizing w

here and how
 developm

ent occurs. It can also specify activities, 
standards, or guidelines appropriate for the various zones. 
Zoning

6  allow
s LG

s to regulate uses 
and density, siting and size of 
buildings, locations of buildings etc., 
shape and dim

ension of parcels of 
land. Zoning helps LG

s m
aintain green 

infrastructure by designating 
appropriate lot sizes for the location of 
the parcel of land and requiring buffers 
(setbacks) betw

een developm
ent and 

sensitive ecosystem
s. Zoning can also 

prevent potentially polluting activities 
from

 locating near sensitive 
ecosystem

s and set standards for the 
total area of a lot or parcel of land that 

• P
rovides several w

ays to direct 
developm

ent aw
ay from

 sensitive 
ecosystem

s (e.g. large lot sizes in 
rural areas outside the U

C
B

, 
density, setbacks, perm

itted uses). 

• C
an include regulations that 

protect som
e ecosystem

 functions 
(im

perm
eable areas, drainage

7, 
and perm

itted uses, e.g., non-
polluting). 

• C
an encourage the perm

anent 
protection of sensitive ecosystem

s 
(dedication of E

S
A

s upon 

• N
ot fine-grained enough to respond 

to site-specific ecological conditions. 

•  A
m

enity density bonus (A
D

B
) often 

causes controversy (see A
D

B
 below

) 

The C
om

ox-S
trathcona 

R
egional D

istrict created tw
o 

new
 zones in the specifically 

for C
ortes Island E

lectoral 
A

rea B
: Forest Land 

S
tew

ardship and C
om

m
unity 

Land S
tew

ardship zones. The 
S

iskin Lane P
roject is zoned 

Forest Land S
tew

ardship. This 
allow

ed for the protection of a 
large intact tract of forest land 
and clustering of houses (see 
“C

luster D
evelopm

ent” and 
"C

ovenants" below
). The case 

#6#G
T#p.#60#talks#about#“Conservation#zoning”#but#this#is#a#rather#vague#term

#as#is#the#term
#“conservation#subdivisions”#used#in#frequently#in#the#U

.S.,#for#exam
ple,#large#lot#rural#zoning#is#

assum
ed#to#be#conservation#zoning#but#rural#activities#and#house#or#other#building#siting#can#destroy#or#com

prom
ise#ESAs.#

#7#Drainage#falls#under#three#parts#of#the#LG
A,#under#zoning#(Part#26#Division#7),#Division#9#(Developm

ent#Perm
its#and#Developm

ent#Cost#Charges),#and#under#540T542,#O
CPs.#
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buildings or im
perm

eable surfaces can 
cover. Finally, zoning can allow

 a 
developer to seek a density bonus (see 
below

) in return for providing am
enities 

such as dedicating land to protect the 
green infrastructure. 

rezoning, density bonus). 
is further described in 7.3#of#
the#report. 

i) C
om

prehensive D
evelopm

ent 
Zoning For larger parcels of land, this 
zoning m

ay allow
 a range of uses, 

specify w
here on the site those uses 

w
ill occur, m

andate the m
axim

um
 

density of each use, and require the 
m

aintenance of ecological system
s, 

parkland, and natural areas. The 
com

ponents of C
D

 zones appear in a 
m

aster developm
ent plan on a m

ap 
attached as a /schedule, or as design 
guidelines. 

 
 

The C
ity of B

urnaby uses C
D

 
zones extensively. For 
exam

ple, the Lougheed Tow
n 

C
entre P

lan em
phasizes an 

ecosystem
-based approach to 

future developm
ent. P

roposed 
redevelopm

ents are usually 
rezoned to C

D
, and m

unicipal 
staff can tailor the 
developm

ent to site-specific 
constraints and opportunities, 
including best m

anagem
ent 

practices for storm
 w

ater 
m

anagem
ent, integrated pest 

m
anagem

ent, w
atercourse 

protection, retention of 
vegetation, and landscaping. p. 
71 

ii) R
iparian setbacks

8 “The land 
and vegetation next to w

atercourses 
(called riparian areas) play m

any 

R
iparian areas play key roles in 

m
aintaining health aquatic 

environm
ents 

C
an be politically unpopular w

hen it 
reduces allow

ed densities and 
increases lot sizes in som

e areas (can 

N
anaim

o’s Zoning B
ylaw

: 
“A

 leave strip is the area along 
a w

atercourse, defined under 
#8#Fifteen#Regional#Districts#in#the#south#of#BC#fall#under#the#Riparian#Areas#Regulation#(RAR)#that#has#been#in#place#since#2005.#In#a#report#from

#M
arch#

2014,#Striking#a#Balance,#the#O
ffice#of#the#O

m
budsperson#(2014)#found#that#environm

ental#protection#program
s#such#as#the#RAR#m

ust#strike#an#
appropriate#balance#betw

een#professional#reliance#and#effective#governm
ental#oversight#to#w

ork#effectively.#The#Executive#Sum
m
ary#notes#21#findings#

and#25#recom
m
endations#to#im

prove#the#m
inistry�

s#adm
inistration#of#the#RAR#(the#m

inistry#has#accepted#24).#It#also#notes#that#“in#M
arch#2014,#Bill#18,#

the#W
ater#Sustainability#Act#w

as#introduced.#Bill#18#updates#and#renam
es#the#Fish#Protection#Act#to#the#Riparian#Areas#Protection#Act.#This#reflects#the#

continued#im
portance#of#protecting#riparian#areas.”#The#RAR#is#not#necessarily#required#since#LG

s#can#and#are#exceeding#it#by#protecting#all#w
atercourses,#

not#just#those#that#are#fishTbearing#(see#5.3#in#the#report).#
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im
portant roles in m

aintaining a healthy 
aquatic environm

ent.” A
 w

atercourse 
can be defined as “any natural 
drainage course or source of w

ater 
either year-round or seasonal. S

om
e 

exam
ples are lakes, rivers, creeks, 

springs, m
arshes, bogs and sw

am
ps, 

even those that are dry for part of the 
year, support a w

ide variety of plants, 
fish, insects, birds, anim

als and m
icro-

organism
s.”  9 A

n area that is set aside 
to protect them

 can be called a 
setback, buffers, or leave  strip. To do 
so, m

unicipalities m
ay rely on zoning 

bylaw
, developm

ent perm
it area 

designations (see below
), or both.   

reduce property value by lim
iting its 

uses). p. 60 

 

the city's zoning regulations, 
that is to be left in an 
undisturbed state, so as to 
protect these im

portant riparian 
areas…

Land use activities in 
leave strips are regulated 
under the Zoning B

ylaw
 (B

ylaw
 

4000) and P
lan N

anaim
o 

(B
ylaw

 6000), the C
ity's new

 
O

fficial C
om

m
unity P

lan.” S
ee 

E
D

P
A

s below
 and 5.3 in the 

report. 
M

ost w
atercourses w

ere 
m

apped using S
H

IM
 at a scale 

of 1:20,000 w
hich does not 

show
 all of them

 but 
landow

ners bring w
etlands to 

the C
ity’s staff p. 78      

iii) C
luster developm

ent  involves 
rezoning and the subdivision of parcels 
to cluster on a portion of the properties; 
tools for this include density averaging 
or transferring density from

 one part of 
a site in a com

prehensive developm
ent 

zone to another; am
enity density 

bonuses, bare land strata; and 
com

prehensive developm
ent zoning. 

“R
ezoning for conservation is standard 

practice in B
.C

.” p. 60 

R
educes servicing and road 

construction costs; 
developers can often com

bine this 
w

ith am
enity density bonus or 

m
ore lots in exchange for a 

conservation covenant on the 
rem

aining property, creating 
parkland, or restoring ecosystem

s  

R
ezoning for conservation, including 

clustering that increases density 
“becom

es less sensitive politically 
w

hen it flow
s out of a com

m
unity-w

ide 
planning process that clearly sets long-
term

 goals for land use and 
sustainability. If the goals have a high 
degree of public support, individual 
m

em
bers of the com

m
unity w

ill be 
m

ore likely to accept the tools chosen 
to m

eet those goals.” p. 60 
 

R
egional D

istrict of B
ulkley 

N
echako (see 7.4 in the report 

– The B
radley P

roperty), 
H

ighlands (see A
D

B
 below

), 
and the R

enew
al Land 

C
om

pany's S
iskin Lane P

roject 
(7.3).  are exam

ples of 
clustered and innovative 
subdivisions w

ith conservation 
covenants that cover the entire 
property (see C

ovenants 
below

). The properties are 
bare land strata w

ith 
associated trails and areas of 
com

m
on property. 

 

#9#N
anaim

o#W
atercourse#Bylaw

#Sum
m
ary#
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A
m

enity density bonus LG
s can 

grant higher density bonus if 
landow

ner conserves or provides 
am

enities. M
any developers are w

illing 
to w

ork w
ith LG

s to craft unique 
responses to site specific ecosystem

 
conditions and developm

ent costs. For 
exam

ple, w
ith density bonus and 

am
enity zoning, a subdivision that 

clusters developm
ent aw

ay from
 E

S
A

s 
could incorporate unique lot lines that 
m

inim
ize road construction costs and 

protect sensitive ecosystem
s. p. 65

10 

    A
m

enities can include environm
ental 

protection, habitat restoration, and the 
acquisition of parkland. p. 55

11 
  

This tool is m
ost viable w

hen a 
com

m
unity is grow

ing (i.e., there is 
dem

and for higher density) and 
w

hen there is a conflict betw
een 

land developm
ent patterns and 

grow
th m

anagem
ent goals, such 

as urban containm
ent and the 

desire to ensure efficient use of 
existing infrastructure before 
opening up new

 areas for 
developm

ent…
 In rural areas w

ith 
large lot sizes, am

enity density 
bonus-clustering packages are 
attractive for both landow

ners and 
local governm

ents because they 
can reduce servicing costs, protect 
green infrastructure, and lim

it the 
footprint of a subdivision.  Zoning 
that creates large-lot m

inim
um

s in 
rural areas gives landow

ners an 
incentive to explore the am

enity 
density bonus and clustering 
because of the high cost of 
servicing. p.65 

S
ince its enactm

ent in 1993, am
enity 

density bonus has generated 
controversy in all sectors. M

any 
elected officials and com

m
unity 

m
em

bers believe that it allow
s the 

developm
ent com

m
unity to purchase 

additional density that overrides w
hat a 

com
m

unity has agreed is appropriate, 
and thus it increm

entally erodes the 
com

m
unity plan. In addition, few

 
people, even those in the developm

ent 
com

m
unity, fully under-stand the trade-

offs involved in putting a value on the 
increase in density and translating that 
value into choosing, constructing, and 
purchasing am

enities. Increased 
density m

ay also fragm
ent the land-

scape if it occurs in inappropriate areas 
such as greenw

ays and significant 
E

S
A

s. S
om

e developers feel that local 
governm

ents keep allow
ed densities in 

the zoning bylaw
 inappropriately low

 as 
a m

eans of encouraging developers to 
opt into the am

enity density bonus 
program

 in order to m
ake the 

developm
ent viable. G

iven today’s real 
estate and building costs, the am

ount 
of additional density needed to 
generate enough of a bonus to 
purchase or secure an am

enity can be 

The rural D
istrict of H

ighlands 
has used it since 1997. For 
exam

ple, a 190-hectare 
property at S

cafe H
ill includes 

a 3 km
 greenw

ay that links four 
regional parks. The property 
contains im

portant w
etlands, 

w
atercourses, a forest, and 

rare w
oodlands. The zoning for 

this property w
ould have 

allow
ed 15 lots (about 13 

ha/lot). Instead, the H
ighlands 

council approved a 26-lot 
neighbourhood clustered on 40 
ha, 
w

ith an average lot size of 1.5 
ha. H

ighlands secured 90 
percent of the original property 
in a natural state, and Thetis 
Lake R

egional P
ark gained 

145 
hectares. C

ovenants protect 
75 percent of the land base on 
each private lot. 
This approach w

orks best in 
rural areas w

here large tracts 
contain E

S
A

s, w
here the land 

form
s part of a greenw

ays 
netw

ork, w
here land parcels 

are large, and w
here zoning is 

#10#Zoning#bylaw
s#m

ay#include#am
enity#density#bonus#provisions#(see#G

T#Appendix#E,#page#145#for#exam
ples#of#zoning#bylaw

#provisions)#or#they#can#be#part#of#O
CP#policies#that#are#

negotiable#on#a#caseTbyTcase#basis#(see#G
T#Appendix#D,#page#69).#

11#A
t m

inim
um

, am
enity density bonus policies m

ust include: 1.The m
axim

um
 increase in density over base density that is perm

issible in any developm
ent. The m

axim
um

 
additional density, e.g., 25 percent, w

ill depend on the com
m

unity and landscape features. The decision on this percentage should be the result of a com
m

unity discussion 
so that citizens understand the tradeoffs in and benefits of increased density. 2. A

 list of am
enities (in order of im

portance) that the com
m

unity needs, generated in 
consultation w

ith the public and lodged in the O
C

P
. 3. A

 transparent am
enity density bonus form

ula that w
ill help all parties understand the extent of the benefit that accrues 

to the developer and the benefit that returns to the com
m

unity. p.66 
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significant. p. 65 
reliable. The district council 
holds firm

 on 10 or 15-hectare 
m

inim
um

 lot sizes even though 
four-hectare m

inim
um

s often 
m

ake long w
inding roads m

ore 
econom

ically viable for 
developers. These 
characteristics give a local 
governm

ent significant 
flexibility in negotiating site-
specific requirem

ents,  
particularly if they have a lot of 
undeveloped land but few

 
internal resources. 

R
unoff control requirem

ents 
Zoning bylaw

s can include regulations 
to control surface and rainw

ater runoff 
from

 paved and roof areas, 
establishing a m

axim
um

 percentage of 
the land that m

ay be covered in 
im

perm
eable surface. This w

ill ensure 
that rainw

ater filters into the soil at its 
source rather than causing 
concentrated im

pacts dow
nstream

 by 
being piped into w

atercourses p.70 
(R

unoff C
ontrol and Im

perm
eable 

S
urfaces LG

A
 s907; discussed further 

in G
T under R

ainw
ater m

anagem
ent p. 

95 including the S
ubdivision S

ervicing 
B

ylaw
 LG

A
 s938)  

 
 

Telkw
a has a new

 subdivision 
servicing bylaw

 that addresses 
this.  

Landscaping specifications can be 
incorporated in the Zoning B

ylaw
. This 

can include tree retention (LG
A

s909).  

 
 

In the H
yde C

reek w
atershed, 

C
oquitlam

, developers can be 
required to either retain trees 
or replace them

 w
ith new

 
trees. The num

ber and size of 
trees to be retained or 
replanted m

ay vary w
ith the 

zone (e.g. lot size). This 
applies to all new

 residential 
zones (C

oquitlam
 Zoning 
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B
ylaw

, section 506). 
Land A

cquisition 
Land A

cquisition Fund is a tool 
that w

orks through a property tax levy 
to acquire lands w

ith particular 
conservation and/or recreational 
value. 12 

 
 

C
apital R

D
 G

reen/B
lue S

paces 
S

trategy (w
hich is a R

C
S

 p. 
48) w

as established in 2000 
and charged $10 per average 
residential household 
assessm

ent, extended in 2010 
for another 10 years increasing 
by $2 per year to a m

axim
um

 
of $20. 13  
A

s of Jan 2010, the C
R

D
 has 

acquired 2,968 hectares of the 
region’s prim

e natural areas, 
valued at about $30 m

illion. 
The C

R
D

 contributed 
tw

o/thirds and partner 
organizations contributed the 
rest. The increase in the fund 
for 2010-2019 w

ill result in $2 
m

illion to $3.2 m
illion available 

per year for land acquisitions 
and $30 m

illion over the entire 
ten year period. 14 The P

arks 
D

epartm
ent is w

orking tow
ards 

building a regional parks and 
trails system

 as proposed in its 
P

arks M
aster P

lan. 
    

#12#This#strategy#is#a#m
ore#specific#version#of#a#com

m
unity#am

enity#reserve#fund.#These#funds#can#be#used#for#conservation#or#other#purposes#like#arenas,#affordable#housing#etc.#
13CRD#Report#to#the#Regional#Parks#Com

m
ittee,#M

eeting#of#W
ednesday,#M

ay#20,#2013.#
14https://w

w
w
.crd.bc.ca/about/new

s/2010/01/14/boardTapprovesTrpTlandTacquisitionTfund#
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D
evelopm

ent C
ost C

harges for 
Parkland A

cquisition  
M

any O
C

P
s establish land acquisition 

policies in relation to parks m
aster 

plans. D
uring subdivision, 

m
unicipalities can purchase or 

dedicate land as parkland. The option 
of a bylaw

 exists (LG
A

 S
ection 933) 

that w
ould require an ow

ner to 
dedicate five percent of the land 
subject to subdivision as a park or pay 
cash in lieu of land. These 
developm

ent cost charges can bolster 
the parkland acquisition budget. 15 If 
subdivision does not yield enough land 
or m

oney, other tools are available 
including density bonuses, cluster 
developm

ent, and com
prehensive 

developm
ent zoning (see above). p. 54 

 

A
cquiring parkland is an im

portant 
strategy for protecting E

S
A

s and 
for connecting these areas. 

Lim
ited flexibility of LG

s – land or funds 
m

ust be used specifically for parkland 
acquisition

16 (not for upgrading current 
parks or other purposes); particularly 
lim

ited for LG
s in R

D
s w

ith no 
com

m
unity/regional park system

.  

 

D
onations of land – The  

Ecological G
ifts Program

 (E
G

P
) 

H
andbook says: "A

n ecological gift is a 
donation of ecologically sensitive land, 
or an eligible interest or right in land, to 
a qualified recipient, that has been 

"C
orporate donors m

ay deduct the 
am

ount of their gift directly from
 

their taxable incom
e, w

hile the 
value of an individual’s gift is 
converted to a non-refundable tax 
credit. The tax credit is calculated 

see w
eaknesses of "C

ovenants"  
(below

) 
 

#15This#is#the#developer’s#choice#unless#the#O
CP#contains#"policies#and#designations#respecting#the#location#and#type#of#future#parks",#in#w

hich#case#the#LG
#has#the#choice#to#require#parkland#

or#accept#cashTinTlieu#(s.941(2))#(City#of#Victoria#2009#p.11).#Subsection#941(3)#has#been#am
ended#to#clarify#that#subdivision#applicants#do#not#have#the#usual#option#of#providing#

cashTinTlieu#if#the#location#is#in#an#area#of#a#regional#district#that#"does#not#provide#a#com
m
unity#parks#service."#How

ever,#the#subdivision#applicant#is#still#required#by#section#941#to#
provide#parkland.#Since#the#new

#subsection#(14)#does#not#apply#in#such#a#situation,#under#section#107#of#the#Land(Title(Act#the#title#to#the#parkland#w
ould#be#vested#in#the#Crow

n#
(O
w
nership#of#Parkland#Provided#at#Subdivision).##

#
16In July 2013, the U

nion of B
C

 M
unicipalities S

elect C
om

m
ittee on LG

 Finance  put the follow
ing under R

esiliency in their A
genda for C

hange: “A
chieve greater flexibility in 

design of developm
ent cost charges including greater scope for use of funds for parkland developm

ent so that D
C

C
�

s raised for parkland acquisition can be used for a 
broader array of related purposes.” p. 29 (S

trong Fiscal Futures: A
 B

lueprint for S
trengthening B

C
’s Local G

overnm
ent Finance S

ystem
). 

#
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certified by the federal M
inister of the 

E
nvironm

ent or a delegated 
certification authority." Q

ualification for 
tax benefits also requires that the fair 
m

arket value (FM
V

) of the property 
m

ust be certified. Land can be donated 
to approved environm

ental charities 
and all levels of governm

ent. S
ee the 

EG
P#Handbook for national criteria for 

ecological sensitivity (p.8) 
To ensure that a property rem

ains 
protected, a charity that sells or 
changes the use of such donated land 
w

ithout the prior perm
ission of 

E
nvironm

ent C
anada is subject to a 

special tax, equal to 50%
 of the 

ecogift's m
arket value at the tim

e the 
change in use or disposition takes 
place

.17##

"W
here ecologically sensitive land is a 

significant part of a larger parcel of 
land, the entire property donated 
usually qualifies as an ecological 
gift." 18 A

 num
ber of options exist for 

landow
ners ranging from

 transfer of 
the full title as a donation to split-
receipting, continuing to live on the 
land through a covenant or easem

ent 
etc. 19 (see 8.1.5 in the report). 
  

by applying a rate of 15.5%
 to the 

first $200 of the donor’s total gifts 
for the year and 29%

 to the 
balance. U

nlike other charitable 
gifts, there is no lim

it to the dollar 
am

ount of E
co-gift donations in a 

year that are eligible for the 
deduction or credit. In addition, 
any unused portion of a donor’s 
gifts m

ay be carried forw
ard for up 

to five [now
 10 as of February 

2014] years."  
"D

onors of ecological gifts 
[A

uthor's note: both individuals 
and corporations] also benefit from

 
the elim

ination of any taxable 
capital gain incurred on the 
disposition of the property... The 
capital gain is generally the 
am

ount by w
hich capital property 

appreciates in value w
hile it is in 

the ow
ner’s possession. W

hile for 
m

ost gifts the taxable portion of 
the capital gain is 50%

, in the case 
of an ecological gift there m

ay be 
no taxable capital gain." 20 
. 

#17#http://w
w
w
.givegreencanada.ca/category/donationTtype/ecologicalTgifts?&

ref=donors#[Accessed#July#2014]#
18#E

xcerpt from
: http://w

w
w
.ec.gc.ca/pdeTegp/default.asp?lang=En&

n=FDEBE550T1#
19See#exam

ples#of#scenarios#in#EG
P#Donations#and#Incom

e#Tax#Scenarios.#
20#Tw

o paragraphs are excerpted from
  E

G
P

 D
onation and Incom

es Tax S
cenarios  #p. 1 and 2, respectively.#
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Environm
ental D

evelopm
ent 

Perm
it A

reas (p. 73-81) 
E

D
P

A
s enable staff and council to 

m
ake site-specific decisions about 

protecting sensitive ecosystem
s. They 

can specify conditions and standards 
that a developer m

ust m
eet in order to 

obtain the perm
it and before: 

subdividing or altering the land; or 
constructing, adding onto, or altering a 
building or other structure on the land. 
E

xem
ptions exist for a range of m

inor 
activities and these are listed by LG

. 
E

nvironm
ental protection staff agree 

that E
D

P
A

s are the best w
ay to protect 

sensitive ecosystem
s on individual 

properties. 21  p.73 

 

• A
ble to prohibit site disturbance 

before developm
ent approval. 

•C
an specify areas of land or 

natural features to be protected, 
preserved, restored or enhanced 
and require construction of w

orks 
to do so 
• C

an require dedication of 
w

atercourses 
• G

uidelines can be sufficiently 
detailed to shape developm

ent 
e.g. im

pose conditions on 
sequence and tim

ing of 
construction 
• D

evelopm
ent perm

it applies to 
the land and developm

ent, 
regardless of ow

nership. 
• M

ay include im
pact assessm

ent 
process and m

ay require 
specialized inform

ation. 
• C

an vary zoning setbacks. 
• C

an address R
iparian A

reas 
R

egulation requirem
ents and other 

site-specific senior governm
ent 

standards.  

• R
equires additional staff expertise 

(ecological) and tim
e to review

 
applications, set perm

it conditions, 
ensure com

pliance w
ith the term

s of 
the D

P
 through inspections (ensuring 

that contractors have undertaken their 
due diligence, necessary to return 
P

erform
ance B

onds/S
ecurity)  

• D
esignating m

ore than riparian areas 
is politically unpopular. 
• N

o influence on the am
ount of 

developm
ent that is appropriate on a 

site (has to follow
 zoning). 

• Flexibility in applying guidelines m
ay 

result in inadequate environm
ental 

protection. 
• C

ost to landow
ner for professional 

im
pact assessm

ent m
ay prohibit 

developm
ent. For exam

ple, 
applications for D

P
s include costs for 

consultant fees, e.g., for environm
ental 

and geotechnical studies. 
• D

ifficult to enforce because they are 
not regulatory and do not authorize 
penalizing property ow

ners w
ho do not 

obtain or adhere to a D
P

. If property 
ow

ners destroy habitat, they are asked 
to restore the habitat and, if they do not 
have a D

P
, to obtain one. E

nforcing a 
D

P
 involves an application to S

uprem
e 

C
ourt for an injunction.  

• Failure to follow
 conditions – better 

education and m
onitoring of erosion 

and sedim
ent control are necessary. 

"The%City%of%N
anaim

o%has%both%
w
atercourse%and%upland%DPAs.%

The%City%created%DPA%23?
W
atercourses%in%1996%to%

regulate%developm
ent%activities%

in%aquatic%and%riparian%areas.%
N
anaim

o%defined%specific%
setbacks%from

%the%w
ater%(called%

leave%strips)%in%the%DPA%
Guidelines%that%are%reinforced%
through%the%Zoning%Bylaw

…
%

Before%allow
ing%developm

ent%to%
encroach%on%the%leave%strip,%the%
City%requires%the%use%of%
variances%to%m

inim
ize%the%

im
pact%on%the%DPA…

%The%leave%
strips%and%the%lots%are%tw

o%
different%parcels,%and%property%
ow

ners%are%encouraged%to%
dedicate%the%leave%strip%to%the%
City.%Since1995,%very%few

%
developm

ents%have%occurred%
w
ithin%riparian%leave%strips%on%

new
%lots;%new

%developm
ent%

does%not%require%a%w
atercourse%

developm
ent%perm

it%because%it%
occurs%outside%the%DPA…

In%
addition%to%designating%the%
leave%strip,%the%DPA%Guidelines%
set%detailed%requirem

ents%for%
erosion%and%sedim

ent%control,%
vegetation%m

anagem
ent,%habitat%

restoration,%and%identification%of%

#21They#w
ork#best#w

hen#LG
#can#use#the#enforcem

ent#provisions#in#regulatory#bylaw
s#(e.g.,#tree#protection#or#soil#deposit#and#rem

oval)#to#penalize#property#ow
ners#w

ho#do#not#obtain#a#DP#
or#com

ply#w
ith#one.#(p.#76#and#79)#
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E
ven w

ith an approved sedim
ent 

control plan as part of the D
P

 process, 
there is often inadequate 
understanding or w

ill to install and 
m

aintain the w
orks properly; 

• C
reating and m

onitoring conservation 
covenants to protect E

S
A

s is 
expensive. 
• C

ouncil m
ust consider w

hen it m
akes 

sense to give staff the discretion to 
issue D

P
s in defined circum

stances. p. 
80 

the%leave%strip%and%
encroachm

ent%boundary."%p.%81;%
see%also%5.3%in%the%report 

R
iparian Property Tax 

Exem
ptions 

Local governm
ents have jurisdiction to 

provide tax exem
ptions as an incentive 

for ow
ners to place conservation 

covenants on riparian areas of their 
property. 22 (see 8.1.6 in the report for a 
discussion of other types of property 
tax exem

ptions).The agreem
ent (in the 

case of a m
unicipality) or the bylaw

 (in 
the case of a regional district) m

ay 
require the ow

ner to pay the local 
governm

ent a specified am
ount of the 

tax exem
ption plus interest w

hen the 
property ow

ner does not m
eet a 

condition of the agreem
ent or 

covenant. p. 85 
 

• S
ecures a covenant on riparian 

property that ensures the 
m

aintenance of the sensitive 
ecosystem

. 
• O

ffers an incentive to property 
ow

ners to consider conservation. 
• W

in-w
in-w

in approach – the local 
governm

ent, landow
ner, and 

com
m

unity all benefit. p.85 

• M
ost local governm

ents are unw
illing 

to “give up” tax revenue (do not 
understand the benefits of dedicating 
riparian green infrastructure) 23  
• C

onsiderable staff tim
e needed to 

develop the program
, process 

applications on a parcel-by-parcel 
basis and to m

onitor the covenant; 
tim

e savings if all the riparian tax 
exem

ption bylaw
s are brought forw

ard 
to C

ouncil at the sam
e tim

e each year 
• W

eak rates of participation by 
landow

ner w
ithout significant public 

education 
 C

hallenges of  N
atural A

reas 
P

rotection Tax E
xem

ption P
rogram

 
(N

A
P

TE
P

) (see next colum
n, G

T p.88) 
•P

rogram
 costs, including a survey and 

the registration of a covenant, exceeds 

G
ibsons exam

ple from
 2003 – 

staff and council strongly 
supported the approach but 
dem

onstrates ow
ners’ 

concerns about cost of hiring a 
law

yer to review
 details of 

potential covenant in a riparian 
portion of their properties; D

FO
 

unw
illing to dedicate resources 

to rehabilitation efforts w
ithout 

legal protection of a covenant 
p. 86 
 N

A
P

TE
P

– offered jointly by the 
Islands Trust and Islands Trust 
fund. Landow

ners w
ho 

perm
anently protect eligible 

features (including but not 
lim

ited to riparian areas) on 
their land w

ith a conservation 
#22#Riparian%Tax%Exem

ption%for%m
unicipalities%is%in%the%Com

m
unity)Charter%s.225%and%for%Regional%Districts%in%the%Local)Governm

ent)Act)ss.811?811.1.#
23#H

ow
ever, according to N

atural A
reas P

rotection Tax E
xem

ption P
rogram

 (N
A

P
TE

P
) S

um
m

ary (presented by Jennifer E
liason at the S

pecies and E
cosystem

s at R
isk and 

Local G
overnm

ents conference, O
ctober 2013), taxes are shifted to other taxpayers w

ithin the sam
e tax jurisdiction and beyond it. 

#
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$3,000 for landow
ners, and it can take 

up to five years to recover the costs 
through the program

; 
•Landow

ners are nervous about 
registering covenants on the title to 
land and concerned about loss of 
privacy w

ith annual m
onitoring; 

•The covenant’s restrictions on 
collecting firew

ood lim
it m

any 
landow

ners’ 
prim

ary or secondary source of 
heating

; 

•The covenant is inflexible w
ith regard 

to rehabilitation and fire prevention 
m

easures (as of 2008); and 
•There is a lack of incentive for m

ost 
landow

ners w
ith less than 20 hectares 

(except on S
alt S

pring Island). 
A

s of 2013, tw
o challenges listed w

ere 
costs associated w

ith registering a 
covenant and ongoing costs of annual 
com

pliance m
onitoring (A

ppendix F in 
the report). 

covenant registered on title 
receive a 65 percent 
exem

ption from
 property taxes 

on the covenanted portion of 
the property. The target 
audience for the program

 is 
landow

ners w
ho w

ould not 
consider placing a 
conservation covenant on their 
land except in return for a tax 
incentive and landow

ners w
ho 

w
ould have difficulty paying 

their property taxes w
ithout 

cutting trees or developing 
their land. The program

 uses a 
standard covenant that 
prohibits current and future 
ow

ners from
 harm

ing the 
eligible features. V

iolating the 
covenant can result in 
penalties, including repaym

ent 
of all exem

pted taxes. pp. 87-
88 
B

etw
een 2005 and 2013, 22 

N
A

P
TE

P
 covenants have been 

registered, protecting over 75 
hectares of natural area. 
Landow

ners are generally 
satisfied w

ith the tax-
exem

ption they receive. There 
have been no m

ajor 
com

pliance issues to date.  For 
a sum

m
ary see 5.5 and 

A
ppendix F in the report. 

 O
ntario and N

ova S
cotia have 
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provincial tax exem
ption 

program
s to protect E

S
A

s (not 
just riparian areas). 24 

C
ovenants 

A
 covenant is a voluntary agreem

ent 
betw

een the landow
ner and a 

covenant holder (a m
unicipality, 

regional district, or an approved non-
governm

ental organization). The 
landow

ner agrees to protect the land 
according to the w

ording of the 
covenant. The covenant holder has the 
right to m

onitor and enforce the 
covenant to ensure that the landow

ner 
is using the land in accordance w

ith 
the covenant. C

ovenants “run w
ith the 

land,” m
eaning they apply to w

hoever 
ow

ns the land, thus ensuring that the 
agreed protection endures over the 
long term

. Local governm
ents and 

landow
ners use covenants to restrict 

the use of private land to activities and 
areas of use that respect sensitive 
ecosystem

s. 
U

nder section 219 of the Land Title 
A

ct, a local governm
ent or approved 

organization (such as a land trust) m
ay 

hold a covenant registered on the title 
to private land that protects specific 
characteristics of the land, such as 
w

etlands, grasslands, forested areas 
and other ecologically significant 
features. p. 101 

•%P
rovides long-term

 protection on 
private land. 
•%P

rovides protection w
ithout 

expense of purchasing land. 
• C

an be tailored to an individual 
ecological feature, leaving the rest 
of the property unrestricted. 
• C

onservation organization can 
hold the covenant and assum

e 
m

onitoring function. 
• P

arties can m
odify the term

s.  
• C

an increase property values in 
neighbourhood. p. 99 
  

•%R
equires ongoing education because 

new
 ow

ners m
ay not be aw

are of or 
understand the covenant provisions. 
• C

an be costly to survey land, develop 
the covenant, and register it. 
• Ineffective w

ithout a m
onitoring and 

enforcem
ent regim

e. 
• P

erception that it m
ay decrease 

property value of property w
ith 

covenant attached. p. 99 

see 6.0 in the report 

#24In#2011,#a#resolution#to#urge#the#U
nion#of#BC#M

unicipalities,#m
unicipalities#and#the#Provincial#G

overnm
ent#for#a#sim

ilar#program
#in#BC#w

as#approved#at#BC#N
ature’s#Annual#G

eneral#
M
eeting#(Resolution#2011T02).#
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A
 R

egional G
row

th Strategy 
(R

G
S

) is a regional land-use planning 
agreem

ent (in the form
 of a policy 

docum
ent) developed collaboratively 

betw
een local governm

ents, w
ith 

engage-m
ent of the province, other 

public bodies, the public, business and 
other com

m
unity stakeholders. It is 

coordinated by a regional district for its 
m

em
ber m

unicipalities. A
 R

G
S

 
addresses regional issues such as 
transportation, econom

ic developm
ent, 

housing needs and settlem
ent 

patterns. 25  
It m

ust cover a tw
enty-year period. 

O
ne of the goals of a R

G
S

 is to protect 
E

S
A

s. A
 R

G
S

 can include or adopt by 
reference a R

egional C
onservation 

S
trategy (see below

). p.37 
 

• Initiates discussion about  and 
increases the profile of regional 
issues w

ith LG
 and public 

• C
reates regional visions and 

m
echanism

s for discussing 
regional 
change 
M

ay include: 
• M

echanism
s for coordinating 

regional 
action 
• M

apping or designation of 
sensitive ecosystem

s 
• C

om
m

itm
ent to protecting green 

infrastructure and acquiring 
sensitive 
ecosystem

s and avoiding urban 
spraw

l 
• P

rioritizing of land acquisitions 
Four of the six adopted R

G
S

 
designate urban containm

ent 
boundaries (U

C
B

); all others 
support concept of containm

ent  
p.37 

•N
eed for agreem

ent am
ong m

em
ber 

m
unicipalities and the regional board 

m
ay lead to com

prom
ise on ecological 

goals and actions
26 

• LG
s concern about loss of autonom

y 
- historically unw

illing to allow
 a 

regional docum
ent to influence local 

action significantly, particularly actions 
related to land use planning 
• R

G
S

 B
oards often support 

applications from
 m

em
ber 

m
unicipalities to am

end regional  
agreem

ents: e.g., to extend servicing 
into rural areas

27 

• N
o incentive to m

eet provincial goals 
for ecosystem

 protection
 

• E
nforcem

ent provisions unclear 
and/or onerous p.37 and p. 41 

R
egional D

istrict of N
anaim

o 
and C

apital R
egional D

istrict 
(the latter is now

 developing a 
new

 phase called R
egional 

S
ustainability S

trategy w
hich 

also includes goals and policy 
papers on food security, 
clim

ate change and social w
ell-

being). 
 

A
 R

egional C
onservation 

Strategy  is aim
ed at m

aintaining and 
restoring ecosystem

 function and 
biodiversity in a region. A

 R
C

S
 uses a 

geographical fram
ew

ork through 
m

apping biodiversity values (e.g. 
habitat types, rare and significant 

• C
reates a long-term

 regional 
vision for 
conservation of biodiversity and 
ecosystem

 health that inform
s 

planning 
docum

ents such as an R
G

S
 

and/or O
C

P
s 

sam
e as above 

The C
apital R

egional D
istrict’s 

R
C

S
, the R

egional G
reen/B

lue 
S

paces S
trategy, dates back to 

1997. The M
etro V

ancouver 
R

egion, the Islands Trust area, 
the C

ow
ichan V

alley R
egional 

D
istrict are all currently 

#25#Definition#from
:#http://w

w
w
.toolkit.bc.ca/tool/regionalTgrow

thTstrategy#
26#But#there#are#m

unicipalities,#for#exam
ple#w

ithin#Capital#Regional#District,#that#collaborate,#com
prom

ise#and#as#a#result,#lose#som
e#degree#of#autonom

y#because#they#see#the#benefit#(p.#
48#G

T).#
27#Another#exam

ple:#m
unicipalities#set#ow

n#U
CBs#rather#than#basing#them

#on#regional#criteria#such#as#the#location#of#green#infrastructure.#
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species and ecosystem
s etc.) as a 

sound scientific foundation for 
conservation goals and objectives. A

 
variety of stakeholders and partner-
ships am

ong all levels of governm
ent 

focus on conservation-oriented 
m

anagem
ent priorities and 

planning. 

• H
elps m

em
ber LG

s to 
establish scientifically defensible 
conservation priorities and 
planning tools 
• Increases the profile of 
biodiversity w

ith LG
s and the 

public 
• If the R

C
S

 is part of an O
C

P
 or 

R
G

S
, all bylaw

s m
ust be 

consistent w
ith it 

• P
rovides a m

echanism
 through 

w
hich to m

onitor and assess 
change on a regional scale 
• C

an respond to current or near 
future S

pecies at R
isk A

ct listings 
of extirpated, endangered, or 
threatened 
species

28 
• A

llow
s for cost-saving benefits if 

various organizations and LG
s 

collaborate on ecosystem
 

w
ellbeing 

developing R
C

S
s (som

etim
es 

w
ith different nam

es). M
etro 

V
ancouver is currently part of a 

m
ultiagency initiative to 

develop a biodiversity action 
plan. LG

s can either initiate or 
lead these strategies. In the 
C

om
ox V

alley strategy, a 
nongovernm

ental organization 
(N

G
O

) is guiding the process.  
 

#28 B
oth the federal and provincial governm

ents designate species at risk. U
nder the federal S

pecies at R
isk A

ct (S
A

R
A

), the C
om

m
ittee on the S

tatus of E
ndangered W

ildlife 
in C

anada (C
O

S
E

W
IC

) lists species as extirpated, endangered, threatened, or of special concern. The provincial W
ildlife A

ct ranks species as red-listed and blue-listed. The 
“residences” of S

A
R

A
-listed species of aquatic or m

igratory birds m
ust be protected in critical habitat w

hether it is ow
ned privately or by local governm

ents (p. 44). 
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Appendix B. Municipal and Regional District Jurisdiction 

Reprinted$from$Green$Bylaws$Toolkit$(ELC$and$Curran$2007).$

$
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Appendix C.  Bulkley Valley Official Community Plan Environmental 
Policies 

Policies in the Smithers OCP (Town of Smithers 2014) that are relevant to this 
project are as follows:  
Policy 1 Protect and conserve sensitive terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems 
identified in the Ministry of Environment Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory. 
Protection may take the form of regulation, parks acquisition, or conservation 
covenants (see 4.0 and 6.1, respectively for more on these topics). 
Policy 2 Protect important terrestrial habitats through the application of a 
Development Permit Area over sensitive terrestrial ecosystems located within the 
Town’s boundaries as per Schedule B. 
Policy 3 Protect fish and aquatic habitats through the application of a 
Development Permit Area over wetlands, watercourses, and riparian areas as per 
Schedule B. (Smithers has two types of DPAs, Environmental and Form and 
Character. Environmental DPAs (EDPAs) are discussed in 5.4.1.) 
Policy 4 Encourage the stewardship of ecologically significant areas on private 
lands by supporting the application of conservation covenants on private lands. 
 
ST-OCP Environmental Objectives and Policies (4.2.1 and 4.2.2, respectively, 
RDBN 2014). 
Objectives:  
(1) To protect environmentally unique, rare, or sensitive areas or features; 
including, but not limited to wildlife corridors, limited wildlife habitats, seasonal 
and year-round watercourses, lakes, ponds, wetlands, and riparian habitats.   
(2) To protect air quality, and surface and ground water resources for the benefit 
of the environment and human health and safety.   
(3) To protect the water quality of all area lakes, rivers, and aquifers.   
(4) To enhance environmental awareness and promote activities that protect and 
restore the natural environment.  
 
Policies: 
(1) The Regional District encourages the protection and enhancement of fish and 
wildlife habitats throughout the Plan area through the following means:  
(a) alternative development practices such as lot averaging, where appropriate;  
(b) conservation covenants; and,  
(c) the dedication of lands to a private land trust, non-government organization, 
or the Province.  
 
(2) The “Ecological and Wildlife Values” map (Schedule “C”), shows a number of 
important wildlife and ecological areas. The Regional District supports and 
encourages development proponents to incorporate protection and enhancement 
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of these areas and associated values in the design of development within the Plan 
area.  

(3) The Regional District supports efforts by the Provincial government to identify 
wildlife and ecological values with the input of residents, through various planning 
processes.  
 
(4) The Regional District will support and encourage the retention of a greenbelt 
of natural vegetation along lakes and watercourses.  

(5) Provincial and federal governments and non-governmental organizations will 
be supported in their efforts to enhance the fish and wildlife resources in the Plan 
area.  

(6) The Regional District recognizes the importance of healthy air quality, and 
surface and ground water resources on a local, regional and provincial scale and 
supports efforts to protect the quantity and quality of these resources for future 
generations.  

(7) The Regional District encourages environmentally sound farm practices that 
protect surface and ground water and soil quality.  

(8) The Regional District encourages the Provincial government to undertake an 
inventory and study of groundwater sources to determine the best means of 
protecting these water supplies.  

(9) Efforts to work with the community, landowners and developers to protect 
environmentally unique or sensitive areas through the provision of information 
and education are supported.  

(10) Rezoning applications to allow subdivision or development on land adjacent 
to or containing environmentally unique, rare, or sensitive areas may only be 
supported if it can be reasonably demonstrated that the proposed development 
will not negatively or adversely impact surface or groundwater resources, or an 
environmentally unique or sensitive area.  

(11) The Regional District recognizes the importance of the Hudson Bay Mountain 
view-scape and supports its protection and maintenance.  

(12) The Regional District supports and encourages the dissemination of 
educational information about the importance of responsible stewardship of the 
environment.  

(13) The Regional District encourages the replacement of older, on-site sewage 
systems with newer systems using improved technology to prevent potential 
contamination of the shoreline and water.  
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(14) The Regional District discourages the removal of vegetation along the 
shoreline, as this can lead to erosion, loss of food and nutrients for fish, and loss 
of shade for young fish. Landowners are encouraged to refer to the Ministry of 
Environment’s Best Management Practices for Hazard Tree and Non Hazard Tree 
Limbing, Topping, or Removal.  

(15) The Ministry of Natural Resource Operations, in carrying out reviews of 
foreshore tenure applications, is encouraged to take the following factors into 
consideration, with emphasis on the environmental sensitivity of the foreshore 
areas, as well as ensuring an appropriate relationship with upland areas.  
(a) Private moorage should not impede pedestrian access along the beach portion 
of the foreshore.  
(b) The siting of new private moorage shall be undertaken in a manner that is 
consistent with the orientation of neighbouring private moorage, is sensitive to 
views and other impacts on neighbours, and avoids impacts on access to existing 
private moorage and adjacent properties.  
(c) Non-moorage uses are not appropriate on foreshore areas. These include 
facilities such as beach houses, storage sheds, patios, sun decks, and hot tubs. 
These types of development should occur only on privately owned upland areas.  
(d) Private moorage owners and builders are encouraged to refer to the Ministry 
of Environment’s Best Management Practices for Small Boat Moorage on Lakes, 
and the Department of Fisheries and Oceans’ Pacific Region Operational 
Statement for Dock Construction, when constructing a dock.  
 
(16) Government agencies that have mandates for protecting the environmental 
integrity of the area’s lakes are encouraged to continue to carry out scientific 
research and water quality testing to monitor the quality of lake water, identify 
the causes of the reduced water quality, and take steps toward correcting the 
situation.  

(17) The protection of the environmentally unique or sensitive areas through the 
purchase or dedication of lands to a private land trust, non-government 
organization, or the Province is encouraged.  

(18) The Subdivision Approving Officer is encouraged to follow Provincial 
guidelines for development near aquatic areas and other environmentally 
sensitive areas.  

(19) The Regional District shall evaluate the net benefits of establishing a natural 
environment development permit area around Lake Kathlyn, in close consultation 
with impacted property owners.  

(20) Lake Kathlyn, Tyhee Lake, Seymour Lake, and Round Lake are at, or have 
exceeded, their capacity to accommodate development. Rezoning applications 
that allow the creation of additional lakefront parcels shall not be supported.  
$
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Appendix D.  Trails Objectives and Policies - Smithers  and Telkwa Official 
Community Plans  

Below is a list of Objectives and Policies particularly relevant to this project. 

Smithers OCP - 8.2.3.TRAILS 

Objective: To improve the existing trail system in order to encourage alternative 
transportation, promote community health and wellbeing, and to minimize wildlife 
encounters. 

Policy 1 Improve connectivity by connecting and expanding the Smithers’ 
Perimeter Trail system to encourage non-motorized commuting and recreation 
opportunities throughout the Town. 

Policy 3 Maintain and create trail connections to community facilities, 
neighbourhoods, and features of interest. 

Policy 4 The Town will address ongoing development and management of trails as 
part of the Parks, Open Space, and Recreation Master Plan. 

Policy 5 Integrate trail connections as part of any transportation infrastructure 
planning discussions, decisions, or plans. 

Policy 6 Require new development to include trails through or adjacent to their 
development in accordance with the Parks, Open Space, and Recreation Master 
Plan. 

 

8.2.1. PARKS & OPEN SPACE 

Objective: To provide a system of accessible, safe, and connected parks and open 
areas for the enjoyment of both residents and visitors to Smithers. 

Policy 1 Maintain undevelopable areas as natural open space. Where appropriate, 
passive and active recreational uses and informal walkways may be incorporated 
into the open space. 

Policy 2 A Parks, Open Space, and Recreation Master Plan may be developed to 
assess and guide the expansion, improvement and management of the Town’s 
public park system. 

Policy 4 Support the creation of additional neighbourhood park space, particularly 
in or adjacent to areas of new residential development. Potential areas that could 
accommodate new parks space are identified in Schedule A: Land Use. 
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Policy 8 Plan for connectivity of the parks, open space and trails to enhance 
pedestrian/cyclist connections and biodiversity. 

 
Village of Telkwa OCP  

7.1 Parks, Trails and Open Spaces  

Objective:  

7.1.1 To create a recreation system that connects community parks, trails and 
open space and all the residential areas.  

Policies:  

a) Extend trails (acknowledging adjacent private ownership of property);  

c) All new developments are required to provide appropriate public access and 
transportation connections to the development or help upgrade existing trail 
connections that lead to the development site;  

d) Identify a network of community corridors connecting the two main centres, 
major attractions (i.e. Eddy Park, Aldermere Trails, Tyhee Park) and other natural 
features within Telkwa and the immediate vicinity;  

i) Partner and develop a trail system connecting the Telkwa community with the 
surrounding country-side (Quick, Round-lake) and beyond (Smithers).  

j) Create a hierarchy of trails and proper signage that instructs and provides ease 
of route finding, difficulty of trail and popular landmarks and local amenities;  

k) Identify, protect and enhance public views and vistas within parks, trails and 
open-space environment;  

l) Negotiate with the Province and private property owner(s) to provide access 
through and/or on property for public pedestrian trail accesses by securing right-
of-ways and easements. Where possible work to purchase these lands for 
controlled and dedicated community use; and  

m) Identify trails on crown, private and park land and navigate the legal 
responsibilities and maintenance challenges of these trails.  

Objective:  

7.1.2 To achieve a strong network of facilities and services to accommodate a 
multi-faceted approach to recreation and leisure for residents and visitors.  

a) Create a Parks and Recreation Open Space and Trails (PROST) Master Plan, 
which includes a common sign theme and deployment plan for all recreational 
amenities;  
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b) Map existing trails (GPS), so a complete trail inventory can be conducted and 
produced and make available to the public accurate mapping of existing trail 
locations;  

g) Establish a reserve fund and plan to fund and improve parks including, the 
Rotary Sports Park, sports fields and playgrounds; and  

h) Design more opportunities for walking, cycling and other forms of alternative 
transportation.  

i) Habitat network (wildlife corridors, nesting areas/dens and food supply);  

j) To maintain green space along the Bulkley River.  

 
 
 

Appendix E.  Guide to Rural Subdivision Approvals 

http://www.th.gov.bc.ca/da/manual1/SubdivisionManual.pdf 
Guide to Rural Subdivision Approvals 
BC Ministry of Transportation Created: Feb 25, 2014  
Excerpted for Innovative Subdivisions Research Project, Sept. 2014 
 
Key information on environmental and project-related aspects of the Approvals 
process are highlighted. 
 
1.01 Roles and Authorities  
In British Columbia, a person may divide his or her property into one or more 
parcels and register them in the Land Title & Survey Authority. Before such a 
subdivision plan can be registered, however, the Land Title Act, Strata Property 
Act, Real Estate Development Marketing Act and Local Government Act of British 
Columbia require an official known as an Approving Officer to approve the plan. 
 
1.01.01 Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure 
The Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure is responsible for subdivision 
development approvals in all areas of the province outside the jurisdiction of 
municipalities and Indian Reserves. Provincial Approving Officers are quasi-
independent officials appointed to the Ministry of Transportation and 
Infrastructure by Order-In-Council to assess rural subdivision applications. 
 
1.01.01.01 Role of the Approving Officer 
 
Approving Officers are appointed under the Land Title Act. There are four 
separate jurisdictions [the two relevant to the project are included here]: 
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● Municipal Approving Officers, whom municipal councils appoint to rule on 
subdivision proposals within municipal boundaries (Section 77) 
● Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure Provincial Approving Officers, 
whom Cabinet appoints to rule on subdivision proposals outside municipal 
boundaries and within those regional districts and the Islands Trust boundaries 
that have not assumed the rural subdivision approving authority (Section 77.2.) 
Generally, these Approving Officers have separate jurisdictions of authority for 
approving subdivision plans.  
Provincial Approving Officers are quasi-judicial officials who act independently to 
ensure that the subdivision complies with Provincial Acts and Regulations as well 
as bylaws, and to protect the best interests of the public. 
 
1.01.01.02 Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure Involvement 
 
In rural areas the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure is responsible for 
maintaining and upgrading public highways. This includes highways created by 
rural subdivisions. Therefore, the Ministry has a regulatory role in determining the 
highway component for all rural subdivisions. 
 
1.01.02.01 Regional Districts 
The Local Government Act gives Regional Districts the authority to enact 
subdivision servicing and zoning bylaws. Section 87 of the Land Title Act 
authorizes the Approving Officer to refuse a subdivision if it does not conform to 
these bylaws. A local government may regulate the provision of works and 
services in subdivisions by bylaw, including standards for highways pursuant to 
Section 938 of the Local Government Act. 
 
1.01.02.03 Municipalities 
Municipalities 
When a subdivision is proposed for land outside but adjacent to a municipality, 
the Provincial Approving Officer may refer the application to the relevant 
municipality for comment, in order to consider cross-border aspects, such as road 
networks. 
 
1.01.03 Referral Agencies 
 
1.01.03.02 Crown Land Management  
The Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations manages the 
allocation of Crown land resources on behalf of the Government of British 
Columbia and its constituents. 
In the context of subdivision approvals, The Ministry of Forests, Lands and 
Natural Resource Operations is responsible for issuing tenure to cross Crown land, 
if required for access, under the Land Act and the Ministry of Lands, Parks and 
Housing Act. 
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1.01.03.03 Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
In reference to land subdivision, the federal Ministry of Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada is primarily concerned with protection of fish habitat under the federal 
Fisheries Act. Fisheries and Oceans Canada works with the Ministry of 
Environment in this regard. Either or both may be asked to review a subdivision 
proposal. 
 
1.01.03.04 Ministry of Environment 
The Ministry of Environment is the resource for: 
● Environmental protection. The Land Remediation Section administers the 
provisions for the  
investigation and remediation of contaminated sites in British Columbia under the 
environmental Management Act and Contaminated Sites Regulation.  
● Ecosystems. The Ministry's publication, Develop with Care provides information 
on related legislation.  
● Water stewardship. All water in British Columbia is owned by the Crown on 
behalf of the residents of the province. Authority to divert and use surface water 
is obtained by a licence or approval in accordance with the statutory requirements 
of the Water Act and the Water Protection Act. A water licence application is 
submitted by the applicant to FrontCounterBC. 
 
1.01.04 Special Circumstances 
These do not apply in the majority of cases. Where applicable, they may add to 
the time to review the proposal, and the Approving Officer may require additional 
approvals prior making a final decision on the application. 
 
1.01.04.05 Covenants   
The Approving Officer may require a covenant as a condition of approval, or there 
may already be one or more covenants on the title which must be complied with. 
The following are some of the most common cases, but there are others as well: 
● A parcel cannot satisfy sewage disposal regulations (with respect to on-site 
primary and secondary sewage disposal areas)  
● Part of the lands to be subdivided is subject to natural hazards, including 
erosion, flooding, landslip or rock fall 
● Approval is based either on specific land uses only or on denying specific land 
uses 
A covenant may be of a negative or positive nature and may include one or more 
conditions as noted under Section 219 of the Land Title Act.  
Various agencies and line ministries can recommend covenants as conditions of 
approval under different Acts such as: 
Community Charter (Regional District, municipalities)  
Drinking Water Protection Act  
Health Act  
Heritage Conservation Act  
Agricultural Land Commission Act  
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Local Government Act (Regional District, municipalities) 
 
[Author's note: MOE can recommend a covenant for conservation purposes.] 
 
2 Rural Subdivision Approval Process 
2.1 Preparation 
2.2 Application 
 
2.3 Evaluation 
 
The Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure receives the application and 
evaluates it according to various criteria. Factors that they consider include, but 
are not limited to: 
● Natural hazards, such as flooding, erosion, landslides, or avalanches 
● Adequacy of sewer, water, and other services 
● Size and shape of lots 
● Public interest issues, pursuant to Section 85(3) of the Land Title Act. 
● Adequacy of open spaces and walkways 
● Preservation of natural features 
● Compatibility of overall subdivision pattern with the neighborhood 
● Opportunity for future subdivisions 
● Adequacy of buildable area 
● Adherence to Ministry construction standards 
● Adequacy of roads, lanes, and emergency vehicle access 
● Legal and reasonable access to all lots being created, lands beyond and access 
to water, as per requirements of Section 75 of the  
Land Title Act 
● Drainage 
 
Ministry Reviews Application and Sends to Referral Agencies 
The District Development Technician will review your application and refer it to 
other agencies, such as the Regional Health Authority or the Regional District, for 
their recommendations or approval. The District Technician will review your 
application with respect to the remaining items… 
 
Design and Review by a Professional Engineer… 
 
Application Goes to Approving Officer 
After receiving all referral agency responses and conducting his or her own 
review, the Development Technician may send your application to the Approving 
Officer for preliminary consideration (see 2.4.1). 
 
2.3.2 Land Use 
In this section, land use refers to more than the human activities that take place 
on the land. It looks at environmental protection, parcel layout, aesthetics and 
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archaeological interest as well, all of which could affect the design or even the 
feasibility of the subdivision application. Pursuant to Section 86 of the Land Title 
Act, approving officers need to balance a wide variety of factors to make sure the 
proposed subdivision does not unreasonably affect the land and its adjacent 
properties.1 
 
2.3.2.12 Parks 
Section 941 of the Local Government Act allows Regional Districts to acquire for 
park purposes up to 5% of the land being developed. Land designated for park 
under this Section should be shown as “park” on the subdivision plan.  
This power to acquire parkland does not apply when: 
● The subdivision will create fewer than three additional lots 
● The smallest lot being created by the subdivision will be larger than two 
hectares 
● The subdivision consolidates existing parcels 
 
Payment in Lieu of Dedication 
If the Regional District has Letters Patent for the park function, the landowner 
has the option of paying money in lieu of the 5% dedication.  
However, if an official community plan or a rural land use bylaw contains policies 
and designations regarding the location and type of future parks, the Regional 
District may decide whether the applicant should provide land or money. 
The Regional District is responsible for identifying the need for park dedication 
and determining where it should be located. It does this in response to the 
Ministry's subdivision referral. The applicant and the Regional District work out 
the details of cash in lieu as well as any disagreement about the  
location of the park. 
 
Dedication of Linear Parkland  
$

1$Local$Government$Act$excerpt:$Matters$to$be$considered$by$approving$officer$on$application$for$approval$86$$(1)$
Without$limiting$section$85$(3),$in$considering$an$application$for$subdivision$approval,$the$approving$officer$may$
(a)$at$the$cost$of$the$subdivider,$personally$examine$or$have$an$examination$and$report$made$on$the$subdivision,$
(b)$hear$from$all$persons$who,$in$the$approving$officer's$opinion,$are$affected$by$the$subdivision,$
(c)$refuse$to$approve$the$subdivision$plan,$if$the$approving$officer$considers$that$
$(vi)$$$after$due$consideration$of$all$available$environmental$impact$and$planning$studies,$the$anticipated$
development$of$the$subdivision$would$adversely$affect$the$natural$environment$or$the$conservation$of$heritage$
property$to$an$unacceptable$level,$

$(d)$if$the$approving$officer$considers$that$the$land$is,$or$could$reasonably$be$expected$to$be,$subject$to$flooding,$
erosion,$land$slip$or$avalanche,$the$approving$officer$may$require,$as$a$condition$of$consent$to$an$application$for$
subdivision$approval,$that$the$subdivider$do$either$or$both$of$the$following:$

(i)$$$provide$the$approving$officer$with$a$report$certified$by$a$professional$engineer$or$geoscientist$
experienced$in$geotechnical$engineering$that$the$land$may$be$used$safely$for$the$use$intended;$
(ii)$$$enter$into$one$or$more$covenants$under$section$219$in$respect$of$any$of$the$parcels$that$are$being$
created$by$the$subdivision.$

(2)$The$Lieutenant$Governor$in$Council$may,$by$regulation,$amend,$add$to,$substitute$or$repeal$any$of$the$grounds$
for$refusal$set$out$in$this$section$or$in$section$85$(3).$
$
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It may be in the public's best interest to establish a strip adjacent to a stream or 
river as Crown Land pursuant to Section 85 of the Land Title Act and Section 941 
of the Local Government Act.  
For example, if a river has high recreational value, a seven-metre wide strip 
adjacent to a river may be recommended to allow access for people wishing to 
fish. 
 
A park does not qualify as a road. 
 
2.3.2.13 Environmental Considerations 
Approving officers, pursuant to Section 86 of the Land Title Act, have the 
authority to consider environmental input in subdivision proposals. The 
subdivision should be designed so that it protects the natural environment as 
much as reasonably possible. This would include issues such as buffer zones, 
creek-side protection, groundwater contamination, noxious weeds, wildlife, 
fisheries and wildfire concerns. Developers should prepare a plan that minimizes 
changes to the existing terrain. See the Ministry of Environment Develop with 
Care: Environmental Guidelines for Urban and Rural Land Development in British 
Columbia. 
 
2.3.2.14 Creek Considerations 
The stated goal of the British Columbia Fish Protection Act (the “FPA”) is to 
protect and preserve fish habitat in waters under provincial jurisdictions. The 
Environmental Stewardship Division of the Ministry of Environment often 
recommends protection of a creek's banks to maintain fisheries equilibrium. The 
FPA authorizes the Regional Manager, Water Stewardship, Ministry of 
Environment to take into account the impact on fish and fish habitat when 
deciding to grant a license of approval under the Water Act. When this happens, 
the Approving Officer should ask the subdivider to return to the Crown a seven-
meter strip plus the creek bed if he or she owns it. 
 
Riparian Areas Regulation (effective March 31, 2005) 
The Riparian Areas Regulation B.C. Reg. 376/2004, enacted under Section 12 of 
the Fish Protection Act in July 2004, calls on local governments to protect 
Riparian Areas during residential, commercial, and industrial development. They 
will do so by ensuring that proposed activities are subject to a science based 
assessment conducted by a qualified environmental professional.  
The Riparian Areas Regulation model uses qualified environmental professionals, 
hired by land developers, to assess habitat and the potential impacts, develop 
mitigation measures and avoid impacts of development to fish and fish habitat, 
particularly riparian habitat.  
The assessment methods attached as a schedule to the regulation are a key 
component of a regulatory regime for riparian protection that is clear and 
measurable, but does not rely exclusively on default set backs. The assessment is 
based on the best available science with respect to riparian habitats. 
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The Riparian Areas Regulation currently applies only to local governments located 
on the east side of Vancouver Island, the Lower Mainland and the Southern 
Interior, as these are the parts of the province that are experiencing the most 
rapid urban growth… 
 
2.3.2.15 Wildlife Considerations  
Impact on wildlife ecosystems will be considered. Many species and ecosystems 
at risk in British Columbia have been identified, through the cooperation of 
scientists and experts throughout the province. Each has been assigned a global 
and provincial rank by the B.C. Conservation Data Centre, according to an 
objective set of criteria established by the Nature Conservancy. The ranks 
assigned and listed in the tracking lists maintained by the CDC provide the basis 
for the Red and Blue lists of the Ministry of Environment (MOE). These lists 
include plants and animals that have population characteristics, population 
trends, or distributions which indicate that they require special attention so that 
they may be maintained as part of the wildlife of British Columbia. These lists are 
only one indicator of potential impact. A report by a certified professional may be 
required. To date, the MOE Red and Blue lists have included only vertebrates. Red 
and Blue lists are also available for butterflies and moths, dragonflies and 
damselflies, marine invertebrate animals, other invertebrate animals, vascular 
plants, and mosses.  
 
Placing plants and animals on these lists flags them as being at risk and requiring 
investigation. The Red and Blue lists provide a list of species for consideration for 
more formal designation as Endangered or Threatened, either provincially under 
the British Columbia Wildlife Act, or nationally by the Committee on the Status of 
Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) and provide a method of assigning 
conservation priorities for species considered at risk in British Columbia. Recovery 
planning is a process undertaken to ensure the survival and recovery of these 
species and ecosystems at risk. 
The Ministry also lists animals and plants considered to be secure in British 
Columbia on the Yellow List - these are managed at the habitat level by managing 
for a diversity of habitats in the province. 
See the brochure on Species Ranking in B.C. (PDF) for more details and an 
explanation of ranks and list status.  
 
See Develop with Care: Environmental Guidelines for Urban and Rural Land 
Development in British Columbia document for links to information 
 
2.4 Preliminary Approval and Development 
The Provincial Approving Officer gives the application preliminary layout approval 
(PLA) with conditions or preliminary layout non-approval (PLNA) with reasons. 
The applicant completes any work required by the Preliminary Layout Approval, 
prior to submitting final plans for approval in order to obtain final approval of the 
subdivision plans. 
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2.4.1 Preliminary Layout Approval (PLA) 
Once all the information (zoning, health requirements, access, layout and other) 
on your application has been received and reviewed you will be notified of the 
decision on your preliminary subdivision application. If the Approving Officer 
considers that your application will conform to all the legislation, regulations, 
bylaws and policies concerning subdivision, and would not otherwise 
unreasonably affect the public interest, you will be issued a Preliminary Layout 
Approval (PLA). If not, you will be issued a PLNA, with the reasons why your 
subdivision proposal is not approvable.  
Some examples of the PLA conditions are: 
● Layout changes 
● Road or park dedication 
● Servicing requirements such as access, water, sewer, drainage, etc. 
● Referral agency comments such as local government, health authorities, 
Agricultural Land Commission, etc. 
● Obtaining specialists’ reports on traffic impacts, geophysical hazards, 
environmental assessments, etc. 
● Local government bylaw requirements 
Although Preliminary Layout Approval gives you a measure of assurance that the 
subdivision will receive final approval, it is not a guarantee of final approval. 
 
2.4.2 Reconsideration of Application 
If you have questions or concerns about the conditions laid out in the PLA/PLNA, 
please contact the District Development Technician. The District Development 
Technician will engage relevant parties, including referral agencies, to help you 
work towards a solution. If you still have questions or concerns after speaking 
with the District Development Technician, you may contact the Provincial 
Approving Officer directly.  
It is important to provide, in writing, any new information or changes that you 
wish to be considered during the reconsideration process.  
For additional assistance, you may contact the District Manager, Transportation 
for your area. The District Manager, Transportation can provide clarification or 
revisions to the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure’s recommendations 
to the PAO, can engage relevant parties to work toward resolution, and can direct 
you to additional courses of action. 
 
2.4.3 Implementation of Preliminary Layout Approval 
…As you develop your subdivision, make sure that the responsible agency 
inspection requirements are met; they may require notice, or authorize a certified 
professional to inspect and report. ..The local District office will advise you of the 
standards and the inspection schedule. 
Similarly, other authorities will inspect the construction of other services, such as 
water and electricity. In some instances, it may be necessary for a Professional 
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Engineer or Geoscientist to certify that the work has been constructed in 
accordance with established standards. 
As a general rule, it is good practice to maintain contact with the agency who will 
take over the utility or facility after the subdivision is approved.  
Representatives from those agencies can supply you with information on 
inspections. 
 
2.4.4 Final Plan Submission 
2.5 Final Approval 
2.5.1 Report on Final Subdivision 
2.5.2 Final Approval or Rejection 
2.5.3 Legal Appeal 
2.5.4 Registration 
2.6 Variations in the Approval Process 
2.6.1 Strata Title Subdivisions 
2.6.1.1 Approval Process for Bare Land Strata Plans 
 
2.6.1 Strata Title Subdivisions 
Because strata properties are governed by the Strata Property Act, some 
differences arise when approving subdivisions of strata property, compared to 
conventional subdivision. The following sections describe the approval process for 
bare land strata, building strata and phased strata. 
2.6.1.1 Approval Process for Bare Land Strata Plans 
Approval Process for Bare Land Strata Plans 
The following guidelines apply. 
 
Parcel Size 
The minimum parcel size of the strata lots must meet the minimum parcel size of 
the zoning bylaw.  
If the Regional District does not have a subdivision bylaw, the requirements of 
the provincial Subdivision Regulations (B.C. Regulation 262/70) pursuant to the 
Local Services Act apply. In this instance averaging of the minimum parcel sizes 
of the Regional District zoning bylaws is still possible. The minimum lot sizes 
permitted will be those set out in the provincial Subdivision Regulations or 
minimum lot dimensions specified by the Regional District. These cannot be 
reduced or averaged. 
 
Lot density should be calculated based on the total area minus any dedication for 
the access routes. 
Road Dedications Pursuant to Sections 5 and 8 of B.C. Regulation 75/78, bare 
land strata subdivisions must provide public road dedications to lands beyond and 
to a body of water, as well as for continuity of existing roads.  
 
The Minister of Transportation has the authority to require these highway 
accesses for all rural subdivisions. The Provincial Approving Officer will administer 
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this authority. The Provincial Approving Officer may require widening of existing 
public roads. These dedications cannot be accomplished y the strata plan. The 
road dedication must be done on a conventional subdivision or reference plan, 
before the strata plan is approved. Such roads need not be constructed, just 
dedicated by plan at the discretion of the Provincial Approving Officer. 
 
Internal Roads  
The internal roads of the strata plan are private roads. The strata regulations 
refer to them as access routes, and they should be shown as such on the strata 
plan. 
 
Community Water, Sewage and Drainage Systems 
Community water and sewage systems and storm drainage systems are treated 
the same as in any conventional subdivision. The following apply to systems that 
are not within municipal, Regional District, or Improvement District jurisdiction: 
 
Community water system 

● Treated as a utility 
● Must meet all the requirements of the Ministry of Environment, Utility 
Regulation Section, Water Management Branch. 
● Regional Health Authority approval pursuant to the Drinking Water 
Protection Regulation B.C. Reg. 200/2003 
 

Community sewer system 
● Must be certified by a Professional Engineer as having been constructed to 
accepted engineering standards 
● Waste Management Branch approval pursuant to Waste Management Act 
Municipal Sewage Regulation B.C. Reg. 129/99 

 
B.C. Regulation 75/78 requires developers to provide assurance that they will 
register any easements necessary to protect water or sewer lines where they go 
through strata lots. 
 
Deposits and Guarantees 
The Ministry and the Provincial Approving Officer cannot hold a security deposit to 
guarantee completion of services. If a public third party — such as a Regional 
District — or the agencies that have jurisdiction wish to hold the security, the 
Approving Officer may approve the plan provided the agency or public third party 
certifies that it has sufficient security. 
 
Easements 
For further information on easements and statutory rights-of-way, see sections 
182 and 218 in the Land Title & Survey Authority Practice Manual, Volume 1. 
 
2.6.1.2 Approval Process for Phased Strata Plans 
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2.6.2 Approval Process for a Controlled Access Highway 
2.6.3 Approval Process When Subdividing For Relatives 
2.6.4 Approval Process for Railway Crossings 
2.6.5 Approval Process for Pipelines Under Provincial Ministry Jurisdiction 
2.6.6 Approval Process for Pipelines Under National Energy Board Jurisdiction 
2.6.7 Approval Process for Air Space Parcels 
2.6.8 Approval Process in the Islands Trust Area 
2.6.9 Approval Process for ALR Land 
3 Apply [paper based applications and forms or online] 
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!

Appendix F. Natural Area Protection Tax Exemption Program  

!
Handout to accompany presentation by Jennifer Eliason, Islands Trust Fund2 
 
The Islands Trust Fund is a land trust supported by the Islands Trust, a 
federation of local governments for the Gulf and Howe Sound Islands. The Islands 
Trust Fund carries out the “preserve and protect” mandate of the Islands Trust 
using standard land trust tools, such as conservation covenants and land 
acquisition. The Islands Trust Fund also administers the Natural Area Protection 
Tax Exemption Program (NAPTEP), a policy instrument developed to encourage 
the protection of natural areas on the Gulf and Howe Sound Islands by providing 
a property tax incentive.  
 
NAPTEP (Natural Area Protection Tax Exemption Program)  
 
NAPTEP is a conservation tax exemption program offered jointly by the Islands 
Trust and Islands Trust Fund. NAPTEP provides an annual property tax exemption 
of 65% of the assessed value of land protected with a conservation covenant. By 
encouraging landowners to protect land with covenants, the program assists local 
governments in achieving their goal to protect ecosystem values without the need 
to spend tax revenue to purchase the land.  
To apply for the tax exemption, a landowner registers a conservation covenant 
with the Trust Fund Board on their property's title, permanently protecting the 
natural values on their land. With a covenant on the property, the landowner is 
then eligible to receive a Natural Area Exemption Certificate from Trust Council, 
providing the tax exemption for the portion of land protected by the covenant. 
The exemption is applied automatically each year, and applies to all property 
taxes.  
 
Legislation, Regulation, and Policies  
 
The Islands Trust's power to provide property tax exemptions for conservation is 
provided in section 7.1 of the Islands Trust Act. The Act outlines which taxes 
NAPTEP provides exemption from, how a tax exemption certificate is issued, and 
the penalty if the covenant is breached and certificate cancelled.  

$

2Species$and$Ecosystems$at$Risk$Local$Government$Working$3rd$Annual$Symposium,$7[8$October$2013.$

$
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The Islands Trust Natural Area Protection Tax Exemption Regulation identifies the 
types of natural values and amenities eligible for the exemption program. They 
include relatively undisturbed areas that are:  

• good examples of important ecosystems such as forests over 80 years old, 
woodlands, water features, sparsely vegetated natural areas, coastal bluffs, 
etc.  

• key habitat for native plant species or plant communities   

• critical habitat for native animal species in relation to breeding, rearing, 
feeding or staging   

• special geological features  

The Act required the Islands Trust seek the agreement of each regional district 
board before implementing NAPTEP on the islands in their jurisdiction. NAPTEP is 
currently available in every area of the Trust except Bowen Island Municipality.  
More information can be found at 
http://www.islandstrustfund.bc.ca/initiatives/privateconservation/naptep.aspx 

 
Financial Implications of NAPTEP  
The tax exemptions available through NAPTEP do not decrease government tax 
income. To compensate, exempted taxes are shifted to other taxpayers in the tax 
jurisdiction. This practice is the same for other tax exemption programs (e.g. 
Homeowner Grants, Agricultural Land Reserve exemptions, Heritage property 
exemptions). Because taxes are shifted not just to other island property owners, 
but throughout regional districts and the province, our experience with NAPTEP is 
that for each new landowner who joins the program, non-NAPTEP island property 
owners see an increase in property taxes that amounts to pennies at most.  
 
Successes  
 
Since 2005, 22 NAPTEP covenants have been registered, protecting over 75 
hectares of natural area. Landowners are generally satisfied with the tax-
exemption they receive. There have been no major compliance issues to date. 
Interest in the program has steadily grown, and expansion of the program was 
recently approved for the islands within Metro Vancouver jurisdiction (Bowyer, 
Passage).  
 
Challenges  
 
The costs associated with registering a covenant, as well as the ongoing costs of 
annual compliance monitoring, present the biggest challenges. NAPTEP applicants 
are expected to pay for their own legal, survey and baseline costs, though some 
island-based conservancy groups have set up assistance funds with donations. 
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Annual compliance monitoring is a regular budget item for the Islands Trust Fund, 
but of course increasing with each new covenant.  
Applying a tax-incentive program more broadly would likely require legislative 
change. The process to enable changes to the Islands Trust Act, develop 
corresponding regulation and initiate implementation of the program was 
complex, taking 10 years.  
 
Property Tax Incentive Programs in Other Jurisdictions  
 
In 2008, the Province of Nova Scotia implemented the Conservation Property Tax 
Exemption program. The program exempts a landowner from paying property 
taxes on the portion of a property protected with a covenant (easement). The 
program also provides a grant to municipalities in lieu of taxes to compensate for 
lost revenue. For more information, visit 
http://www.gov.ns.ca/nse/protectedareas/cpte.asp  
 
In 2009, the Province of Ontario introduced the Conservation Land Tax Incentive 
Program. The program provides tax relief on properties identified by the Province 
as having eligible natural features. A covenant is not required, but applicants 
must prove the land is in a natural state. Applicants must apply for the program 
each year to receive the tax exemption. For more information, visit 
http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca/en/Business/CLTIP/index.html 
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Appendix G. Neighbourhood Asset Mapping Workshop – Hanson Property 

$

Executive Summary 
 
This document summarizes a Neighbourhood Asset Mapping workshop that took 
place on March 9, 2014 at the Office of the Village of Telkwa. A group of 
interested people, mainly neighbours, met with the owners of a property which is 
slated to be developed in Telkwa. They gathered at the Village Office on a Sunday 
to discuss the plans for development and to share their knowledge and use of the 
property, its community and environmental assets, and their concerns and 
interests in the property and its surroundings.  
 
The meeting was facilitated by Dr. Cristina Soto and introduced by Anne 
Hetherington (Ministry of Forests, Lands, and Natural Resource Operations) who 
are collaborating on a project on Innovative Subdivisions, funded by Kassandra 
Foundation and based at the Bulkley Valley Research Centre. The property in 
question is owned by Daryl and Dina Hanson and is one of the two local sites 
being examined in the project. The property is also the chosen site for the Bulkley 
Valley Co-housing initiative. 
 
The NAM workshop was an opportunity to proactively map valued assets on the 
property such as human and wildlife trails, view-scapes, and other features. The 
intent is for this information to inform site planning, minimize potential conflicts, 
reduce loss of valued features, and in general, to help in planning an 
interconnected and liveable community. 
 
This report further explains the background and rationale for the workshop, 
summarizes the context setting that occurred by the organizers and property 
owners, and then summarizes the identified assets.  
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Background 
 
This Neighbourhood Asset Mapping workshop culminated from the intersection of 
three initiatives: 
1. Daryl and Dina Hanson have decided to subdivide and build houses on their 

property, including their own residence. They considered a standard 
subdivision design and decided to do something different - to develop the 
property in a way that retains more of its qualities that they, their neighbours, 
and others in the region enjoy. 

2. The Bulkley Valley Co-housing initiative has shifted focus from seniors in 
Smithers into a multi-generational project that has returned its focus to the 
Hanson property within the Village of Telkwa boundary.  

3. The Innovative Subdivision Project is a collaboration between two sets pf 
property owners, (the Hansons and the De Jongs), Anne Hetherington 
(Ecosystems Section, Forest Lands and Natural Resources Operations), and Dr 
Cristina Soto, the project lead. It is funded by the Kassandra Trust and based 
at the Bulkley Valley Research Centre.  

The workshop, including maps and materials, was organized by Anne 
Hetherington. It was facilitated and summarized by Dr. Cristina Soto. The 
participants in the workshop were mainly neighbours, some of whose property 
borders the Hanson property and others who live at varying distances away. A list 
of participants is found in Appendix 2.  
 
Dr. Ray Chipeniuk, a retired planning professor from UNBC, attended out of 
interest in these kinds of processes. John Howard of BC Parks, who oversees 
Tyhee Lake Provincial Park, noted the connectivity and potential concerns 
between the property and the Park for humans, other species, and water and 
praised the Hansons for their planning and vision.  
 
Telkwa Village Councillor Rimas Zitkauskas said that the Hansons approach to 
developing their property “puts flesh on the bones” of Telkwa’s Integrated 
Community Sustainability Plan,3 including their subdivision plan.  He stressed the 
important goal of “harmony in the built, natural and social environment, and that 
conversation on this site fit [that goal] perfectly.”  
 
The property has an open field with views of five different mountain ranges, a 
young birch copse, and a forested area. The Hansons have maintained a popular 

$

3The Judging Panel of the 2012 Livable Community (LivCom) Awards selected Telkwa, out of 21 other 
international projects, as a silver award winner in the Socio Economic Section for their “Community Sustainability 
and Resiliency Plan”. 

$
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trail system on the property that is used by many, including people from Smithers 
and other areas. The trails connect with other local trails including Tyhee Lake 
Provincial Park trails. The property is used by a range of wildlife including geese, 
ducks and cranes, amphibians, deer, bear, moose and foxes. These and other 
community and environmental assets were identified by the participants in the 
workshop and mapped. 
 
 
The Workshop 
 
Context Setting 
 
 Anne Hetherington - Welcome and Project Context 
The workshop was started with a welcome and introduction by Anne 
Hetherington. She provided the context for the need for innovative approaches to 
subdivisions, mentioning several local examples that encroach on rare 
ecosystems and do not consider visual quality or views from neighbouring 
houses. Hetherington praised newer policies expressed in the Regional District 
Electoral Area A’s Smithers Telkwa Rural Official Community Plan and the Village 
of Telkwa’s Official Community Plan and associated sustainability initiatives. She 
noted that the Hanson property will provide an “on the ground” example linking 
policies to action through the Innovative Subdivisions Project. This 
Neighbourhood Asset Mapping project builds on a previous initiative led by Dr. 
Chipeniuk and colleagues for the Bulkley Valley.4 
 
Hetherington stressed the importance of maintaining ecological integrity in the 
region.   To demonstrate the landscape level context, she shared a map of the 
Bulkley Valley Land and Resource Management Plan, showing Biodiversity 
Connectivity Corridors and Rare Ecosystems, two of which pass through or near 
the Hanson property. “Although less than six percent of BC is private land, it 
contains most of the high biodiversity areas, so stewardship is essential in private 
land development,” she said. “Valley bottoms are the ‘filet mignon’ of the land 
base.” 
 
The Hansons – History and Context of the Property 
Daryl Hanson said the Hanson family bought the property in 1994. They use it for 
hay production and maintain and enjoy its recreational trails, leaving them open 
for the public to enjoy. They were approached by the Bulkley Valley Co-housing 
Society and have since decided to become members and sell the Society 5 to 10 
acres. The co-housing project would be a cluster development at the Tower end 

$

4$A$major$Bulkley$Valley$asset$mapping$project$was$conducted$through$the$Bulkley$Valley$Stewardship$Coalition$(BVSC)$in$partnership$
with,$and$partially$funded$by,$the$GEOIDE$Canada$Centres$of$Excellence$project$Promoting)Sustainable)Communities)through)
Participatory)Spatial)Decision)Support$via$Dr.$Raymond$Chipeniuk,$University$of$Northern$British$Columbia.$
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of the property and would leave 62 acres for potential future development 
including green-space. The Hansons hope that community values can inform the 
subdivision plan for the area and are exploring ideas at this stage. Dina Hanson 
thanked Rimas Zitkauskas and acknowledged how supportive the Village of 
Telkwa has been in co-housing and other endeavours. She mentioned the 
community, environmental, cultural, and historical values of the property, for 
example, the old wagon road from Aldermere which passes through it. She talked 
about the magic of the birch grove, about how the trails have been maintained by 
Ned Bartlett and how they welcome public use of their trails (if you clean up after 
your dogs!). Dina Hanson also mentioned the possibility for sustainable 
agriculture on the site. The Hansons and the co-housing project are keen to have 
community assets mapped for collaboration with professionals on site design, 
for example, the location of current trails.  
 
 
Dr. Cristina Soto – Innovative Subdivisions Project 
Dr. Soto described the focus of the Innovative Subdivisions project as examining 
options for developing subdivisions in ways that retain more of the site’s 
environmental and community benefits. This will be done by reviewing a range of 
potential tools and bylaws in the Green Bylaws Toolkit (Curran and ELC 2007), for 
example covenants and clustering of development. Dr. Soto will also review 
newer literature and conduct interviews with individuals from other jurisdictions 
to update the learning on application of these tools. Interviews with 
knowledgeable locals including developers, engineers and planners will help to 
evaluate applicability of these tools for the Bulkley Valley. Finally, results 
including a preliminary look at a range of costs and benefits of standard and 
innovative subdivision designs for the two case study properties will be presented 
to local governments and others. 
 
Methods - Mapping environmental and community assets 
A number of maps were posted on the walls in the room for additional information 
and context. Participants sat around a large central table upon which were 
several maps of the property and the surrounding area. Markers of various 
colours and sticky note pads were available for participants to use on the maps 
and to write information on, respectively. The main map used was a 1:50,000 
map with property lines and 1m contours (supplied by the VOT).  The initial 
mapping was directly on a hard-copy 33” x 40” map and the information was 
later transferred to a digital copy through an application developed by FLRNO 
(Andy Muma) as a prototype tool to help capture this type of public information 
and make it available for planning. 
 
Each participant in turn, introduced him or herself and explained their interest in 
the property. Where appropriate, they pointed out specific locations of interest or 
local knowledge on the map, including the natural and cultural assets of the area 
as well as any ideas or concerns about future development (Figure 1). The 
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participants or the facilitator drew the appropriate shapes (polygons) or lines on 
the map to correspond with the identified assets. 
 

$
$
$
Figure 1. Participants map valued community and environmental assets on and 
surrounding the Hanson Property in Telkwa. 
$
$
Workshop Results 
 
Digitized features were mapped and appear in the report (9.0). The information 
that was shared by participants in describing these areas, marked as polygons 
and lines, is found in Appendix 1. These maps will be used to inform the Hansons, 
the co-housing society, and the professionals involved in site design in the future. 
Some comments and feedback did not refer to specific geographical locations. 
These are summarized in Appendix 2. 
Appendix 1. Mapped features. 

 

Site 
Name 

Feature Description (Knowledge holder's initials shown in 
brackets) 

1 Birch grove "6 acres - stunning, magic", trail runs through it; 
talking about ways of protecting it, partnership 
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with VOT (DiH); scenic, about 40 years old, 
copied (AH) 

2 Old wagon trail predates Aldermere, was a First Nations trail 
(MK); oldest graves in the Telkwa cemetery run 
parallel to this; then they change their orientation 
later in time (JaS) 

3 Kettles depressions with marshes and willows (resulting 
from ice stranded by melting glaciers (AH), now 
wet areas filled with dead willow); willows died on 
his property as a result of insect borers; new ones 
growing through (MK) 

4 Deer bed a number of deer use thicket to bed down and 
travel to neighbour Brenda's who feeds them 
(MK); overlaps with area planned for co-housing 

5 Steep south 
facing slope 

 No development area - too steep (DaH), Site 
Series category SBSdk 81/82 (AH) 

6 Bear trail parallel to the drop off, abundant scat evidence, 
how to minimize wildlife conflicts and maintain 
wildlife connectivity (CS); the odd bear seen in 
park but they are not encouraged - efforts are 
made to limit attractants (JH) 

7 Low drainage 
area 

goes to the Stevensons, "feeds the lake", 
significant flow in spring and floods the trail, 
broader ecological concern, Dr. Norma Kerby is 
working on amphibians and this is a natural 
corridor for them (AH) A drainage plan is needed.  
This is part of volunteer amphibian monitoring 
project (JaS) with a salamander monitoring board 
(sampling technique) set at Stevensons. First spot 
in-migrating geese come; consider permaculture - 
"stepped field", hear coyotes and foxes disturbing 
geese and ducks; see also 15 and 16 for 
continuation of this drainage. Possibility of putting 
in ponds was mentioned.  

8a Snake sightings Snakes have been spotted in this area (JaS) 

8b Snake 
hibernaculum 

Suspicious mound. There may be garter snake 
hibernaculum near Stevensons greenhouse based 
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on size (1 m) and number seen in spring (JaS) 

9 Walking trails Bicycling and walking trails (JaS) maintained by 
Ned Barlett, Hansons welcome this but dog faeces 
are a problem (DiH), key feature that people 
generally seem to want to maintain post 
development;  

10 Potential trail desire to connect the trails on top to Eddy park 
and trail; is a trail that goes down the hill that 
requires brushing, possibly consider stairs to park 
(CM) 

11 Steep south 
facing slope,  off 
property 

wild life areas on south slopes going along valley 
(rare ecosystems along Bulkley River): deer, bear 
and some moose seen (UY), connects with 5 

12 Wild orchids  wild clematis also here and many other areas 
(J&JS) 

13 Water hemlock growing in two kettles 

14 Easement A new easement for Stevensons have been given 
by Hansons through to park side along boundary. 
(J&JS) 

15 Water crossing water drainage with muddy section on trail; water 
catchment area has Sandhill cranes and waterfowl 
resting area in center of field, particularly when 
grain has been planted. (J&JS) 

16 Wetland 
complex (J&JS) 

17 Pond was a depression which was enhanced and is now 
a pond with amphibians (salamanders, frogs, 
snakes mosquitos in area) (J&JS) 

19 Saskatoon hill Lots of saskatoon tress with big berries, lots of 
bears frequent area (J&JS) 

20 Western 
hemlock tree 

(J&JS) 

21 Well Stevenson's well: 130 ft depth, domestic water 
supply (on fractured rock, no plastic liner all the 
way down (cautious about big machinery in the 
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area); also drainage from field which comes by 
house in this area (J&JS) 

22 Stagnant water drainage issue; underwater in spring; VOT tried to 
shunt it off and flooded the Seniors' residence 
(J&JS) 

23 Bee hives Phil Brienesse' bees - some talk of more 
apiculture in the area (J&JS) 

24 Thin 
forage/hockweed 

(J&JS) 

25 Very productive 
forage 

(J&JS) 

26 Brenda's tree 
and bench. 

very large tree with bench below it; beautiful view 
(J&JS) 

27 Best viewscapes Visuals from where views of local mountain 
ranges: Telkwas, Rocky Ridge, Hudson Bay, 
Babines. (DiH) Correlated with elevation map 
(yellow and orange areas on map). May need 
polygons of visual ranking. 

28 Walking trail Line added in where trail crosses private land  

29 Public lakeshore 
access points 

Crown Land access points to Tyhee Lake 
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Appendix 2. Additional Comments and Information 

 

Attendance: Miro Kosalko, Mel Coulson, Evi Coulson,  Ursula Yeker, Jane 
Stevenson, John Stevenson, Colin MacLeod, Ray Chipeniuk, Rimas Zitkauskas, 
John Howard, Dina Hanson,  Daryl Hanson, Anne Hetheringon, Cristina Soto 
 
John Howard: [If environmental features are retained on the Hanson property,] 
it’s good to have a buffer along park. He mentioned the potential for smoke from 
the campground to bother people living in the new subdivision. Stevensons said 
this is not a problem. Potential problems from the subdivision for the park include 
loose dogs and snowmobiles in the park and an increase in traffic and people. 
“Keep in mind when creating the sewer into the Telkwa system that if the drain 
goes down into the lake, BC Parks wants to have input.” He would like to be 
informed of developments and work together. If the trail network hooks into the 
park, it might be a security issue.  
 
Daryl Hanson: The Park is a great asset to the property as well, since the current 
Village of Telkwa zoning allows for commercial development of both the Park and 
their property. 
 
Rimas Zitkauskas:  The new subdivision standards in the Telkwa Bylaw mandates 
permeable surfaces so aquifers can recharge. This discourages standard storm 
water permeable systems.     
 
Anne Hetherington:  Potential development of Stevensons' property in future 
would affect park so good to consider proactively  
 
Miro Kosalko: Lots of CMTs on his property; uses Hanson's property for walking 
and horseback riding across to neighbourhood Boonstra's or to Provincial Park 
 
John and Jane Stevenson: Concerns about snowmobiles, parking - need to 
consider and incorporate parking needs for public in future. Concern is people 
parking on private drives; currently parking at cemetery or corner of 1st Ave and 
Hubert. Wildfire concern if field not mowed (south-westerly winds which cross the 
hay field and could bring fire from cigarette butts); access during the construction 
stage. Road access through from Tower side could be a problem.  Stevensons is 
H2 zoning and they are in the ALR. There is an issue about need for through road 
if full property developed.  Need for VOT and Ministry of Transportation to create 
a turn off lane to Tower St from Highway 16 for safety. John was back-ended 
when he was turning off the highway because there is a steep curve just before 
the Tower Rd. turnoff. Field use includes kite flying, aerial toys (remote control 
helicopters), Mark Parminter landed here paragliding.  
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Daryl Hanson: “VOT wants a through road connecting Hubert to Tyhee Rd” if they 
develop the whole area. Related to fire safety and the need for the full subdivision 
to have two access points. Cohousing development will only have a driveway off 
of Hubert and First Ave. 
 
Ursula Yeager: Interested in walking and skiing trails that connect her property 
through a number of others and ultimately to the Hanson property. 
 
Miro Kosalko: Some people go running around the lake and continue through the 
property. 
 
General discussion: Connectivity of trails to town, to Tyhee Lake, and to 
Aldermere which makes a loop through park; all the public accesses to Tyhee 
Lake. 
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